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PREFACE

The Agricultural Engineering Board o f the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences which supervises the development of 
this branch organises annually a conference at Gödöllő, which is the central place o f  the Hungarian agricultural 
scientific activity.

During the sessions, research scientist, developing engineers, experts o f institutions engaged in agricultural 
engineering development strong in numbers the organizer, the hungarian universities and other higher grades of 
education, the research institutions: Hungarian Institute o f Agricultural Engineering at Gödöllő, Faculty o f Mechanical 
Engineering of the St. István University at Gödöllő and foreign guests give account o f  their results obtained in the 
research work and development o f agricultural machinery.

This yearly English-Language publication the “Hungarian Agricultural Engineering”, started at 1988, contains 
selected papers presented at the conference o f  2004. We do hope that this publication will be found interesting to a big 
part of agricultural engineers.

c

Dr. János Веке
Dean

Dr. László Fenyvesi
Director

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering 
St. István University

Hungarian Institute o f  Agricultural Engineering 
Gödöllő
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PART I.

ABSTRACT OF SELECTED PAPERS



FIELD RESEARCH FOR INVESTIGATION OF 
TILLAGE-INDUCED C 0 2 LOSS
I. J. Jóri1 -  J. Rádics1 -  I. Pazsiczki2- 1. Szabó2 -  
Cs. Gyuricza3
1 Budapest University of Technology and Economics
2 Hungarian Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Gödöllő
3 Szent István University, Gödöllő

The increase in the C02 in the atmosphere has attracted interest 
due to the potential global warming and the prospects of using 
the soil as storage for carbon. Improved agricultural practices 
have great potential to increase carbon sequestration and 
decrease the net emission o f carbon dioxide and other 
greenhouse gases. Information is needed on the short-term 
impacts of various tillage methods on C flow and dynamics 
within an agricultural production system.
We have done the first field research in Hungary to measure the 
effect of different primary tillage methods on the C 02 flux from 
soil and to evaluate the effect of conservation tillage tools on 
short-term C02 emissions.
The results support increased adoption of new and improved 
forms of conservation tillage equipment (e.g. patended 
Komondor mulch cultivator) and offer a significant potential to 
preserve or to increase soil C levels and to decrease the carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere.
Keywords: C02flux, tillage, climate change, greenhouse gases

COMPARISON TEST OF POWERSHIFT AND 
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSIONS
Zs. Farkas-G y. Kerenyi
Budapest University of Technology and Economics

The tractor transmission system has been changed from the 
single sliding gear type to the electro-hydraulic and power shift 
and finally to the CVT types. The new system could be a 
variator or a hydrostatic power selection type, which have a 
capability to find the best speed value required by the 
implement in order to work at the optimum drawbar power [3]. 
About 30 years ago, nearly all manufacturers have already 
conducted a series of experiments with stepless transmissions as 
an alternative to the PowerShift transmissions which had come 
to be standard in practice in tractor constructions [2].

INFLUENCE OF THE FRONT AXLE SUSPENSION  
TO THE TRACTOR TRACTION 
CHARACTERISTICS
M. Szente1 -  Zs. Kassai1 -  H. Lampel2-  F. Handler2 
’Non-profit Co. of HIAE for QT., Gödöllő 
2BLT, Austria

The earlier years we determined the effects of weight (mass) 
distribution and travel speed on the followings in four wheel 
drive and rear wheel drive operation system (mode):Self 
traction power requirement,
The traction characteristics o f the tractor:
— Drawbar pull,
— Drawbar power,
— Traction efficiency.
The last year was our aim, to determine the effect of front axle 
suspension upon the front axle and the whole tractor 
performance.The results o f test show that the front axle 
suspension serve not only as farmer’s own convenience. The 
earlier years our company and the BLT together measured the 
seat and cab suspension. These parameters show similar our 
results. The effect on position of front axle suspension increased 
of the traction performance (drawbar pull, drawing power) and 
the fuel consumption decreased.

PLANT-PERCEIVING SPRAYING MACHINE IN 
ORCHARDS
Gy. Dimitrievits -  Z. Gulyás -  L. Kovács -  L. Magó 
Hungarian Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Gödöllő

On horticultural plantations, significant losses, of 15-40%, 
sometimes of 80-90% may arise during the spraying procedures 
used nowadays. All these lead to substantial material and 
environmental losses.
The main cause of these losses is that the wall of leaves is 
usually broken, not contiguous on the orchards sprayed on. 
Owing to the peculiarities of various forms of planting, the 
different stages of development of the plants, the gaps in the 
rows of trees or stumps, a great deal of the disinfectant spray 
cannot gets to the surface of destination during continuous 
spraying, the majority gets to the soil, the rest of it is swept 
away or evaporated.

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY APPLICATION,
TESTS OF DRIFTING INFLUENCED BY 
WEATHER CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURE
A. László1 -  В. Pályi1 -  M. Lönhárd1 -  Mrs. A. László2 
1VU GFA Department of Agricultural Engineering and 
Farm Mechanisation
2VU GFA Department of Chemistry and Microbiology

A criterion of sustainable agricultural development is that
-  it should not damage (strain) the environment unnecessarily,
-  it should apply environment-friendly, material effective, 

economical technologies,
-  it should pay special attention to quality.
When it comes to the development of chemical plant protection, 
the research tasks of safer, target conscious distribution of 
chemicals cannot be evaded. From the point of view of 
application technology, this criterion means that no more than 
the minimum amounts of chemical agents necessary to reach the 
biologically desirable effect are to be distributed on the target 
area in the best possible distribution. Thus basically a smaller 
amount of chemicals needs to be used and less substance gets to 
places where it might have harmful consequences.
Losses (winds, thermals, evaporation, deposition in non-target 
areas are influenced mainly by the distribution technology, the 
sizes and physical properties of the particles, as well as the 
climate (temperature, moisture content of the air, wind 
velocity). Especially the smaller particles are in danger of being 
drifted by the wind. Thermal drifting is mainly caused by the 
dramatic fall of temperatures. Evaporation loss is significant in 
cases of high air temperature, low moisture content, small 
particle sizes, (when the vehicle is water without additives). 
Wind drift means the amount of chemicals leaving the area 
treated that gets deposited outside the target area or the part that 
covers a longer distance with the help of the wind. Since the 
1980’s several comparative studies dealt with tests of spray 
drifting, with different operation conditions and sample taking. 
Within the tasks of the research topic we tested the drifting 
characteristics of different nozzles; the increase of particle sizes 
as a possible means of reducing drifting, and we further 
developed the measuring, data-processing and evaluation 
methods. We started work in 1999 and resumed it in 2002 with 
the support of OTKA T 34375 and TéT Hungarian-German 
research cooperation projects.

FORCE-BASED ATOMIZATION THEORIES FOR 
SPRAY NOZZLES
I. Sztachó-Pekáry 
College of Kecskemét

Two hypotheses were set forward for atomization: droplets 
separate laterally from liquid sheet or ligament
1. ) against surface tension and
2. ) against viscous shear.
The criterion has been determined of critical drop-size at which
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shear and tension atomization mechanisms are equally effective. 
Existing literature confirms the theory as regards the effect of 
physical properties (surface tension, viscosity). The theory 
resolves the conflict in literature regarding the effect of 
viscosity, since it plays an important role only when shear 
principle is applied and not so effective when tension principle 
applies.

PLANT PROTECTION IN LINE WITH CONSUMER 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
H. Ganzelmeier
Federal Biological Research Centre, Braunschweig

The re-organisation of consumer protection in Germany has led 
to a broad dialogue pointing in a new direction for future plant 
protection policies. There is no doubt that sufficient possibilities 
must be made available to the users of plant protection products 
to prevent and control harmful organisms and non-parasitic 
impairments in plants in order to secure plant protection 
effectively for the future. The protection of human and animal 
health as well as the environment is of equal importance, 
meaning that the risk in applying plant protection products has 
to be kept as low as possible. Therefore a reduction programme 
has still to be defined. It is a well known fact that Germany's 
agriculture cannot refrain from the use of modem technology if 
it is to stay competitive.

IMPROVING GERMINATION AND WATER 
ADDITION PARAMETERS OF SEEDS WITH 
ELECTROMAGNETIC TREATMENT
L. Bense -  E. Joó -  P. Szendrő -  Gy. Vincze 
Szent István University, Gödöllő

It has been researched in the framework of OTKA T043385 and 
NKFP4/030 programmes how the water structure is ordered by 
electromagnetic field and through this structure how the 
electromagnetic field affects biological processes of seeds. First 
of all germination and water addition processes of seeds has 
been studied. The germination process has been modelled with a 
simple enzyme-substrate autocatalytic reaction. According to 
the logistical graph this model predicts increasing germination 
in time, which has been confirmed by experiments. The water is 
structured by the treatment and this structure increases the inner 
osmosis pressure, which increases the volume and speed of 
water uptake. Experimental research of these models has been 
worked out in the case of vegetable seeds.

ON ISSUES OF FOOD -  SAFETY OF MILK 
HANDLING BY MICROWAVE
K. M. Lukács -  P. Sembery 
Szent István University, Gödöllő

The physiological advantages of consuming milk and other 
dairy products are well known. In the raw milk, microorganisms 
in smaller or larger number always can be found that got from 
the udder at first and then, during the milking, the handling and 
the delivery (transport) into the milk. During the processing of 
the milk, the microorganisms or the great majority of them must 
be destroyed for the milk not to be harmful to the health of the 
consumers and, respectively, it to be keep able for a longer time 
and suitable for further processing. Several processes are known 
for decreasing the number of germ. These are the conventional 
heat-treatment (sterilization or pasteurization), the ionizer 
radiations and the processes basing on the microwave energy- 
transfer. In the present phase of this research, the investigations 
of the changes in the shelf life and the total germ count of the 
milk resulted by the effect of microwave treatment are dealt 
with, here.

SIMILARITY THEORY OF STRUCTURED 
AGRICULTURAL FLUIDS
L. Bense -  E. Joó -  P. Szendrő -  Gy. Vincze 
Szent István University, Gödöllő

Similarity theory is widely-spread in the fluid mechanics of 
Newton fluids. However structured agricultural fluids such as 
agricultural sewage are considered as non-Newton fluid of 
which similarity theory is not well-elaborated. In one of its 
research work the aim of MTA-SZIE Research Group for 
Modelling of Processed Plant Structures is to draft a non- 
Newton similarity theory which can be applied in the case of the 
most important structured fluid models. During the experiment 
the exact condition of similarity is given and the similarity 
criteria numbers dependent and independent on the material are 
being derived. Furthermore the similarity theory’s basic 
principles of experiment planning is described then the 
opportunities of the method’s practical application is 
demonstrated in the case of fluid mechanics problems of 
armatures and equipments such as pipeline, mixer, etc. applied 
in sewage treatment technology.

MECHANICAL FEATURES OF AGRICULTURAL 
PACKAGING FOILS
A. Csatár -  Z. Bellus -  L. Csorba
Hungarian Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Gödöllő

Our aim was to determine the strength and rheological features 
(creeping, relaxation) of foils applied in pressing machines that 
fill foil tubes. Tension tests were made according to the 
standards MSZ EN ISO 527-1 and MSZ EN ISO 527-3. For the 
rheological tests Poynting-Thomson and Burger’s models were 
used.

HEAT TREATMENT OF THE MIXED FODDER
J. Csermely -  M. Herdovics -  Gy. Komka 
Hungarian Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Gödöllő

Expanding and hygienization, as technological operations, seat 
tightly into the process of the production of mixed fodder where 
ensure the radical decreasing of the microbiological infection 
and the better conversion of fodders.
Additional energy demand of the hygienization is minimal. 
Expanding increases the specific energy demands of fodder 
production by 6-10 kWh/ton that means 20% of increasing. 
Operation of expanding improves the feed conversion generally 
by 4-7% because the digestibility of feed and the utilizable 
energy for animals increase alike. Operations of heat treatment 
increase the investment costs of mechanical technologies by 11- 
19%, while the operational costs by 17-20%.

POSSIBILITIES OF REDUCING EMISSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL LOAD IN PIG HOUSING
I . Pazsiczki1 -  W. Berg2 -  L. Ducza3
Hungarian Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Gödöllő
institute of Agricultural Engineering Bornim (ATB)
^TSF College of Agricultural Sciences, Mezőtúr

In our research based on earlier examinations of environmental 
load in animal housing we objected to examine gas emission 
from pig excreta in laboratory. Aim of this study is doing basic 
research for different emission reduction technologies. Firstly 
we examined the technologies of covering among them. Two 
types of covering material were measured for several months 
(Pegtilit and Perlit of trade name). Beyond that comparing 
emission measurements of pig slurry and solid excreta were
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done by us. We got other and other emission and concentration 
values at different gases by using the value of control sample as 
a 100 %. From the point of reduction rate the perlit was the best 
at ammonia and carbon dioxid while a logical proportionality 
can’t be found at methane.

SUMMER CLIMATIC PARAMETERS IN MODERN 
FREE BOX STABLE
J. Vegricht1 -  P. Hutla1 -  M. Cespiva1 -  J.Bak2 -  
L. Fenyvesi2 -  I. Pazsiczki2
1 Research Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Prague 
Hungarian Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Gödöllő

Temperature-, relative humidity and amissions orientation 
measuring was carried out in 6 points in the stable (side box, 
opposite box in manure corridor and box in feeding the site in 
centre of the stable and in its sides). For ammonia and other 
gases concentrations measuring was utilized device 1312 
Photoacoustic type Multi-Gas Monitor of INNOVA Air Tech 
Instruments firm with multi-channel sampling system 1309. The 
air temperature in the hall and its relative humidity was 
continuously recorded by the scanning apparatus COMMETER 
D3121 for registration, documentation and evaluation of 
temperature and humidity. The air temperature and relative 
humidity measured by the scanner COMMETER D3121 were 
continuously stored, too. The measuring apparatus meets 
requirements of EN 1SO/IEC 17 025. The article utilized results 
of project solution NAZV MZe CR No.QD 0176 and 
international bilateral Czech-Hungarian cooperation in the 
framework of the project MSMTV KONTAKT CZ 8/2002.

NEW RESULTS IN THE FIELD OF RADIO
FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION
L. Tóth -  L. Fogarasi -  N. Schrempf 
Szent István University, Gödöllő

The so-called radio-frequency transmitters create such an 
electromagnetic field at the place of the identification that 
induces a voltage in the activating coil of the coil (receiver) 
being enough to actuate it. This unit sends back a signal series 
of modulated frequency or amplitude toward the receiving 
(relay) antenna of the recognizing logic unit that can make 
possible to identify the signals exactly.
In the practice, both the passive transponder (resting on an 
extermal electric power-resources) and the active one (using the 
energy of any energy-accumulator, e.g. dry battery of lithium) 
have been current. In the wider range, the passive transponders 
are manufactured because these constructions can be 
miniaturized and their efficient range relatively long. Today on 
the dairy farms, the transponders affixed to neck straps (collars) 
may be accounted conventional.

THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HEMP 
SEED
Z. Csizmazia, Z. -  N. I. Pólyák
Centre of Agricultural Sciences University of Debrecen

Fibre reinforced polymers show excellent potentials for 
lightweight structures. In the paper we study natural fibre 
reinforced biopolymers. Hemp is one of the most important 
fibre plants. We also discussed the physical characteristics of 
hemp seed. Seeds are of special importance, as they come into 
close contact with various machines in the course of particle 
moving, seeding, spreading, harvesting, cleaning, drying, 
processing etc. The knowledge of the physical characteristics of 
seeds is essential for the constructors and operators. In this 
respect the size, size distribution, shape, mass, bulk density, real 
density, coefficient of friction and aerodynamic resistance of 
grains are of great importance.

EXAMINATIONS OF FALSE HEARTWOOD 
FORMING IN BEECH TREE BY MEANS OF 
COMPUTER-TOMOGRAPH
B. Biró1 -  J. Rumpf2 -  G. Bajzik3 -  R. Garamvölgyi3-  
Zs. Petrási3
1 Forestry and Wood Corp. of Somogy, Kaposvár
2 University of West-Hungary, Forestry College, Sopron
3 Diagnostics and Onkoradiology Institute of the University 

of Kaposvár

The facultative false heartwood forming of beech tree is one of 
today’s most controversial forest management questions. The 
anomaly that causes changes in the structure and habit of the 
wood significantly reduces its economic value.
During the doctoral research we do complex surveying and 
analysis of false heartwood forming on a greater area -  in the 
forest stands of the SEFAG Rt. that manages almost 80,000 
hectares. The practical significance of the results is great.
Further ecological and economical concepts about the topic can 
only be made after putting into practice the anti-destructive way 
of identifying false heartwood in the wood. At the moment it is 
the greatest challenge of the research area to follow closely the 
heartwood forming process in time and space. Since the market 
trend of false heartwooded wood is likely to stagnate, it is ever 
significant to become acquainted with the possible ecological 
determinant factors.
Thanks to the Diagnostics Center of the University of Kaposvár 
in the winter of the year 2003 we were given the possibility to 
test computer tomography in false heartwood research as a 
possible anti-destructive wood examination method.

ANALIZATION OF THE POSSIBILITIES OF BASIC 
MATERIAL SUPPLY OF WOOD-BASED POWER 
PLANTS WITH USING FORESTRY 
INFORMATICAL DATABASE
B. Marosvölgyi -  L Jung, PhD. stud. -  J. Kovács 
University of West-Hungary, Sopron

The new area of the wood utilization for energy purposes is the 
wood-based eletricity production. This can be achieved in great 
power plants. In Hungary three power plants change their 
energy carrier for wood, altogether 100 MWe performance. The 
supply of one power plant is an important exercise, and it cause 
new problems in the transporters. Great amount of wood is 
transported by the EGERERDŐ joint-stock company to the 
AES Power Plants in Kazincbarcika. The report shows what 
kind of information and database system was established and 
utilised by the EGERERDŐ for the basic matrerial supply.

COMPONENT ANALYSIS OF PARTICLES OF 
RESIDUES ORIGINATING FROM CNC MILLING 
MACHINES CORRELATION WITH THE MILLING 
PARAMETERS
M. Varga -  E. Csanády -  G. Németh, PhD. Stud. -  
Sz. Németh, PhD. Stud.
University of West-Hungary, Sopron

During the operation of different wood working machines dust 
arises and depending on the applied technology gets into the air 
space of the work site or into the environment of the machines 
in smaller or bigger amounts. In case of total dust the limit 
value of flue dust permitted on work sites is 5mg/Nm3.
The measuring of dust amount is mandatory. Keeping the dust 
exposition limit values on work sites is not just a technical, but 
also an economic, economical issue. Taking the measurement 
results into consideration, we can deal with machine 
construction and pneumatics issues so that the dust load of work 
site does not exceed the permissible value.
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In the last ten years, CNC processing centers became 
widespread in the woodworking industry. Machine 
constructions used in the machine industry, where only a small 
amount of chip is generated that cannot be removed 
pneumatically, were adapted for wood with little change. In 
case of woodworking machines, extraction systems had to be 
constructed for already existing machines, taking the high 
cutting speeds, the morphologically very different materials 
(light and dense soft- and hardwoods, composites), and the 
many different types of cutting tools employed, into 
consideration. As of today, dust and chip extraction from these 
machines has not been fully resolved. The tests described here, 
that assess the composition of chips and sawdust resulting from 
different cutting parameters, are part of a preliminary study 
aimed at revealing certain relationships that may help creating 
an efficient extraction system for such machines.

DETERMINATION OF THE ROLLING RADII IN 
THE INTERACTION OF A PNEUMATIC TYRE 
AND DEFORMABLE SOIL
P. Kiss
Szent István University, Gödöllő

Several rolling characteristics can be examined simultaneously 
by means of a suitable model representing the interaction of a 
pneumatic tyre rolling on deformable soil. The rolling radii can 
be distinguished, namely: the radius which develops due to 
wheel slip; the radius defined by the kinetics of the interaction; 
and the distance between the centre of the wheel and the bottom 
of the tyre. These three separate radii vary in time while rolling 
takes place. Because of the varying nature of these values one 
can only obtain them using dynamic measurements. This paper 
describes how these radii vary during rolling and discusses their 
interdependence.

WHY IS THE MECHANISATION OF HUNGARIAN 
SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZE FARMS SO 
DIFFICULT?
I. Husti
Szent István University, Gödöllő

In the Hungarian agriculture, after the transition, the role of 
small and medium-size enterprises has increased and 
presumably the situation will not be changed basically after 
joining the European Union.
The lecture deals with one of the most important issues of small 
and medium farms, namely with mechanisation and the 
problems of mechanisation. First the lecture analyses shortly the 
present situation and then deals with the preparation of 
machine-procurement decisions, and after that it deals with the 
difficulties and economical problems of the reasonable use of 
machines. The economic significance of mechanisation will not 
decrease in the future and therefore it worth while considering 
the best possible solutions for the economical and reasonable 
usage of farm machines. The lecture is going to define the 
diagnosis and to give guidelines to the therapy.

CONTROLLING OF ENERGETIC WIND 
MEASUREMENT
(CALIBRATION OF CUP ANEMOMETERS)
N. Schrempf- L. Tóth 
Szent István University, Gödöllő

One of the goals of the energetic wind measurements being 
carried out for several years in Dept, of Agroenergetics (Szt. 
István University, Hungary) was the construction of a wind 
tunnel that is suitable for calibrating anemometers and it is in 
accordance with the international standards.

DYNAMIC SURFACE FIRMNESS 
MEASUREMENT OF HIGH PRECISION
J. Felföldi -  A. Fekete -  V. Muha 
Corvinus University of Budapest

Among the dynamic texture assessment methods the acoustic 
response method is known about its excellent reproducibility 
and accuracy. However the impact methods — suitable for 
surface tests of much wider range of products -  have generally 
relatively high (10-20%) repetition error similarly to the 
traditional, compression based surface firmness assessment 
methods. Therefore a computer controlled impact test system 
was developed at the Department of Physics and Control for 
methodological investigation of the impact method and for 
analysis of the causes of the high variability. The impact force 
and position can be adjusted. Besides the methodological 
analysis the system was found to be suitable for detection and 
characterization of small scale surface changes (e.g. analysis of 
the non-destructivity of a load, spatial domain or time domain 
analysis of the effect of a mechanical stress, etc.).

TEXTURE PROPERTIES OF HORTICULTURAL 
PRODUCES
P. László
Budapest University of Economic Sciences and Public 
Administration

The quality of horticultural produces can be determined either 
by laboratory measurements, or by sensory qualification. 
Relationship was found between the two methods. Cucumbers 
and disease resistant apples varieties were tested. The 
experiments were sponsored by OTKA (TO30241).
First of all the consumers determined sensory points or sensory 
rank scores. During organoleptical analysis we measured the 
rheological properties. The sensory evaluation was done by Z. 
Kókai.

CORRELATION BETWEEN THE AGROPHYSICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS AND STRUCTURE- 
HARDNESS ON THE WHEAT KERNELS
A. Véha1 -  E. Gyimes1 -  M. Neményi2 
University of Szeged Faculty-College of Food 

Engineering
2University of West-Hungary, Mosonmagyaróvár

Despite the fact that the three characteristic of wheat kernel 
measurements (length, width, thickness) are considered to be 
independent, thickness measurement can be estimated with 
good accuracy by a two-variable model, set up from length and 
thousand-kemel-weight values. This leads us to a verified 
correlation, which, however, is significantly modified by kernel 
hardness. For soft kernel samples the value of the determination 
coefficient (R2 = 0.72) is higher than for hard kernel ones (R2 = 
0.63) but the relation is still significant and strong in both 
cases.
We also found that the relation between hectolitre weight 
(HLW) and porosity basically depends on kernel hardness. The 
constant of the linear regressive equation can be regarded as 
quasi equal, however, the difference between the regressive 
coefficients appeared to be ca. 15%, where correlation was 
identical. Thus the shape of wheat varieties with hard kernel 
texture is more suited to fill a given volume.
The efficiency of the flour milling process can best be measured 
by the volume of the end- product, that of the flour produced 
from a given volume of wheat. We measured the correlation 
between hardness index and flour yield (laboratory mill) and it 
proved to be significant and medium strong (r=0.63). We 
managed to further increase the accuracy of our estimates based
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on kernel hardness values by applying new background 
variables. Width turned out to be a suitable physical 
dimensional characteristic, thus enabling us to set up an 
estimating equation in two variables. As a result, width and 
hardness index values made estimating extraction more 
accurate. The estimate line and the laboratory flour yield are 
strongly correlated (r=0.734)

DETERMINATION OF THE NUMBER AND THE 
PLACES OF SUGAR-BEET RECEIVING 
REPOSITORIES
J. Benkő -  P. Soós -  Zs. Szüle -  A. Balogh 
Szent István University, Gödöllő 
Research article No.: OTKA 037555

Sugar-beet can be transported from the field to the sugarworks 
in many ways. The transportation can be direct (uniarticulate) 
that is without takeover or combined (polyarticulate). In case of 
combined transportation, several transporting vehicle and 
usually more subbranches of transportation (tractors, vans, 
railway cars) are co-operating. The second most labour- 
intensive action of sugar-beet receiving is cleaning. The 
transportal and handling of the contaminants separated during 
cleaning is quite a difficult task, especially if the cleaning is 
done inside the sugarworks. The problem can be solved by 
setting up mobile cleaning units in so-called repositories next to 
the fields. This study gives answer how to determine the 
number and the place of the repositories, optimalized from the 
point of view of transportation.
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FIELD RESEARCH FOR INVESTIGATION OF 
TILLAGE-INDUCED C 0 2 LOSS
I. J. Jóri1 -  J. Rádics1 - 1. Pazsiczki2 -  I. Szabó2 -  
Cs. Gyuricza3
1 Budapest University of Technology and Economics
2 Hungarian Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Gödöllő
3 Szent István University, Gödöllő

Objectives

Greenhouse gases and tillage intensity

The concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has 
increased steadily since about 1850. A substantial part of the 
total increase so far has been attributed to deforestation, 
conversion on farmland, and other agricultural activities (Post et 
al., 1982.). C02 is the most important greenhouse gas, because 
increase in its concentration causes about 50% of the total 
radiative forcing (Rodhe, 1990). The concentration of C02 in 
the atmosphere was about 280 ppm in about 1850 and 365 ppm 
in 1996, and it is increasing at the rate of 0.5 %/yr. If this trend 
continues, C02 concentration will be 600 ppm during the 21st 
century (OSTP, 1997).
Improved agricultural practices have great potential to increase 
carbon sequestration and decrease the net emission of carbon 
dioxide and other greenhouse gases, but policy makers have not 
widely recognized this potential. Since the 1980s, considerable 
scientific information has been collated about the potential of 
agricultural lands to sequester C (Lai et al., 1995a, b, 1998a, b.). 
But the available information has not been synthesized in a 
form that policy makers and land managers readily can use to 
mitigate C02 emissions in relation to the potential greenhouse 
effect.
There is a definite need for information on the impact of tillage 
on C 0 2 from soil and how farming practices can be managed to 
minimize impact on global climate change.
Information is needed on both the short-term effect of 
agricultural management decisions and the long-term effects, as 
they may affect global climate change. Direct evidence on the 
effect of tillage method on C 0 2 flux rates is limited.
Over the past two decades, conservation tillage has evolved 
primarily for erosion control. However, recent concern for 
global climate change reemphasizes the importance of 
conservation tillage and how it can be implemented on many 
soils to help reduce soil C losses. While tillage and cultivation 
result in loss of soil C and nitrogen (Campbell and Souster, 
1982; Mann,. 1986), the direct influence of tillage on C 02 flux 
is varied and highly interactive. Variation in the soil C 02 flux 
can result from the interaction of many factors. Soil loosening 
should improve accessibility of oxygen necessary for organic 
matter decomposition and respiration resulting in C 02 release.

Aim  o f  the project

Information is needed on the short-term impacts of various 
tillage methods on C flow and dynamics within an agricultural 
production system. Our objective was to measure the effect of 
different tillage methods on the C02 flux from soil. Any 
increase in soil carbon has important benefits for the 
sustainability and productivity of the agro ecosystem. Many of 
the land management practices that favor carbon accumulation, 
like conservation tillage also prevent erosion thereby improving 
air and water quality. This has the potential to increase soil 
productivity and profitability of farming systems by increasing 
yields or reducing production.

Material and methods 

Site description

This work was conducted clay loam soil at Enying Ltd. Farm 
(Table L). The study was initiated on July,2003 and finished on 
April, 2004.

Table 1 Site specification
No. of

measurement Operation Weather
condition Date

1.
Stubble 

mulching on 
wheat stubble

Dry,
suny,28°C 07.15.2003

2. Primary tillage 
on com stubble

Dry, windy, 
20°C 09.23.2003

3.
Secondary 

tillage on com 
field

Dry, windy, 
23°C 04.29.2004

Study description

The first study area was planted to winter wheat on last decade 
of October(2002) and harvested on first decade of July. The 
short-term influence of tillage on soil C02 evolution was 
assessed by recording 2 series of successive measurements. 
Each series included a pre-tillage measurement to assess „base 
line” flux uniformity, followed by three different past-tillage 
measurement to compare fluxes along tilled and undisturbed 
plots.
The second study area was planted to com on last decade of 
April(2003) and harvested on last decade of September. The 
short-term influence of primary tillage on soil C 02 evolution 
was assessed by recording 2 series of successive measurements 
to compare fluxes using different equipments.
The secondary tillage treatment was done on primary tilled area 
at spring time (2004) using a seedbed maker machine (Table 2).

Table 2 Treatment specification
No. of 
measu
rement

Operation Machine Working 
depth, cm

1. Stubble
mulching

Rába-IH disc harrow+ 
Gtittler roller 15

Komondor mulch tiller 15
Kvemeland CLE chisel 

plough 25

2. Primary
tillage

Rába-IH disc harrow+ 
Giittler roller 20

Kvemeland BB 115 plough 25
Kvemeland CLE chisel 

plough 35

3. Secondary
tillage

Syncrogerm 6M seedbed 
maker 10

For the tillage treatment commercially available tillage 
implements were used. The tractor with tillage implement made 
a pass through the plot and within one minute the portable 
chamber was moved over the measurement area and gas 
exchange measurement completed. A series of two 
measurements were made to get the initial flux of C02 
immediately following tillage. The gas exchange measurements 
were repeated on a regular cycle so that each of measurement 
areas was visited at least once a quarter (hall) hour for up to 
three hours after initial tillage.

Instrumentation

Soil C 02 fluxes were measured in situ using an INNOVA 1312 
Multi Gas Monitor with closed chamber system. The 
atmosphere immediately above the soil surface is enclosed by 
the chamber and the change in concentration of C 02 every 
15(30,60) minutes after closure measured (Figure 1). This 
change is a result of net emission from the soil and enables gas 
flux to be determined. Because of the high cost of INNOVA
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C o n c lu sio n ssystem for the second and third study -  after a field validation 
process -  we used the TESTO 535 C02 tester.

Figure 1
Measuring system

Result and discussion 

Stubbie mulching

The C02 flux as a function of time for each tillage treatment in 
the first 2 hours can be compared on Figure 2.
Immediately after tillage was not observed significant 
differences. The C02 flux measured during 85-105 minutes 
shows some advantages for mulch tiller where the rear part 
(spring loaded crumbier) of the machine was effective.

Primary Tillage

The C02 flux as a function of time for each tillage treatment in 
the first 2,5 hours can be compared on Figure3. In the case of 
chisel ploughing the emission was measured along the shank 
and between of them and was counting an average.
The higher C 02 fluxes were related to depth and intensity of 
soil disturbance that resulted in a rougher surface and larger 
voids. The initial fluxes were relatively large from the 
moldboard plough surface and the increasing was not high. The 
fluxes from the chisel plough and disc harrow surface showed a 
similar trend.

Secondary tillage

The C02 flux after seedbed making as a function of time for 
each primary tillage pre- treatment in the first 2 hours can be 
compared on Figure 4.
The long-term (seasonal) effect of the different primary tillage 
was observed after seedbed preparation. All conservation tillage 
implements produced less C 02 then the moldboard plough. 
Because of the conservation tillage implements were primary 
designed to leave crop residue on the surface they can have a 
second beneficial effect that results in less C02 loss.

Summarized the results were getting from the field research the 
following conclusions can be drawn:
• The methods and tools using for measuring of C 0 2 emission 
need further developments to increase the accuracy of field 
measurement,
• The weather condition, first of all the temperature has a great 
influence on the soil C02 flux. Below 10°C has no significant 
differences between the different tillage methods,
• The intensive tillage, like moldboard ploughing that disturbs 
the soil to depths and leaves the surface rough can result in 
essential carbon loss, because the plough not only fractures and 
opens the soil which can allow fast C 02 and oxygen exchange, 
but also incorporates residue into the soil which feeds a 
microbial population explosion. In the case of conservation 
tillage, most residues are left on the soil surface, so a small 
portion is in closed contact with the soil moisture and can be 
available to microorganisms,
• The order of different primary tillage implement by measured 
C02 fluxes : moldboard plough, chisel plough, heavy disc 
harrow and mulch tiller,
• These results suggest that selection of primary tillage 
implement that maintains surface residue and minimizes soil 
disturbance could help C02 loss.
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COMPARISON TEST OF POWERSHIFT AND 
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSIONS
Zs. Farkas -  Gy. Kerenyi
Budapest University of Technology and Economics

1. Introduction

The tractor transmission system has been changed from the 
single sliding gear type to the electro-hydraulic and power shift 
and finally to the CVT types. The new system could be a 
variator or a hydrostatic power selection type, which have a 
capability to find the best speed value required by the 
implement in order to work at the optimum drawbar power [3]. 
About 30 years ago, nearly all manufacturers have already 
conducted a series of experiments with stepless transmissions as 
an alternative to the PowerShift transmissions which had come 
to be standard in practice in tractor constructions [2].

2. The test methods

The investigation of driving systems of tractors is a complex, 
time-consuming and costly project and can be completed by 
field or bench tests. Traditionally these tests are based on 
measurement, but the result of the new development of 
information technology [1], the simulation method can be 
extended to all levels of the driving system examinations. This 
new method can be cost saving and give a chance to optimize 
the testing system [4].
A program for the field test was developed, which is a first step 
of the complete comparison. The two basic level of the 
examination series are the tractor drawbar test and tractor- 
implement test. The tractor-implement test level was also 
separated to transport test, high power operation - and PTO 
operation test.

2.1. Tested tractors

These were done on CASE CS 150 and CASE CVX 150 type 
tractors. The CASE CS 150 has a SYNCROMESH 4 range 
gears electro hydraulic controlled PowerShift transmission, 
which has 4 range gears with 6 synchro, gears included. The 
Steyr hydrostatic-mechanic power split, stepless transmission is 
used in the CASE CVX 150 tractors. The investigated tractors -  
because of the test methods developed by us -  have same 
engine power (Pnom.=108 kW), tyre dimension and pressure, 
and their axial load was also the same by extra weighting. Due 
to these specifications the tested tractors were the same only the 
transmission was different.

2.2 The developed track for field test

The transport test was prepared on a special flat field test track 
(Cegléd Cifrakert). The test track contains wheat stubble 
section, ground section and concrete section (figure. 1).

2.3. The developed simulation program

The aim of the project is to create a simulation program to 
compare different transmission systems based on the drawbar 
and transport field tests. Trought the measurements the tractors 
were driven along the test track. In the case of CVT the effect of 
the full load potentiometer and the cruise control were analyzed 
too. For the transport test two-axle trailer (HW 8011 type) was 
used as a load.
The following data were monitored and recorded:
Time [s]
Engine speed [1/sec]
Speed [m/sec]
Pull [kN]

Fuel consumption [1/h]
Rear axle speed [1/perc]
Trigger [V] to separate the test sections and drag

strategies
For the signal processing and data evaluation a CATMAN- 
Spider8 system was used.
To analyse and present the data, a simulation software was 
developed. The user interface of the software can be seen on fig.
2. In the two top diagrams the engine characteristics are being 
displayed, and fuel consumption data is indicated when in 
operation. In the right side the actual values of the measured 
and calculated data (e.g.: transmission ratio, distance) can be 
seen. On the bottom left comer you can see different diagrams, 
like the speed as a function of rpm, the speed as a function of 
time, the transmission ratio as a function of time, the rpm as a 
function of time, the fuel intake as a function of distance. On 
figure 3. can be seen on user interface of the CVT PowerShift 
Simulator program in case of accelerating the tractor from 0 to 
35 km/h.

3. Result and discussion

From the measured data the maximum speed [km/h], the 
elapsed time [s], the fuel consumption [1] and fuel consumption 
ratio -  (necessary fuel amount for acceleration of a unit weight) 
created for the better comparison -  were with the developed 
simulation program represented. The results of the program are 
shown in Table 1-2 for unloaded and loaded case. The results 
shown below belong to acceleration on concrete section.

Table 1 The results o f the developed program in unloaded case

Type of Tractors
Position of 

full load 
p o t meter

Speed Elapsed
time

rv- * 1 Fuel Fuel Distance 1 .,! consumption consum ption
[km/h| i»i | l | 1 ratio

CASE CS 150 42.14 17 127,7 0,1299 j  0.073
CASE CVX 150 0 50.03 18.16 152 0.134 1 0,0535
CASE C lX 150 0 42,14 13.16 87.5 0.095 ' 0.0534
CASE CVX 150 10 52.03 17,46 155,9 0,131 1 0.0498
CASE CVX 150 10 42,15 10.4 61,2 0,088 1 0,0495

Table 2 The results o f the developed program in loaded case

Type of Tractors
Position of 

full load 
pot. meter

Speed Elapsed
time Distance Fuel

consumption
Fuel

consumption
ratio[km/h] (»i |n .| í r

CASE CS 150 33,53 22,4 133,7 0,1679 0,149
CASE CVX 150 0 39.11 10,68 39,4 0,0691 0.0451
CASE CVX 150 0 33,59 7.62 20.12 0,045 0,0398
CASE CVX 150 10 39.35 12.76 46.3 0,071 0.0458
CASE CVX 150 10 33.52 9.2 24 0.047 0.0418

4. Conclusions

Conclusions considering the experimental results are follows: 
The created method and simulation program is applicable to 
compare the tractors with different transmissions systems, 
the tractors with CVT have better acceleration behavior and 
lower fuel consumption,
the difference between the PowerShift and CVT in the case of 
loaded test conditions were the most significant, 
the effect of full load potentiometer of CVT in the case of 
unloaded test conditions were the most significant, 
by modeling of tractor transmission systems and using 
experimental parameters the simulation of the transmission 
types in operation have been achieved. By the application of the 
experimental results and the simulation model the optimization 
of the operational parameters can be accomplished for 
PowerShift and CVT transmissions.
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Cegled Cifrakert

Test track specification:
Full length: 2400 m

Wheat stubble section: 600 m 
Ground section: 425 m 

Concrete section: 705 m 
Inter section: 680 m

Figure I
The test track

Figure 2
User interface o f the developed simulation software
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INFLUENCE OF THE FRONT AXLE SUSPENSION 
TO THE TRACTOR TRACTION 
CHARACTERISTICS
M. Szente1 — Zs. Kassai1 -  H. Lampel2 -  F. Handler2 
1Non-profit Co. of HIAE for QT., Gödöllő 
2BLT, Austria

The main aim of our tests

The earlier years we determined the effects of weight (mass) 
distribution and travel speed on the followings in four wheel 
drive and rear wheel drive operation system (mode):

-  Self traction power requirement,

-  The traction characteristics of the tractor:

• Drawbar pull,

• Drawbar power,

• Traction efficiency.

The test conditions and method

The main measured technical data of the tractor:

Technical
specifications

Result of measuring at
nominal

performance
increased

performance
Total weight (mass) of 
tractor 7860 kg 7860 kg

Rated PTO power 
Maximum PTO power

101,4 kW 
110,7 kW

110,1 kW 
115,7 kW

Power/mass ratio 77,5 kg/kW 
(71,0 kg/kW)

71,4 kg/kW 
(67,9 kg/kW)

Tires
Front wheels 
Rear wheels

TAURUS 
420/70R28 

TAURUS 18.4R38

TAURUS 
420/70R28 

TAURUS 18,4R38
Height from the ground 
of the load cell for 
drawbar pull measuring

480 mm 480 mm

Test results

1. Influence o f  the front axle suspension to drawing capacity 
(or to the drawbar pull)

The last year was our aim, to determine the effect of front axle 
suspension upon the front axle and the whole tractor 
performance.
Settings of the tractor to the drawbar tests on arable land:

Scheme of the measurement and data processing:

Data p rocessing  system

As an example the Figure 1. shows the changes of drawbar pull 
in rear wheel drive operation mode on arable land and in the 
function of wheel slip. We can see that the values of drawbar 
pull was higher with 2,4-4,2 % in on position of the front axle 
suspension than off position of the front axle suspension.

Figure 1

The next figure shows the same adjustment parameters in four 
wheel drive operation mode. We can see that the values of 
drawbar pull was higher with 7,0-9,2 % in on position of the 
front axle suspension than off position of the front axle 
suspension.

Figure 2
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2. Influence o f the front axle suspension to the maximum 
drawing power

As an example the Figure 3. shows the changes of maximum 
drawbar power in rear wheel drive operation mode on arable 
land and in the function of static front axle load. We can see 
that the values of drawbar power was higher with 2,5-5,2 % in 
on position of the front axle suspension than off position of the 
front axle suspension. Figure 4. shows the same adjustment 
parameters in four wheel drive operation mode.

Changing of the maximum draw bar pow er in rea r  wheel drive 
operation mode

(Gear: Cl)

332 40.5 47,8

■  O n position o f  the fo n t  axle suspension ■  O ff position o f  the front axle suspension

Figure 3

Changing of the maximum draw bar power in four wheel drive operation 
mode

(Gear: C2)
120 

100

ä  «о

20 

0
33.2 40.5 47.8

Static (rant axle load (*/•)
■  O n position o fthe  f o r t  axle suspension ■  O ff p o s ik n  o f  the frort axle stop o m o n

Figure 4

3. Influence o f the front axle suspension to the fuel 
consumption

On the next figures we can see changing of fuel consumption at 
the maximum drawbar power in rear wheel drive and in 
function of static front axle load. We can see that the values of 
fuel consumption was lower with 3,5-5,6  % in on position of the 
front axle suspension than off position of the front axle 
suspension.

Changing of fuel consumption a t the maximum draw bar power In rear 
wheel drive operation

____________________________ (Gear B31____________________________

Figure 5

We can see that the values of fuel consumption was lower with 
2,5-4,1 % in on position of the front axle suspension in four 
wheel drive operation mode.

35

30

I й
I  20 
I
I  .5 

1
>2 io

о

■  O ffposition o f  the front axle suspension ■  O n position o f th e  frort axle suspension

Figure 6
4. Influence o f  the front axle suspension to the amplitude o f  
vibration

As an example this figures show the change of amplitude in rear 
wheel drive operation mode on arable land and in the function 
of time. The selected settings parameters: gear B3, travelling 
speed 7,2 km/h, the wheel slip 20 % and the static front axle 
load was 33,2 %. On the Figure 7. we can see vertical 
dislocations on the tractor frame and left and right side of front 
axle. The value of amplitude changed between -9 . . .+ 8  mm in 
on position of the front axle suspension. The suspension 
frequency did not change considerable.The next figure shows 
the same adjustment parameters in off position of the front axle 
suspension. You can see that the values of amplitude higher, 
between -17... +18 mm.

C h a n g a c  ( f  a n p h tu d e  in r e a r  w hee l árive  o p e ra tio n  mode
Oi position o f the from as 1st utpenti an. Stabe from axle load- 312% 

(Gear B3. v*. -  7,2 kmA, S ly: 20У.)

i ♦ « е й
[ ____

]

Figure 7

Changing of amplitude in rear wheel drive operation mode
Offposition o f the front axle suspension. Sialic from axle load: 33.2H 

(Gear B3, = 7,2 km/h; Sly: 20 %)
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Figure 8

On the Figure 9. shows the change of amplitude in four wheel 
drive operation mode. The value of amplitude changed between 
-12...+9 mm in on position of the front axle suspension. The
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suspension frequency did not change considerable.The Figure 
10. shows the same adjustment parameters in off position of the 
front axle suspension. You can see that the values of amplitude 
higher too, between -16...+17 mm. The suspension frequency 
did not change considerable too.

Changing of an^hfude in four wheel drive operation nude
On position o f the front axle suspension. Static frort axle load: 33.7% 

(Gear. B3, w - 7,2 kndh; SI*: 20 У.)

* 1 « < 8  1*
I — n*m — a.  |

Figure 9

Changing e f  amplitude in four wheel drire operation mode
exposition o f the front axle suspension. Staicfront axle load: 312%

(Gear B3. vh -  7,2 km/h; Sip: 20 */.)
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Figure 10

The results of test show that the front axle suspension serve not 
only as farmer’s own convenience. The earlier years our 
company and the BLT together measured the seat and cab 
suspension. These parameters show similar our results. The 
effect on position of front axle suspension increased of the 
traction performance (drawbar pull, drawing power) and the 
fuel consumption decreased.
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PLANT-PERCEIVING SPRAYING MACHINE IN 
ORCHARDS
Gy. Dimitrievits -  Z. Gulyás -  L. Kovács -  L. Magó 
Hungarian Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Gödöllő

On horticultural plantations, significant losses, of 15-40%, 
sometimes of 80-90% may arise during the spraying procedures 
used nowadays. All these lead to substantial material and 
environmental losses.
The main cause of these losses is that the wall of leaves is 
usually broken, not contiguous on the orchards sprayed on. 
Owing to the peculiarities of various forms of planting, the 
different stages of development of the plants, the gaps in the 
rows of trees or stumps, a great deal of the disinfectant spray 
cannot gets to the surface of destination during continuous 
spraying, the majority gets to the soil, the rest of it is swept 
away or evaporated.
To solve the problem, a system has been developed. It operates 
with infrared sensors and mounted on to spraying machine 
KERTITOX BORA 2000 type. The equipment is made up of 
infrared sensors placed on consoles, a central unit, magnetic 
valves fixed on to spraying nozzles and wheel-signal devices. 
The 3-3 or 6-6 sensors, placed on each side on two adjustable 
consoles at various heights, are to perceive plants. The distance 
between the sensors and the foliage may be altered by moving 
the consoles. Shadowing plates protect the infrared sensors from 
the foliage and the disinfectant spray. If the sensors do not 
perceive foliage at the given height and side, the central unit 
will give an order to switch off spraying in that place. This 
order will be executed by minute valves installed in front of the 
spraying nozzles. As the sensors are fixed in the front-part of 
the machine and the spraying device at the back, perception and 
switching had to be synchronised. Thus signal devices have 
been fixed on to the running-wheel of the spraying machine. 
Running speed may be clocked with these devices. After 
entering the distance between the plant-sensors and the spraying 
device, the central unit continuously determines the necessary 
measure of the retardation of switches in the function of running 
speed and controls cut-off valves accordingly. The machine 
sprays in compliance with the position and height of the foliage. 
The structure of ultrasonic plant-perceiving equipment is similar 
to the one equipped with infrared sensors. The difference lies in 
the system and operational characteristics of sensors and the 
structure of the central unit. The 2 sensors at each side are fixed 
in position in the front-part of the machine. The spraying 
nozzles are switched in 2 phases at each side in accordance with 
the number of sensors. During testing, central units of Bravo 
134 type of also ARAG make were used. 4 sensors may be 
fixed to the device. During testing, the trees to be sprayed on 
were perceived at two heights (120 cm, 210 cm). A control 
block made up of 4 electrically-operated valves to switch the 
spraying arches as well as a sensor equipped with reed relay to 
determine the running speed may be jointed to the central unit. 
A pressure-LD-transmitter has also been installed in the control 
block.
The following numerical values, most of which will be stored, 
may be indicated on the display of the central unit:
-  running speed of the machine,
-  quantity of the disinfectant spray vaporised,
-  the dimension of the area sprayed on,
-  distance taken,
-  number of trees sprayed on,
-  liquid level of the tank,
-  working pressure.

The equipment operating with the ultrasonic plant-perceiving 
system involved in the tests examines the foliage at two heights 
and controls the operation of the spraying nozzles in groups, 
side by side.

In vineyards and orchards, on the spraying machines equipped 
with infrared and ultrasonic sensors, laboratory, functional, 
working quality and permanent operational tests have been 
conducted. Besides the machines have been tested under 
conditions resembling to operation.
During the laboratory and functional tests, it was established that 
the distance of perception was 1 m in case of infrared equipment, 
while the ultrasonic system operated reliably up to 5 m. The 
exactness of perceiving foliage is within 5 cm in case of both 
system in the speed domain of 4 to 10 km/h. The maximum 
perceptional width of infrared sensors was 10 cm. It was 50 cm 
in case of ultrasonic ones.
In order to determine the working quality characteristics of the 
machines equipped with infrared sensors, tests have been 
carried out in the respect of coverage in apple- and cherry 
orchards and in vineyards, with and without plant-perceiving 
devices. Please find the result of the coverage test carried out in 
an apple-orchard in Table 1.
Based on the data, it may be established that there had not been 
any noticeable differences between the quality of spraying with 
the two kinds of technology. The end values of coverage were 
nearly the same in the different plant zones, so were the average 
of that. Not any significant differences have been observed in 
the quantity of the disinfectant spray being deposited on the 
adaxial and abaxial surface of the leaves. On the evidence of the 
detailed analyses of the data, it was established as well that the 
coverage had also been nearly the same on the edge of the 
foliage, where the plant-perceiving device had stopped 
spraying, in case of both technologies. The device switched off 
spraying with the exactitude of 0 to 4 cm. Thus the foliage at 
the edge of the crown of the trees, that is otherwise of a smaller 
surface, obtains enough disinfectant spray.
Measuring have been repeated with the device equipped with 
ultrasonic sensors in apple-orchards. Not any noticeable 
differences have been observed between the quality of spraying 
with the two kinds of technology nor in this case either.
In order to quantity the saving of disinfectant spray by using 
plant-perceiving devices, tests have been carried out under 
conditions resembling to operation in apple-, plum-, cherry- and 
sour cherry-orchards.
In the course of the tests, spraying has been carried out in the 
respective orchards with plant-perceiving devices being 
switched on and off, in the same position. The disinfectant 
spray used and the saving resulting from the use of the plant
perceiving device were quantified in every case.
In order to quantify the saving of disinfectant spray by using 
infrared plant-perceiving devices, tests have been carried out 
under conditions resembling to operation in apple- and cherry- 
orchards and vineyards. Spraying has been carried out with 
plant-perceiving devices being switched on and off, on the same 
strips, in the same position. The disinfectant spray used and the 
saving resulting from the use of the plant-perceiving device 
were quantified in every case. See the numerical values 
measured in the respective orchards in Fig. 1.
In order to quantify the saving of disinfectant spray by using 
ultrasonic plant-perceiving devices, tests have been carried out 
under conditions resembling to operation in apple-, plum-, 
cherry- and sour cherry-orchards.
In the respective orchards, in the direction of spraying, the 
percentage of the foliage and the whole surface sprayed on are 
as follows:

apple 40%
plum 32.5%
cherry 38%
sour cherry 40%

According to this data, a considerable saving of disinfectant 
spray has been expected. In the course of the tests, spraying has 
been carried out in the respective orchards with plant-perceiving
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devices being switched on and off, in the same position. The 
disinfectant spray used and the saving resulting from the use of 
the plant-perceiving device were quantified in every case. 
Results can be seen in Fig. 2.
From the data obtained as the result of the tests, it is evident that 
a saving of disinfectant spray of 50.9% to 75.9% was achieved 
by using ultrasonic plant-perceiving devices. The savings 
achieved in the apple- and cherry-orchards were more than the 
numerical value calculated from the surfaces. There have been 
basically two reasons for that. In these orchards, there was a 
lack of trees of 2 to 5%. It has been resulted in further sections 
done with the spraying mechanism being switched off. 
Furthermore, the foliage was not homogenous either.
As the plant-perceiving device perceived foliage at more than 
one height and switched on the spraying nozzles accordingly, it 
may have occurred that the upper or the lower zone has been 
left out of spraying owing to the thin foliage. Consequently, 
these factors have resulted in further saving as compared to the 
theoretically estimated value.
On the evidence of the tests, to sum up, it may be established 
that both spraying machines operating with infrared plant- 
sensors and the ones equipped with ultrasonic sensors are 
suitable for spraying orchards saving chemicals and taking care 
of the environment. Both systems are suitable for controlling 
and operating spraying in accordance with the continuity and 
position of the foliage in vineyards and orchards. Although 
there are some differences in the range of sensors of various 
structure and the width of perception thereof, both systems are

suitable for perceiving foliage with sufficient exactitude (within 
5 cm). Short-range infrared sensors may be more expedient in 
vineyards while it is better to use long-range ultrasonic ones in 
orchards. Based on the signals received, the central units used 
have properly controlled spraying, taking running speed into 
consideration. The operating valves have provided for the 
spraying nozzles being closed or opened randomly. The sensors 
have proved sufficiently reliable.
The quality of spraying carried out with plant-perceiving 
equipment proved to be equal to the quality of work done 
without using the equipment.
The rate of the saving of disinfectant spray largely depends on 
the density of the foliage of trees in the direction of spraying 
(how contiguous the foliage is).
In newly planted orchards where the foliage of plants does not 
touch each other, or in case of the first spraying in spring, a 50 
to 75% saving may be achieved. In case of spraying contiguous 
foliage, a saving of 5 to 20% may be calculated.
The rate of saving depends on the number of sensors as well. If a 
machine is equipped with spraying heads with axial ventilators, it 
may be reasonable to use no more than 3 pairs of sensors. It may 
be expedient to use 1 or 2 pairs of sensors in case of new plan
tations, while 3 pairs in case of older ones with complete foliage.
It may promote the spreading of plant-perceiving devices that 
they can be mounted on not only to new machines but old ones 
as well. Beside the economic advantages, the application of 
plant-perceiving equipment will result in the reduction of 
chemicals that damage the environment.

Table 1 Coverage in apple orchards

level of 
height

level of 
depth side of leave

coverage (%)
without plant-sensors without plant-sensors

end values averageátlaga end values averageátlaga

lower

I.
adaxial surface 42-20 29 44-22 31

abaxial surface 28-13 17 27-13 15

II.
adaxial surface 33-17 24 30-15 23

abaxial surface 22-11 14 25-14 15

III.
adaxial surface 30-13 21 26-16 20

abaxial surface 17-6 12 18-9 12

central

I.
adaxial surface 45-19 30 51-21 28

abaxial surface 28-12 19 31-10 18

II.
adaxial surface 36-17 23 32-14 19

abaxial surface 20-7 10 17-6 9

III.
adaxial surface 26-12 17 26-13 18

abaxial surface 15-6 9 15-7 10

upper

I.
adaxial surface 37-17 25 40-19 26

abaxial surface 27-11 17 23-10 15

II
adaxial surface 30-12 18 32-14 20

abaxial surface 21-8 11 16-7 10

III.
adaxial surface 23-14 17 25-12 17

abaxial surface 12-5 7 13-5 8
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Figure I
Saving o f disinfectant spray in case o f infrared plant-sensors on various plantations

Figure 2
Saving o f disinfectant spray in case o f ultrasonic plant-sensors in orchards
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1. Introduction

A criterion of sustainable agricultural development is that
• it should not damage (strain) the environment unnecessarily,
• it should apply environment-friendly, material effective, 
economical technologies,

• it should pay special attention to quality.

When it comes to the development of chemical plant protection, 
the research tasks of safer, target conscious distribution of 
chemicals cannot be evaded. From the point of view of 
application technology, this criterion means that no more than 
the minimum amounts of chemical agents necessary to reach the 
biologically desirable effect are to be distributed on the target 
area in the best possible distribution. Thus basically a smaller 
amount of chemicals needs to be used and less substance gets to 
places where it might have harmful consequences.
Losses (winds, thermals, evaporation, deposition in non-target 
areas are influenced mainly by the distribution technology, the 
sizes and physical properties o f the particles, as well as the 
climate (temperature, moisture content of the air, wind 
velocity). Especially the smaller particles are in danger of being 
drifted by the wind. Thermal drifting is mainly caused by the 
dramatic fall of temperatures. Evaporation loss is significant in 
cases of high air temperature, low moisture content, small 
particle sizes, (when the vehicle is water without additives). 
Wind drift means the amount of chemicals leaving the area 
treated that gets deposited outside the target area or the part that 
covers a longer distance with the help of the wind. Since the 
1980’s several comparative studies dealt with tests of spray 
drifting, with different operation conditions and sample taking. 
[1,2].
Within the tasks of the research topic we tested the drifting 
characteristics of different nozzles; the increase of particle sizes 
as a possible means of reducing drifting., and we further 
developed the measuring, data-processing and evaluation 
methods. We started work in 1999 and resumed it in 2002 with 
the support of OTKA T 34375 and TéT Hungarian-German 
research cooperation projects.

2. Material and method

In the field experiment we established the sizes of the testing 
areas so that in cases of wind-direction changes, the direct drifts 
should still arrive in the measurement area within a accepted 
limit. During the tests the following weather data were 
continuously registered in the tested area:
• direction of the wind
• wind velocity
• temperature of the air
• the moisture content of the air
• clouds

A maximum difference of ±30% was allowed in the direction of 
the wind from its main trends. It was the same as the direction 
of the measurement lines perpendicular to the direction of 
movement. The average speed of the wind during the 
measurements was 2-3 (in case of injector nozzles 2-5) m/s, its 
maximum changes were not to exceed ±0,5 m/s. Operation 
speed was decided to be 4-6-8-12 km/h and the tests were 
carried out with different type and different size TeeJet nozzles. 
To measure the floating particles of direct drifting we used 
plastic strings with diameters o f  2 mm put up vertically up to 
the height of 4 metres. The amounts deposited on the soil were 
measured with 5 measurement lines placed at a distance of 2-3 
m from one-another, at the length of 30 metres. (Figure 1)

Tissue paper was fastened on to the measurement lines while the 
indicator liquid applied was 0.1% brillant-sulpho-flavin solution 
(BSF). The amounts of the materials caught with either traps 
were measured in a laboratory with fluorine-metric methods.
To test measurement accuracy, we also carried out laboratory 
calibrating tests and in spring 2003 the parallel application of 
two measurement areas was carried out. Continuous tissue 
paper measurement lines were placed at 5-10-20-30-50 m in 
parallel with the sides of the tested areas; on these measurement 
lines Petri dished were placed (5 x 10 of them). Measurements 
were taken in 3 repetitions.

3. Results

Examining the causes of drifting we can conclude that 
movement generated air motion causes drift in the first place. Its 
measurements are defined by the distribution parameters 
(nozzle height, nozzle type, size, spraying pressure, speed of 
progress), which depend on the operator. In the second stage, an 
actual drift from the treated area is brought about by side winds, 
which are influenced by climatic factors.
The pg/cm2 and %- values of the drifted and deposited agent 
quantities are given by the computer assisted evaluation 
programme as values per measurement line and as the mean of 
the test results presented both in a table form and graphically in 
dependence of the distance. The German BBA partner institu
tion decided that so called basis-drifting values should be estab
lished on the database of the field experiments. (11003 type, per 
nozzle, at 3 bars, at 6 km/h) so as to provide a unified base of 
comparison. The purpose of the field experiments carried out in 
Keszthely is to test the influence of wind velocity, and nozzle 
type compared to the base values, as well as the evaluation and 
further development of the procedures and equipment that 
might decrease drifting. Based on the test results it can be estab
lished that depending on the distance, the amount of the mate
rial drifted and deposited on the ground (expressed in % of all 
the distributed material) changes according to a negative index 
power function. Thus on a twofold logarithmical scale corre
lations can be shown with approximately paralleled straight 
lines (Figure 2). In case of bigger distances, the measurement 
points careered off the straight lines mainly upwards, due to the 
thermals (greater decrease of temperatures).

Figure 2 Material deposition expressed in % o f all the 
material distributed (XR 11004 -  3 bar)
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At 5 meters, on the surface of the two catcher areas, (tissue 
paper and Petri dishes) we measured approximately the same 
deposited amounts, however above this, the paper showed 
higher values. Its result is that with tissue paper, we got straight 
lines with direction tangent different from the base line (that is, 
the quantity of the material deposited decreased to a smaller 
extent with the distance).
The reason is the unreliability of the 0 values of the tissue 
paper, its quality differences, as it might contain chemicals 
acting similarly to the tested materials, which might increase, 
distort the smaller values. Under ideal conditions, in the 
laboratory testing of measurement accuracy, we found that the 
Petri-dish tests showed smaller error deviation.
Open field drift measurements are a labour consuming activity, 
they are difficult to reproduce that is why at the BBA a new 
measurement procedure was developed to establish the drifting 
potential of arable field sprayers, during which plant protection 
nozzle heads are examined in an air-duct under certain 
conditions, with laser optic procedures. In order to be able to 
take measurements in an air-duct a Phase-Doppler-Particle- 
Analyser and a special laser light-segmentation has to be used. 
This measurement method makes it possible to establish the 
volume and the point of gravity of the drifted cloud. These two 
parameters together give a drifting potential marker, the so 
called DIX-index. (Drift Potential Index -  DIX/ With its help, 
the drifting potential of different nozzles can be easily classified 
similarly to the well-known BCPC-schemes, which is used to 
define drop spectra.
The test results of the arable field drifting have proved that the 
DIX-values received from air-ducts and the chemical deposit 
values received in the arable field tests are in a correlation in a 
wide range of application conditions (R2=0.83).
One of the methods of agent economical distribution is the 
decrease of drop sizes, an even distribution of smaller drops, 
which in turn significantly increases the risk of drifting, 
especially if the proportion of drops smaller than 100pm is 
higher,. Its extents have been confirmed by the test results of the 
floating particles with CDA spraying heads. (Figure 3.) com
pared to the characteristics of a 11002-slot nozzle. The other 
means of economising with chemicals is to decrease losses.

Coverage in %of the dozes distributed

Figure 3 Material deposit with CDA spraying heads 
(floating particles)

We might for instance apply air-bag assistance with the 
protection of arable lands, closed-system re-circulation equip
ment with vineyards and orchards and lubricating machines 
with weed killing, respectively.
A simple and efficient method of decreasing drifting losses is 
the increasing of drop sizes, which may be achieved by the

application of materials increasing viscosity or the application 
of new type injector nozzles. (AD - Anti-drift or ID - Injector). 
It will make it possible to spray chemicals even if there is a 
higher wind speed without significant losses. In comparison 
with the so called base drifting values defined with traditional 
distribution, anti-drift or drift reducing gadgets significantly 
decrease drifting. [3]. The arable field sprayers equipped with 
injector nozzles, drifting may decrease by 50-75% if within 20 
meters from the side of the field the farmer works at a lower 
speed and a lower pressure, (max. 5 km/h, max. 3.0 bar).
In Germany an official register of drift reducing sprayers was 
set up. Figure 3 shows the 50-75-90% classification boundaries 
of arable land sprayers and sprayer heads as compared to the 
drifting values calibrated by the BBA.

Figure 4 The classification o f drift-reducing sprayers

We included the decreasing effect of the AI 11004 injector
nozzle used in the Keszthely experiments. The future
introduction and application of the system is professionally
justified in Hungary as well.

4. Result and recommendations

• Arable land chemical drifting is mainly caused by distribution 
technology factors (drop spectra, spraying head type, 
spraying head sizes, distributed quantities, spraying pressures 
and heights, speed of application) and climatic factors (wind 
velocity, and direction, air temperatures, relative air moisture, 
clouds. Bigger VMD drop sizes and lower application speed 
decreases drifting.

• From among the meteorological factors, it is wind velocity 
that most influences drifting, brings about an increase of 
drifting.

• With wind velocity values exceeding 3 m/s it is necessary to 
apply new-type anti-drift spraying head constructions (AD, 
AI, ID). These allowed us to measure still acceptable drift 
values even with winds stronger than 5 m/s.

• The effect of motion winds bringing about the risk of drifting 
may well be simulated in air-ducts. There is a linear 
regressive correlation between the DIX (drifting potential 
index) calculated this way and the drifting values of actual 
operation.

• On a two-fold logarithmical scale, the amount of chemicals 
drifted in dependence of the distance may be illustrated with 
approximately straight lines in parallel. Compared to the so 
called base drifting values, the tested gadgets, spraying heads 
can be assessed and classified, thus their applicability 
conditions can be officially regulated.
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FORCE-BASED ATOMIZATION THEORIES FOR 
SPRAY NOZZLES
I. Sztachó-Pekáry 
College of Kecskemét

1. Introduction

French [1942] and Akenson [1952] reported that the average 
drop-size produced by a nozzle varies nearly as the inverse 
square-root of the pressure p. There have been developed some 
equations relating drop size d and a lot of other parameters. 
There is the well known empirical formula:

d - 4 p = C  (1)

where
d  - the diameter of the drop [m]
p  - the pressure of the liquid before the drop separation [Pa]
C - constant [№ 5]

The motive of using this formula is its simplicity; however its 
failure is that it allows neither the geometrical parameters of the 
nozzle nor the physical properties of the liquid. The formula is 
to fit the different condition by the revise of constant C. 
Regarding the physical properties of the liquid and their effect, 
Houghton [1950] stated that the average drop-size from a 
given nozzle is decreasing if both the surface tension a  or 
density p is reduced, and that it is not greatly affected by 
viscosity p of water.
Lane [1951] attempts to explain atomization in an air blast by 
means of a simplified assumption relating the dynamic drag to 
the surface tension. He comes up with an expression in the 
following form (surface tension is included in the constant):

(v - V  ) 2 =  —  (2)V air spray J ^

where
^air - the velocity of air [m s '1]
^spray - the velocity of liquid [m s'1]
К - constant [m3 s'2]

This relation resembles the relation of Littaye [1943], where p  
is considered constant and relative velocity is used in that 
relation.
Hinze [1955] says that the forces controlling deformation and 
breakup make up two nondimensional groups: the WEBER-group 
and a viscosity-group. Breakup occurs when the WEBER-number 
W= v/Ja/p-p  exceeds a critical value. Faser [1958] gives the

following relation describing droplet surface mead-diameter 
from swirl spray nozzles:

d * p - ° A53- q 0’209 -V°’2'5 (3)

where
q - the rate of discharge [m3 s'1] 
v - the kinematical viscosity of the liquid [m2 s'1]

But the least to be said about this formula is that it has 
inconsistent dimensions and is based on little or no theoretical 
background. With the use of WEBER-number it is to write an 
empirical relation for the predicted droplet size too [László in 
Sitkéi ed. 1997].
V örös [1935] measures droplet size from hollow-cone nozzles 
by means of receiving their traces on calibrated blotting paper. 
Resulting spray-cone angles varies according to variations in 
the swirl-chamber depth. Similar measurements have been

made by El-A wady -  Afifi [1974] by means o f  receiving 
droplets in an oil bath. LÁSZLÓ [1979] analyzes the effect o f 
internal and external forces on the droplets and has got 
theoretical and empirical conclusions.
It is seen from the above review that there is no unified theory 
to tie up the drop size to affecting parameters, including 
pressure, spray-cone angle, and liquid properties: surface 
tension, viscosity, and density. The sought theory should satisfy 
the following conditions:
• correct dimensions;
• sound theoretical background;
• generality in the sense that includes all pertinent factors;
• applicability to existing data.

Application of the atomization theory includes prediction and 
control of drop size to meet optimum requirements. Equipment 
designer can take care of variations in nozzle geo-metry as well 
as spraying pressure and liquid properties. Operators can take 
care of pressure variation as well as liquid properties in some 
cases. Spraying material manufacturers supply materials that 
contribute to drop size control through different physical 
properties: viscosity, surface tension and density. Lately, 
products available include viscosity modifiers. Surface tension 
modifiers include stickers, detergents, and wetting agents. But 
no appreciable density modifiers are known.

2. Theories based on force balance hypothesis

The theoretical process of atomization of liquid sheet assumes 
that the droplet inertia has to exceed surface tension in order to 
separate. It is further assumed that droplets and sheet body 
move with the same longitudinal velocity, thus atomization is 
caused by the lateral component of the inertia only, as has been 
seen on the Fig. 1. by Gerencsér [1981].
The next two theories show that the liquid atomizes by forming 
a sheet which disrupts into liquid ligaments and further into 
droplets.

2.1. Surface-tension hypothesis

The average droplet size in a spray is based on the assumption 
that a droplet separates laterally from the liquid sheet due to 
surface tension. Consider that a small mass Ати with a laterally 
velocity is separating from the liquid sheet into a droplet of 
diameter d (Fig. 2.).
The Ix is the x-component of the inertia force and Rx is the x- 
component of the retaining force. In this case lx=Fa and RX=F„.

F a =  F a (4)

where
Fa - the x-component of the inertia force of Am
Fa - the x-component of the retaining surface tension force 
Equation (4) can be written:

p-v2-d 1 -tg2 a  = k o n st-a rf (5)

or after reforming the relation:

tg2“  =
const

W
(6)

where
p  - the liquid’s density [kg m'3] 
v - the x-component of the velocity of Am [m s'1] 
a - half spray angle [rad] 
a - the surface tension [N m'1]
W - the WEBER-number [ ]
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( 10)

Figure 1 Successive stage in an idealized breakup o f liquid 
sheet [Gerencsér, 1981]

Figure 2 Separation o f a droplet in laterally direction

Except for the trigonometrical factor, equation (6) conforms 
with the relations (1) and (2).
Given that v is nearly proportional to the square root of pressure 
([Akesson 1952], [French 1942]) equation (5) takes the 
following form:

d  p  tg2a  = konst a  (7)

Equation (7) can be written:

d  = konst— — (8)
p  ig a

This equation suggests that the mean drop-size varies inversely 
with the pressure, when the effect of other factors is isolated, 
and not with its square root which contradicts experimental 
results of Akesson [1952], French [1942], and Younis [1969].

2.2. Shear hypothesis

The shear hypothesis is based on the assumption that the 
separation of drops is caused by shear with the stagnant 
boundary. Thus the droplet inertia has to overcome the viscous 
shear induced at a nearly lateral plane in order to cause 
separation (Fig. 2.).
Similarly to the pervious case lx is the x-component of the 
inertia force and Rx is the x-component of the retaining force. In 
this case Ix=Fa and Rx=Ff

Fa =  FM (9)
where
F/t - the force effect of the viscosity [N]

Equation (9) can be written: 

p  ■ d 2 ■ v2 • tg2 a  = const ■ p  ■ d  ■ v ■ tg a  

where
p - the cinematic viscosity [m2 s '1]

It can be safely assumed that the velocity v is proportional to the 
square root o f pressure (v&^J p /p  [Bainer et al., 1955]).
Equation (10) takes the following form when this assumption 
and proper transposition are made:

d ■ -yjp- p  ■ tga = const V (11)

or after reforming the equation:

d = const • .—  -----  (12)
Vp-ptga

In this equation the mean drop-size varies inversely with the 
square root of the pressure, when the effect of other factors is 
isolated.

3. Verification

3.1. Surface-tension hypothesis

Fig. 3 shows the variation of the parameter X  with variations in 
pressure p  and half spray angle a from the data of El-Awady -  
Afifi, [1974] and Younis [1969]. Data are plotted according the 
following modification of the form of equation (8):

X  _ P ' tg a  therefore the equation becomes: ^  _ Як. ■
a  X

The relation gave particularly good agreement at low values of 
pressure group X  (R2=0.8390). The average value of C, was 
530. It seems, that at high pressure, when the liquid-cone 
contracts, the common effect of the pressure p  and half angle a 
very similar to the effect of the square root of the p re s s u re ^ .
At low values of pressure the droplet-sizes are smaller than 
expected from theory.

3.2. Shear hypothesis

Fig. 4 shows the variation of the parameter X  with variations in 
pressure p  and half spray angle a from the data of El-Awady -  
Afifi, [1974] and Younis [1969]. Data are plotted according the 
following modification of the form of equation (12):

V ^ P  tga , therefore the equation becomes: ^  .
p  X

The relation gave less good agreement than at the first case 
($=0.6686), but it fitted better at high values of pressure group 
X. The effects of the pressure p  and cone half angle a had less 
effect on this hypothesis than with the surface tension 
hypothesis. The average value of C2 was 2100.

4. Summary and conclusions

There were worked out two hypotheses for atomization:
• the droplets separate laterally from liquid sheet or ligament 
against surface tension, and
• the droplets separate laterally against viscous shear.
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Figure 3 Corroboration o f  the tension hypo-thesis by 
measurements of droplet size d, pressure p, and spray angle a

Figure 4 Corroboration o f the shear hypo-thesis by 
measurements o f the droplet size d, pressure p, and spray angle a

The well known tension and shear hypothesis familiar to the 
workers in the field of spraying respectively lead to the 
following formulas:

c , = ^  tg>a; C2 =
d y f p 7! - tga

During atomization, a liquid is exposed to shear and tension 
forces. Atomization follows the mechanism meeting less 
resistance, thus allowing droplets of smaller size and inertia to 
separate. At critical limit, i. e. the shear and tension mechanism 
are equally effective; the drop size is the same whether 
computed by equation (8) or equation (12). Thus by separation 
of d  in both equations and equating the results,

3 p  ip  C, 530—J—-tga= — 3 ------
o \ p  C2 2100

0.25 (13)

where
3  - dimensionless invariant [ ]

The criterion 3  =0.25 either the tension or the shear principle 
dominates respectively. More corroboration to the theory is 
possible.
The theory is inclusive of the effects of physical properties such 
as surface tension, viscosity, and density; in addition to 
geometrical and operational conditions such as pressure and 
droplet size.
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PLANT PROTECTION IN LINE WITH CONSUMER 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
H. Ganzelmeier
Federal Biological Research Centre, Braunschweig

I. Introduction

The re-organisation of consumer protection in Germany has led 
to a broad dialogue pointing in a new direction for future plant 
protection policies. There is no doubt that sufficient possibilities 
must be made available to the users of plant protection products 
to prevent and control harmful organisms and non-parasitic 
impairments in plants in order to secure plant protection 
effectively for the future. The protection of human and animal 
health as well as the environment is of equal importance, 
meaning that the risk in applying plant protection products has 
to be kept as low as possible. Therefore a reduction programme 
has still to be defined. It is a well known fact that Germany's 
agriculture cannot refrain from the use of modern technology if 
it is to stay competitive.

2. Benefits and negative effects of chemical plant protection

In order to supply mankind with sufficient food, crops have to 
be cultivated, their health must be maintained and the harvested 
produce protected.
In spite of large efforts by research, the development of non
chemical procedures for plant protection falls short of 
expectations. Chemical plant production products therefore still 
represent the most significant measure in plant protection today, 
and most certainly also for the near future. The efforts concer
ning environmentally friendly plant protection have had a 
strong influence on the development of chemical plant 
protection products. In the process of testing and authorising 
plant protection products, toxicological assessments are no 
longer the only assessments; possible effects on the environ
ment are also taken into account. As part of this progress, water 
pollution has decreased significantly within the last few years. 
The general public has not really been aware of these changes in 
chemical plant protection. The fact that the public sees things in 
a different light has become evident in a survey concerning the 
risk factors connected to food, fig.l. Not only man-made 
chemicals, but also natural toxins should also be included in the 
ongoing discussion about the quality and safety of food in order 
to obtain a complete picture [1]. The listing of risk factors by 
consumers and scientists show totally different assessments. 
This is also a challenge for science in the future in the interests 
of an objective and effective consumer protection.
There is no doubt about it, every agricultural activity and every 
plant protection measure has its consequences. All plant 
protection measures have their positive effects and side-effects 
and involve costs and risks. The most important advantages of 
chemical plant protection are compiled in the following 
illustration, fig. 2. In decision-making, these are factors which 
should be considered carefully and be compared with each 
other. Benefit-cost analyses concerning chemical plant 
protection show a clearly positive benefit-cost balance [2].
For the effective protection of the cultivated plant, chemical 
plant protection measures are still considered to be indis
pensable. The efforts of the last few yeas have led to a reduction 
of plant protection product doses per hectare as the example 
shows for Germany, fig. 3 [3]. This diagram also illustrates to 
what extent the Member States apply chemical plant protection 
products. Germany appears around the middle of the diagram.

3. Prerequisites for proper and sustainable plant protection

Plant protection users today must have a wide knowledge of the 
relevant legal provisions and must orientate their work around
these.

Chemical plant protection is characterised by
-  a high quality plant protection product authorisation 

procedure, which only allows reliable products to be placed 
on the market,

-  reliable plant protection equipment in perfect working 
order, which meets minimum technical standards, helping to 
avoid unnecessary stress to humans, animals and the 
environment and

-  users with expert knowledge, fig. 4.

3.1 High quality plant protection product authorizations

The demands on plant protection products result from the 
requirements of plant, environmental, consumer and operator 
protection. This is one of the reasons why plant protection 
products belong to the most thoroughly examined chemical 
substances.
Plant protection products in Europe are authorised in
accordance with Directive 91/414/EEC, fig. 4. The latter 
provides the basis for harmonising the authorisation of plant 
protection products in the EU. The European authorisation 
procedure is characterised by the following, fig. 5.

3.2 Reliable plant protection equipment

Plant protection equipment has developed into precise and 
reliable machinery. This is largely due to the fact that such 
equipment now has to fulfil strict requirements with regard to 
protection of the environment and the operator, work safety, 
impact and operator comfort. Today's plant protection 
equipment, whether mounted, trailed or self-propelling, fulfils 
these high standards.
Current technical developments in plant protection technology 
can be summarised as follows:
-  Precision farming, a development which includes the entire 

span of plant production and which distances itself from one 
uniform treatment, moving towards site-specific application, 
taking into account the heterogeneity of fields.

-  Transition to spray computers which work on the basis of 
ISO BUS (ISO 11783) and thus have no compatibility 
problems. This provides important prerequisites which are 
necessary for the documentation of whole-field- and site- 
specific cultivation and treatment.

-  Field sprayers with greater working widths and tank sizes for 
increasing performance (hectare/hour).

-  Air-assisted sprayers with improved blowers and adjustable 
features for the precise and economic application of plant 
protection products, including the use of modern sensor 
technology (nozzles, blowers). In addition to the 
identification of gaps efforts are now being intensified to 
adjust application even more precisely to the structure and 
density of bush and tree cultures (fruit growing and 
viticulture). To this end, an application map is employed, 
which takes into account the spatial extent of the foliage and 
steers the plant protection equipment with the corresponding 
nozzle configuration.

-  The increasing use of drift reduction technology (injection 
nozzles) and operating measures for drift reduction in arable 
farming, viticulture, fruit and hop growing and subsequent 
decreased buffer zones to surface water or terrestrial 
biocoenosis instead of having to maintain fixed wider buffer 
zones as they still exist for standard equipment.

-  Implements for equipment to increase the quality of 
application and operator handling such as circular pipe 
systems for field sprayers, boom suspension, cleaning devices 
and so on.

-  Due to reasons of water protection, it is extremely important 
that plant protection equipment is cleaned properly. Plant 
protection equipment must be improved in this regard and the
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cleaning of equipment combined with certain requirements 
(the field, the washing area, biobeds).

Plant protection equipment is also regulated strictly in 
Germany. According to the Plant Protection Act, manufacturers 
and distributors are obliged to only place on the market plant 
protection equipment which fulfils the minimum legal 
requirements. The BBA administrates plant protection equip
ment which complies with legal requirements in a so-called 
'plant protection equipment list' and publishes this in the official 
Federal Gazette. Furthermore, the BBA has been testing plant 
protection equipment for several decades; the technical perfor
mance is measured and the equipment is tested in practice. This 
voluntary testing also includes the classification of plant pro
tection equipment with regard to drift (50, 75, 90, 99%), table 1. 
Drift reducing plant protection equipment has become increa
singly significant in Germany since such techniques can reduce 
buffer zones to water or terrestrial non-target areas, fig. 6.
Other EU Member States are also discussing the possibility of 
introducing legally binding examinations for plant protection 
equipment -  similar to in Germany. The testing institutes in 
Europe will co-ordinate voluntary tests for agricultural 
machinery with each other in the context of the European 
Network for Testing of Agricultural Machinery (ENTAM). The 
aim of this network is the mutual acceptance of test results and 
the notion “once inspected, accepted all over Europe”.
The compulsory inspection of plant protection equipment 
already in use in Germany was extended in 2002 to include air- 
assisted sprayers for use in fruit growing, viticulture and hops. 
Equipment inspections are also regarded as important in other 
EU Member States for reasons to do with the environment and 
operator protection; numerous different activities are now run. 
European and international standardisation play a vital role in 
the harmonisation of technical regulations for plant protection 
equipment, which is the basis for mutual acceptance of tested 
and inspected plant protection equipment.
Plant protection equipment is now constructed so that all plant 
protection products applied are highly biologically effective. 
This also applies to drift reducing plant protection equipment 
which has been proven in extensive studies to be consistently 
biologically effective.

3.3 Observing principles o f "Good Professional Practice"

In accordance with German legislation the operator applying 
plant protection products on farms, in horticulture or in forestry 
must be reliable enough to do so and possess the necessary 
knowledge and skills [5, 6]. This means that the user must 
possess expert knowledge and have the necessary professional 
knowledge and skills expected for good professional practice 
in plant protection. The necessary professional knowledge and 
skills must be proved to the designated authority on demand. 
The procedure of providing evidence of expert knowledge is 
governed by a separate ordinance.
Plant protection products may only be applied in accordance 
with good professional practice, as stated in the German Plant 
Protection Act [3]. Good professional practice is aimed mainly 
at the application of plant protection products, but also 
incorporates other measures to do with plant protection. Each 
person carrying out plant protection measures must also take 
into consideration preventative arable and agronomic farming or 
other non-chemical measures. Good professional practice is a 
fundamental strategy and a standard for action which helps to 
discriminate between proper and improper action.
We understand the term 'good professional practice' to include 
plant protection measures which
-  are considered to be scientifically safe,
-  are recognised as suitable, appropriate and necessary on the 

grounds of practical experience,

-  are recommended by the official extension services and
-  are known to professional users.

In the following, some important principles of good 
professional practice are explained when using field sprayers 
and air-assisted sprayers: the handling of the plant protection 
equipment is the focus of interest, table 2.
If good professional practice is not observed, farmers may be 
penalised by having their EU subsidies cut [7].

4 Concluding remarks

Chemical plant protection is still thought of as essential for the 
effective protection of crops.
Plant protection products are responsible to a large extent for 
securing sufficient high quality food.
Both the benefits and negative effects of chemical plant 
protection are explained with the aid of examples.
Considerable progress has been made in environmental and 
health protection.
Plant protection products in Europe are authorised in 
accordance with Directive 91/414/EWG
EN/ISO norms are used to harmonise requirements for plant 
protection equipment. The present technical/operational 
developments in plant protection techniques are characterised 
by
-  extensive research on precision farming
-  development of spray computers on ISO Bus basis (ISO 

11783)
-  field sprayers with even higher capacities (up to 42 m 

working width, 7000 1 tank size)
-  increase in drift reducing techniques
-  improvements to operator comfort
-  improved cleaning devices for equipment

Correct and proper plant protection using plant protection 
products goes hand in hand with good professional practice. 
Many recommendations and advice for handling the products 
exist which the user must observe when using the equipment. If 
these are not observed, EU subsidies for users can be curtailed.
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Table 1 Sprayers that have proved a significant reduction o f drift and which additionally have got the BBA-approval are entered 
in the register „ loss reducing equipment". Here an extract o f field sprayers. BBA: November 2004
Type of field sprayer or implement for field sprayer Regulation of use

spray pressure, [bari nozzle height, |cm|
drift reduction class 50%
Agrotop TD 025 API 110 4,0 75
Agrotop TD 110 04 2,5 to 3,0 75
Agrotop Airmix 110-03 1,5 to 2,0 50
Agrotop Airmix 110-04 1,0 to 2,0 50
Agrotop Airmix 110-05 1,5 to 6,0 50
ALBUZ AVI 110-03 3,0 to 7,0 50
ALBUZAVI 110-04 3,0 to 7,0 50
Hardi S Injet 02. Lechler ID 120-02 C, Lechler ID 120-02 POM 3,0 to 3,5 50
Hardi S Injet 025, Lechler ID 120-025 C, Lechler ID 120-025 POM 3,0 to 5,0 50
Hardi S Injet 03, Lechler ID 120-03 C, Lechler ID 120-03 POM 3,0 to 8,0 50
Hardi S Injet 04, Lechler ID 120-04 C, Lechler ID 120-04 POM 3,0 to 5,0 50
Hardi Minidrift MD-025-110 1,0 to 2,0  bar 50
Hardi Minidrift MD-03-110 1,0 to 2,0  bar 50
Hardi Minidrift MD-04-110 1,0 to 3,0 bar 50
Hardi Minidrift MD-05-110 1,0 to 4,0 bar 50
John Deere Twin Fluid 35 3,0 to 5,0, air pressure 0,35 50
John Deere Twin Fluid 35 4,0 to 5,0, air pressure 0,35 75
John Deere Twin Fluid 42 3,0, air pressure 0,35 50
Lechler IDK 120-025 1,5 to 2,0 50
Lechler IDK 120-04 POM 1,0 to 3,0 50
Lechler IDK 120-05 POM 1,0 to 4,0 50
Lechler IDN 120-025 1,0 to 6,0 50
TeeJet AI/AIC 110 025 VS 3,0 to 4,0 50
TeeJet AI/AIC 110 03 VS - 50
TeeJet AI/AIC 110 04 VS 2,5 to 4,0 50
TeeJet AI/AIC 110 05 VS 3,0 to 5,0 50
HARDI COMMANDER plus TWIN FORCE, Variants with 18, 20, 21, 24, 27 and 28 
m all with nozzle Hardi ISO-F 110-02 or Hardi ISO-F 110-03

spray pressure max. 2,5 bar, airflow 140 bar, 
minimum crop height 30 cm

HARDI Alpha, Variants with 18, 20, 21, 24, 27 and 28 m all with nozzle Hardi ISO-F 
110-02 or Hardi ISO-F 110-03

spray pressure max. 2,5 bar, airflow 140 bar, 
minimum crop height 30 cm

drift reduction class 75%
Agrotop AirMix 110-04 1,0 50
Agrotop AirMix 110-05 1,0 to 1,5 50
Hardi S Injet 03, Lechler ID 120-03 C, Lechler ID 120-03 POM 3,0 50
Hardi S Injet 04, Lechler ID 120-04 C, Lechler ID 120-04 POM 3,0 50
Hardi S Injet 05, Lechler ID 120-05 C, Lechler ID 120-05 POM 2 ,0  to 8,0 50
TeeJet AI/AIC 110 03 VS 3,0 to 8,0 50
TeeJet AI/AIC 110 04 VS 3,0 50
TeeJet AI/AIC 110 05 VS 3,0 50
TeeJet Minidrift MD-04-110 1,0 50
TeeJet Minidrift MD-05-110 1,5 50
John Deere Twin Fluid 35 5,0, air pressure 0,35 50
Lechler IDK 120-03 POM 1,0 50
Lechler IDK 120-04 POM 1,0 50
Lechler IDK 120-05 POM 1,0 to 1,5 50
Lechler IDN 120-025 3,0 50
TeeJet AI 110 04 VS 3,0 50
TeeJet AI 110 05 VS 3,0 50
Dammann ANPA, Variants with air assistance DAS and 24 up to 28 m working width 
all with nozzle Lechler ID 120-03 C, Lechler ID 120-03 POM, TeeJet AI 110 03 VS,

Spray pressure at
Agrotop AirMix 110-04 1,0 bar

Teejet AI 110 04 VS, TeeJet AI 110 05 VS, Agrotop AirMix 110-04, Agrotop AirMix 
110-05, Albuz AVI 110-03, Albuz AVI 110-04

Agrotop AirMix 110-05 2,0 bar 
otherwise 3 bar
fan drive at maximum (160-170 bar), min. crop 
height 50 cm

HARDI COMMANDER plus TWIN FORCE, Variants with 18, 20, 21, 24, 27 and 28 
m all with nozzle Hardi ISO-F 110-04 or Hardi ISO-F 110-05

spray pressure 3 bar, full airflow, minimum crop 
height 50 cm

HARDI Alpha
Variants with 18, 20, 21, 24, 27 and 28 m all with nozzle Hardi ISO-F 110-04 or Hardi 
ISO-F 110-05

spray pressure 3 bar, full airflow, minimum crop 
height 50 cm

drift reduction class 90%
Agrotop AirMix 110-05 1,0 50
Hardi S Injet 05, Lechler ID 120-05 C, Lechler ID 120-05 POM 2,0 50
Hardi Minidrift MD-05-110 1,0 50
Lechler IDK 120-05 POM 1,0 50
Lechler IDN 120-025 2,0 50
Lechler ES 90-02 brass and ES 90-02 POM line spraying
Lechler ES 90-03 brass line spraying
Lechler ES 90-04 POM line spraying
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Table 2

Good professional practice in plant protection
General principles and advice for the intended and appropriate use o f plant protection equipment

-  field sprayers -
1. New sprayers must meet minimum requirements and be entered in the plant protection equipment list.
2 . Field sprayers which are already in use must be tested once every two years by officially approved test stations.
3. Preference must be given to loss reducing equipment (list of loss reducing equipment).
4. Check dosing accuracy before use: inspect the plant protection product, growth stage and weather conditions.
5. Observe protective measures for the user.

When mixing the spray liquid, the instructions for use of the PPP- (product application rate, suitableness for mixing, etc.) must 
be observed, together with the required precautionary and operator protection measures.

6 . The filling of sprayers must take place under supervision. The flow of spray liquid back into the drinking water pipe must be 
ruled out

7. PPP containers have to be rinsed thoroughly after emptying. The rinsing water must be directed into the spray tank. An 
induction bowl with an integrated container rinsing facility is particularly suited for this purpose. Clean containers are taken 
back free of charge.

8 . In order to prevent residual volumes of spray liquid, the amount of liquid for the last filling has to be calculated exactly. The 
tank should be filled with somewhat less than calculated.
The rinsing water accumulated after internal cleaning is applied to a remaining small untreated plot.

9. Adjust the sprayer to the respective crop.
10 Application of plant protection products must be precise and low on drift, 6  (8 ) km/h should not be exceeded.
11 No application at wind speeds > 5 m/s, temperatures > 25°C or humidity <30%.
12. Observe buffer zones (non-spray zones) to water / biotopes under protection.

The prevailing wind direction has to be accounted for if close to endangered objects (i.e. residential areas, gardens, leisure areas 
and sports grounds) and/or drift reducing measures must be observed (switching off exterior nozzles, lower spray pressure).

13. Immediately after spraying, the interior of the sprayer has to be cleaned with clear water from an additional water tank. 
The rinsing water has to be applied to a remaining untreated plot.

14. Minor amounts of rinsing water which have been diluted several times may remain in the tank if necessary.
15. External cleaning should take place on an area which has to be treated anyway.
16. Correct operation and dosing and distribution accuracy can only be guaranteed if the plant protection equipment is looked after 

and serviced properly.
Good professional practice in plant protection

With respect to air-assisted sprayers for orchards, vineyards and hops, the following advice should be heeded
either in addition or alternatively:

1. Sprayers should be adjusted to a specific and loss-reduced application according to the spatial extension of the individual crop. 
In this respect, particular attention should be paid to drift reducing measures.

2 . The fan air volume should be adjusted to the respective crop, and preferably be low. An application across several rows should 
be avoided.

3. The water volume and product application rate are determined according to the developmental stage and/or the crown height 
(fruit growing).

4. If the product is applied next to endangered objects (i.e. residential areas, gardens, leisure areas and sports grounds) the crops 
should be treated from only one side, and the spray be directed towards the area to be treated.

5. Sprayers which are already in use must be tested once every two years by officially approved test centres.
6 . For aircraft applications, the BBA guidelines and the relevant regulations of the Gennan Federal State authorities must be 

observed.

Risk for the consume

R isk  f a c to r s

í r  through foo

A s s e s
c o n s u m e r

d

s e d  by  
s ie n t i s t s

•  A d ju v a n ts  / C o n ta m in a tio n
(preservatives / ppp-residues)

1 3

•  E n v iro n m e n ta l p ro b le m s
(sewage sludge, lead)

2 5

•  U n b a la n c e d  n u tritio n  / fo o d
(fast food)

3 4

•  N a tu ra l to x in s
(mould, mycotoxns)

4 2

•  M ic ro b io lo g ic a l c o n ta m in a t io n
(salmonella, bacteria) 5 1

Source: Or A. Bast
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Benefits of chemical plant protection

^  P ro d u c tio n  o f c h e a p  fo o d s  w h ich  a re  o f h ig h  q u a lity  

A v o id s  lo s s e s  d u e  to  d is e a s e s ,  w e e d s , p e s t s

r  E n s u re s  e c o n o m ic a l, e n v iro n m e n ta lly  f r ie n d ly  a n d  
s o c ia lly  a c c e p ta b le  p ro d u c tio n

H u m a n is e s  w o p rk  in a g r ic u ltu re

к  S u p p o r ts  th e  re g u la r  s u p p ly  o f  food  a n d  raw  m a te r ia ls  
o f  p la n t  o rig in

^  U se  o f le s s  land  a n d  w o o d e d  a re a s  w o rld -w id e

'r  S to c k s  c a n  b e  k e p t la rg e r  d u e  to  n o n - in fe s te d  g o o d s  
(fu n g i, p e s ts )

r ' M a in ta in s  a g r ic u ltu re  in d e p riv e d  a re a s

Calculated Plant Protection Product Use* 
in Germany from 1987 to 2001

R e s u l t s  a c c o r d in g  to  §  19  P fs c h G  (G e rm a n  P la n t  P r o te c t io n  A c t)  -

Annual PPP-use in 
К Europe (311000 tin  1997)

(42%)

Observation period 2001

Perfectly and 
reliably operating 
plant protection 
equipment

High quality 
plant protection 
products 
authorisation

Expert users: 
Observing 
principles “Good 
Professional 
Practice"
Н И Н Я Н 1

Pre-conditions for proper and sustainable plant protection
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Plant Protection Products-Authorisation 
_____ in accordance with Directive 91/414/EWG
^  New and existing active substances are evaluated in extensive procedures at 

EU-level and
accepted active substances are registered in a „Positive List“

^  The Member States (MS) remain responsible for authorisation,
PPP are only authorised if the active substances are included in the „Posit.List“

^  Assessment and authorisation of PPP in accordance with uniform principles, 
if unaceptable effects occur, risk mitigation measures are applied 
or authorisation is refused

'jr Lable-use-authorisation is set
(field of application and directions for use are determined precisely)

^  PPP which are authorised in other MS must also be authorised in Germany 
(on application)

>- Imports of PPP only allowed if the product is identical with a product authorised 
in Germany

r" Plant resistence improvers and adjuvants must be registered at the BBA

Directions for use
fo r  th e  p ro te c t io n  o f s u r fa c e  w a te r

Measures to be fulfilled: Compliance of buffer zones (dependent on the ppp)

Flexible buffer zones are possible through 

Consideration of application conditions: 

Use of drift reducing sprayers 

Size of running water 

Riparian vegetation



IMPROVING GERMINATION AND WATER 
ADDITION PARAMETERS OF SEEDS WITH 
ELECTROMAGNETIC TREATMENT
L. Bense -  E. Joó -  P. Szendrő -  Gy. Vincze 
Szent István University, Gödöllő

From this equations can be resulted the product concentration 
[T] with respect to time

[ 7 ] » f c ] -
1

1 + e

(2.3)

1. Introduction

It is known that all essential metabolism processes of life are 
guided by genes in this way they create selective enzymes. 
Enzymes are biocatalyzators, which take part in autocatalytic 
processes. Enzymes consist of two subsystems: coenzyme 
which determines the direction of catalyzed process and the 
apoenzyme. The material quality of the substrate molecule is 
determined by apoenzyme. In chemical respect living 
substances are considered as thin solution since among its 
components water is dominant. Consequently the chemical 
reaction has been proceeded in a thin solution. Participants of 
the reaction are the substrate molecule (protein) and the enzyme 
protein giant molecule. With comparing the reaction partners by 
sizes it is determined that the chemical reaction is proceeded in 
a relatively small part of the enzyme which part is called active 
region. The chemical activity is a kind of “distance effect” since 
because of the wet solution the surface of the enzyme is always 
covered with a thickness of a few molecule layers of water. In 
electric respect living protein is considered as semi-conductor 
with a relatively big (2-3eV) forbidden band [1, 2, 3], this 
feature as it is proved [4] is being developed in the case of 
wetted protein. The dry, lifeless (chemical and electric 
inactivity) protein is insulator [4]. It is important that a quasi
crystal structured water or water in monomer state is being 
around the enzyme. That is to say the operation of active region 
has better efficiency in settled water covering than in 
unstructured. On the one hand the reason for this is that the 
electric permittivity of structured water is e = 3 - 5  while of
unstructured water is: g = 75 -  85, on the other hand hydrogen 
bond is transmitted through the settled water. Briefly structured 
water is the transmitter of hydrogen bond.

2. Germination model of vegetable seeds

which is a logistic graph. Here square brackets show the 
concentrations and k; (i = 1, -1, 3, -3) are the speed factors of 
reactions. A shown from equation (2.3) at the time t = Thal/

concentration is the half of the final value [T j. That is where 
the name arises from.
The equation is cannot be compared with experiments because 
the measurement of the inner seed concentration is in vivo 
impossible. That is why the constants of the equation is 
determined from the results of germination experiments. First of 
all it is supposed that among many enzymatic reactions of the 
seed germination the slowest one is exist which determinates 
the evolution in time of the whole process. Germination is 
modelled only with this process. Furthermore it is supposed that 
the germination (it is visible while observing) of the seed occurs 
near a critical [7-] concentration value. It means that the reaction 
as shown in Figure 1 launches in certain product concentration 
when the collision probability of SE and T is big enough. 
Germination has two well-separated periods. The one is the 
latent time when apparently nothing happens and the other 
when the germination as shown in equation (2.3) launches. The 
critical value of product concentration is being evolved in the 
first period. Furthermore it is supposed that the value of all 
sprouting seeds is one and the value of all unsprouting seeds is 
zero. Ultimately it is supposed that the division where N 
number of sprouting seeds is divided by f f  number of seeds 
participate in all germination samples is proportion to [7-] 
concentration. In this case instead of the previous equation the 
following can be described:

, J L
Nu„
dt - = u -+k_ - Ы -

-+*

N N
N„„

(2.4)

The enzyme -  substrate autocatalytic reaction can be described 
with the following equations:
• Complex formation from S substrate and E enzyme 
molecule:

S  + E ~ T ^ S E ’ (2 -1)
---

• dissolve into T reaction product and the enzyme:

^2 V
SE , T + E , (2.2)

Figure 1 shows the dissolvation.

E nzym e S u b slra te

€ €  € + □

E + S ES E + T

Figure 1 Illustration o f the autocatalytic reaction on the basis 
o f equations (2.1) and (2.2)

This equation can already be compared with the experiment and 
the constants of the equation can be determined. For this 
determination it is enough to describe the general solution of the 
equation and to determine the constants with germination 
experiments. The final value of germination number is:

к о ] = ^ , 0, [So]
(2.5)

that is to say germination ability depends on the initial 
concentration of substrate molecules which are able to the 
reaction. Reaction ability means that the molecule has enough 
energy and is covered with structured water shell. Through this 
shell the electric field of the active region can penetrate with 
small reduction or the hydrogen bond can be evolved. 
Accordingly germination ability can be connected with the 
number of substrate molecules with reaction ability at initial 
time. From this statement above it is clear that the germination 
ability can be influenced by the structuring of water. The 
reaction rate in equation (2.4) is proportion to the concentration 
of enzyme molecules with reaction ability:

к  — ■ + к -3 И - (2 .6)
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(3.2)This concentration - as it was realized before - is bigger in the 
case of structured water. Otherwise by reason of the kinetic 
theory, к is [5]:

_WsE_
к  = D ZSEe kT (2.7)

where D is the steric factor, Z EE is the number of molecular 
collisions per second, which creates SE complex in a unit 
volume and W$E is the activating energy. Steric factor is a
collision-geometrical factor which is obviously bigger when the 
enzyme and the substrate is covered with structured water since 
the active region where the catalysis is efficient expands. The 
Z SE collision frequency is inversely proportional to the
denaturising time of the enzyme. It is smaller when the enzyme 
is covered with structured water layer than in the case of 
unstructured water since the conduction of heat is better. 
Consequently the water structure in the seed which can be 
influenced with electric treatment stimulates the germination 
firmness. The germination experiments have backed up the 
correction of the theory and have proved that the treatment time 
has an optimal value indeed where the germination ability is the 
biggest. This phenomenon is described with the following 
Figure 2 for onion seed:

Figure 2 Germination data o f  onion as parameters o f  
treatment time

It is well-read from Figure 2 that the optimum treatment time in 
this case is 10 s and that the radiation of 20  s has already 
damaged some part of the seeds.

IV -  ~LA[(Pb ~ P k ) ~ nb ~ n k\-

In the above equation pb and pk is the internal (turgor) and 
external pressure, Л b is the inner osmosis pressure, Л g is the
external osmosis pressure and finally L is the hydraulic 
conductivity of potential barrier and A is the surface of the seed. 
Osmosis pressures are evolved because of the component — 
selective permeability of the membrane. From the above 
mentioned two relations the differential equation of water 
uptake is the following:

dAV
dt

= ~LA[{pb -  Р к ) - л ь - л к]

AV
Pb ~ PbO + £ ~ f~ ’ 

y0

/
Яb ~ ^bo

\

AV

Vo)

(3.3)

(3.4)

The above mentioned equation of state (3.4) is resulted from the 
equation of state of water and from Roult’s equation of state. 
Zero index is the initial value. The external fluid is clear water. 
In this case n K = 0 so the solution of the differential equation 
of water uptake is the following:

A V __ *Ь0 + Pk -  PbO
Vq 77b 0 + £

'  LA, ч  ̂
- - k t o + £ ) '  

1 - e  y° (3.5)

Considering that during the experiments the mass of the seed 
was measured, it is practical turning to the mass:

Am = mo 71Ы) + Pk ~ PbO 
*Ь0 +£

f  LA, Ч  ̂

1 - e  y° (3.6)

It can be seen from the solution that the changing of mass 
derives from water addition is in the exponential function of 
time and its final value is:

‘A m  fin a l  0
П Ьй + Pk - P b O

*bo + £
(3.7)

It is seen if the inner osmosis pressure is changes (e.g. by the 
effect of treatment) the final value will change in the function
of:

3. Water uptake model of vegetable seeds

To penetrate into the cells of embryo, water has to penetrate 
through the plasma membrane and through the tonoplast. In 
physical respect these two membranes are substituted for a 
single potential barrier. Water molecules have to get across this 
potential barrier. The driving force of the water transport is the 
difference between the pressures of external and internal sides 
of the membrane. So the result of the water transport is the 
change of inner water volume (mass). Considering water 
incompressible, the balance equation of water addition for 
changing volume is:

dAV 
dt ~ V

(3.1)

where AV water volume changing of the cell, and I  у is the
volumetric current of transported water. Volumetric current is 
commonly a complex function of pressure difference. In the 
case of small pressures it is supposed that this function relation 
is linear:

AAmfinal = m0 71 bO P k  P b O  , P b O  P k  £  л _  ---------------------1- —;--------- rr— А л ,
77 ho +S {льо+ еУ

(3.8)

Figure l.a. and l.b. show these functions. Speed of changing in 
time can be described with T time constant as the following 
equation shows:

T -
1

LA

Vo
(*Ь0 + £ )

(3.9)

It can be seen from the equation that in the case of increasing 
osmosis pressure the final value of water addition is also 
increasing though time constant is decreasing so that the speed 
of water uptake will increase. Speed of water addition can be 
described with the following quotient:

Amfmal m0 л ьо+ р к -  p h0
T T л ьо+ е

(3.10)
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was korr = 0 ,9 9  without treatment and the final value of mass 
increase was Дmfiml = 8,252g  , and the speed of water addition 

was к  = 4,18 g  / day • In the case of 10 seconds of treatment 
the data above are the following: korr = 0,984,

final =10,37g, VWMr =4,24 g l day •
It can be seen that the effect of treatment is double: once it 
changes the speed of water uptake twice it increases the 
absorbed water mass.

Figure 3 a.: Changing o f seed mass in the function o f time on 
the basis o f the model, b.: Changing o f saturated seed mass in 

the function o f osmosis pressure on the basis o f the model

It can be seen from the solution that the quicker is the water 
addition the bigger is the initial osmosis pressure. On the other 
hand former studies have been pointed to the fact that the 
electric treatment stimulates the water [6 ] this is why the water 
volume functioning as solvent was decreasing and on this the 
osmosis pressure was increasing. Roult’s equation of state 
shows this relation below:

7rb0 =RT'L (Tj cbj (311)
j

where cr . is the reflection coefficient and c*y is the

concentration of the j the component of solution concerning the 
membrane.
It was elaborated a theory by Cosgrove and Vertucci concerning 
fine-structure of water uptake [4], [5].
Vertucci [1] has proved with microscopic snapshots that there is 
a layer touching the membrane nearby the cytoplasm which was 
consisted of vacant holes (vacuole). On the basis of this fact 
Cosgrove [2] has explained the water addition of seed that from 
the inner cell an ion solution was flowing into these holes so 
that the osmosis pressure increased which inducted water 
transport. While increasing osmosis pressure increases water 
uptake and also its speed.
The experiments have backed up the correction of the theory. 
As an example Figure 4 shows the water uptake of tomato seed 
without treatment and then after a 10 seconds of 
electromagnetic treatment.
On the strength of Figure 4 it can be judged that the water 
uptake process of seeds is described correctly by the model. 
According to the statistical evaluation correlation of the sample

4. Summary

Vegetable seeds can be stimulated with a treatment in 
electromagnetic field. This effect can be explained with the fact 
that the inner water of seed will be structured by the treatment 
so that the mass of the molecular water which functions as a 
solvent decreases however at the same time the mass of the 
structured water increases. At this time the inner osmosis 
pressure of the seed increases, which decrease the 
hydrodynamic pressure so that the pressure gradient which 
causes water transport will be bigger on the membrane. 
Experiments showed that germination ability is not correlated 
with water uptake. Consequently the treatment has at least 
double effect. The first is the structuring of the water the other 
can be the stress effect which produces the built-up of shock 
proteins. The first effect causes both the increasing osmosis 
pressure and the increased water addition and the second affects 
germination ability.
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ON ISSUES OF FOOD -  SAFETY OF MILK 
HANDLING BY MICROWAVE
K. M. Lukács -  P. Sembery 
Szent István University, Gödöllő

Introduction

The food-safety has had got an increasing importance during the 
last years in the European Union and in Hungary as ell. The 
factors risking the safety of the foods can be classified as 
follows. [3]
* physical: foreign materials (glass, metal etc.),
■ chemical: toxic materials,
* biological: disease germs (pathogens) and their toxins.

An important object during the food-processing that the fewest 
harmful microbes could get into the manufacture process, as far 
as it is possible, that means to decrease the vital functions of the 
pathogens and the bacteria causing deterioration of food.
The physiological advantages of consuming milk and dairy 
products are well known. The quality of the dairy products must 
be improved continuously to satisfy the more and more 
increasing consumer demands of which basic condition is the 
acceptable quality of the raw milk used in the manufacture of 
dairy products. [7]
There are always micro-organisms of less or larger number in 
the raw milk that get into the milk from the udder at first and 
then -  during the milking, the milk -  handling and the delivery 
(transport). The saprophyte micro-organisms occurring in the 
milk worsen the quality and keep ability of the milk with their life 
activity and the pathogens risk the health of the consumers. [1] 
During the processing of milk, the micro-organisms or, at least, 
the great majority of them must be destroyed for the milk to be 
not harmful to the health of the consumers and, respectively, it 
to be keep able for a longer time and suitable for further 
processing.
In view-point of practice, three basic methods of the heat 
treatment can be differentiated as follows: [1]
■ pasteurization,
* ultra-pasteurization and
* sterilization.

Several processes are known for decreasing the germ count. 
These are the conventional heat treatments, the ionizing 
exposures and the processes basing on microwave energy- 
transfer. [5] The results of the researches carried out during the 
last decades, with the goal to substitute the heat-treatment 
processes requiring frequently considerable work and energy, 
pointed out the large possibilities and, but not lest, the 
economical advantages of applying the microwave energy as 
“clean energy source”. Experiments connected with the 
microbicidal effect of the microwave can have an especially 
great interest. The method is promising because the nutritive 
components of the foods are damaged less under the effect of 
microwave treatment in consequence of the short heat-treatment 
and energy-transfer time according to the experiences, in 
comparison with their conventional heat-treatment. [2 ]
Recently, the demand is increasing for such foods that do not 
contain artificial preservatives but can be keepable safety for a 
long time and, at the same time; their nutritive values do not 
change during the storage. A technical solution differing from 
the earlier ones offers itself with using the microwave energy 
for heat treatment that has been applied already for pasteurizing 
or sterilizing foods in a limited degree but it has not been 
current in the energy-day practice of large-scale food
processing industry. [4]
The most important advantage of the microwave is in 
connection with the heat generation in the interior of the 
product. It is due to the internal heating-up that the heat loss is

insignificant in the case of the microwave drying and heat 
treatment because only the material is heated up in its complete 
volume but its ambient medium -  not. That is why as a result, 
the warming-up of the treated material is very quick and, 
accordingly, the required time and energy used to achieve the 
technological goal (e.g. decreasing the micro-biological 
contaminations etc.) is decreased significantly. Due to the short 
treating time, thermic deterioration of the valuable and thermo 
labile nutritive components and vitamins is minimal that may 
result the good product quality. [6]

Material and method

In the present phase of the research, the object is the 
investigation of the microwave treatment of milk and the 
changing in the shelf life and, respectively, the total germ count 
resulted from the treatment. During the experiments, samples of 
2 dl volume from freshly milked and precooled (9°C) cow’s 
milk were treated with the help of a microwave device type 
Whirlpool M263 Talent that is used in the households as well. 
During each measurement series, the treatment of the milk was 
carried out at 1000 W output power and for changed time. The 
samples were cooled back to room-temperature in every case by 
a thermostat of water bath and then the pH-values of the 
samples were measured repeatedly after every three hours in 
order to trace the measure of the shelf life (i.e. when the 
coagulation was observable). The temperature of the samples 
was measured by Cu-CuNi thermocouples and the ALMEMO 
measuring unit. The latter measuring unit completed with a pH- 
measuring probe made possible the continuous control of pH- 
values in of the samples.
At the second step, the total microbe count of the milk was 
determined by colony-counting in accordance with the standard 
MSZISO 6610:1993.
In carrying out these measurements, the accredited laboratory of 
the FODDMICRO Ltd. assisted. The matter of the standard is to 
determine the number of the microbes’ colony-forming units 
(CFU) in milk. The principle of the method was that plate- 
mouldings with TGE culture medium and test sample of 
specified volume were prepared. The other plates were prepared 
under the same conditions using decimal dilutions of the 
experimental sample. The plates were kept is incubator under 
aerobe condition at a temperature of 30°C for 72 hours. Then 
the count of the microbes’ colony-forming units (CFU) in 1 cm3 
of the sample was determined that was based on the numbers of 
colony on those plates of which dilutions were suitable for 
counting.
Materials and instruments: Culture medium, diluting liquid, 
culture dish, micropipette, test tubes, incubator.
Testing process: After preparing the basic solution and its 
decimal dilutions, samples of 1 cm3 were taken with sterile 
pipette-ends from each of the dilution series then 12 to 15 cm3 
culture medium was poured on to them. The inoculums and the 
culture medium were commixed and let to consolidate. The 
plates were put in an incubator of 30°C for a time of 70±3 
hours.
Evaluation: The formed colonies on each plate were counted. 
Those plates were taken into consideration on which at least 10 
and maximum 300 colonies occurred. In the end, the number of 
colony-forming units in 1 cm3 of sample was computed with the 
help of the following formula:

N = ZC[(n, + 0 ,ln 2 )d]

where:
2C total number of colonies counted on the plates taken into 

consideration,
П] number of those selected plates on which 10 to 300 colonies 

were counted at the first valuable dilution,
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n2 number of those selected plates on which 10 to 300 colonies 
were counted at the second valuable dilution, 

d diluting factor of the first valuable dilution.

Results and discussion

The pH-value of the fresh milk is between 6 .6  and 6.7 -  close to 
the inert value -  that is advantages for the most microbes. The 
acidity -  degree of the fresh milk does not change for a certain 
time. This period is named the incubation time. At the ending of 
the incubation period, the breed of the bacteria already begins 
but acidification cannot be indicated yet. The lower the germ 
account in the milk is after milking, the lower the storage 
temperature is and the more intensive the germicide effect is, 
the longer the incubation time will be. After the incubation 
period -  as a result of the quick breed of germs the acid 
content of the milk increases slowly at first and then quickly (its 
pH-value decreases).
After the end of the incubation time in those samples, that had 
been heated up to a lower temperature, the indications of 
coagulation appeared at the 30th or 33rd hour following the 
treatment i.e. the lactic coagulation began, the pH-value started 
to change from the inert state to an acidic state. The pH-values 
of the samples showed a medium of increasing acidity until they 
reached the value of 4.7 that could be explained so that the 
lactobacilli bred up to a large number in these samples. (Table 1) 
Comparing these samples to each other, it could be established 
that the length of the incubation time grew with increasing the 
temperature and the number of bacteria began to decrease to a 
lower level due to the higher temperature as well. In the milk 
samples heated up to higher temperatures, the forming of lactic 
acid did not start in and, due to which, their pH-values remained 
in the inert range. However, the indication of the coagulation 
could be observed here as well but the changes in these samples 
were caused by heat-resisting spored microbes and not by 
lactobacilli.
The number of bacilli producing lactic acid had been managed 
to decrease in such a degree that their breed could not been 
detected and, accordingly, the pH-value of the milk did not 
change. The sudden decreasing in pH-values after the 
incubation time and the behavior curves of the samples treated 
at higher temperatures in the inert range can be seen well in 
Figure 1.
As the result of the total-germ-count tests, it can be established 
that the bacterium-count was larger in the samples treated at 
lower temperatures than in the samples heated up to higher 
temperatures (Figure 2). As a result of the effect of longer 
treating time, and the higher average ending temperature 
achieved in this way, the germs were destroyed as it was 
experienced by the measurement of the pH-values. The

remained bacteria (27%) were probably not the lactobacilli 
causing the lacto-acidic coagulation but other heat-resisting 
spored bacterium species. The identification of these species 
will be the object of the further investigations.

---- 0 — --------- 75 -  -  ■■ -  -  80 —  -  — •85

---- 110 ----- ♦  ■ "1 1 5  -------1h-------120 --------в ----- -130

Figure 1 Changing o f pH-value in the treated milk samples in 
function o f the time

Figure 2 Effect o f the treatments upon the total microbe- 
counts in function o f the heat-treat

Summary

During processing food materials, the aim must be to ensure 
that less harmful microbes can get into the manufacture process 
as much as possible, i.e. to decrease the vital functions of the 
pathogens and bacteria causing deterioration. There always can 
be found micro-organisms of smaller or larger number in the

Table 1

Sample
index

Treating 
time (s)

Achieved 
average 

temp. (°C)

Changing in pH after treatment (time scale in hours) (h)

0 6 12 18 24 30 33 39 45 51 54

1 0 22 ,0 6,54 6,53 6,52 6,51 6,32 5,58 5,31 5,01 4,73 4,61 4,54
2 75 49,9 6,63 6,72 6,72 6,67 6,65 6,33 6,29 5,22 4,87 4,62 4,56
3 80 51,8 6,47 6,51 6,54 6,53 6,51 6,45 6,40 6,11 5,98 5,03 4,83
4 85 56,2 6,49 6,55 6,57 6,55 6,56 6,54 6,53 6,29 6,19 4,98 4,58
5 90 63,3 6 ,6 6 6,61 6,56 6,57 6,67 6,56 6,56 6,49 6,30 5,11 4,83
6 95 64,8 6,48 6,52 6,54 6,55 6,55 6,54 6,53 6,49 6,38 5,56 4,81
7 100 65,5 6,50 6,51 6,52 6,56 6,55 6,55 6,55 6,48 6,44 6 ,12 5,26
8 105 71,3 6 ,8 8 6,62 6,56 6,59 6,59 6,56 6,56 6,32 6,08 5,67 5,51
9 110 76,2 6,47 6,53 6,57 6,58 6,58 6,56 6,55 6,49 6,43 5,76 5,11
10 115 84,1 6,52 6,54 6,61 6,65 6,62 6,59 6,57 6,50 6,41 5,83 5,11
11 120 86,3 6,46 6,53 6,54 6,55 6,55 6,52 6,51 6,47 6,40 5,56 5,16
12 130 103,1 6,47 6,53 6,55 6,56 6,56 6,54 6,53 6,43 6,38 5,56 5,14
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raw milk that get from the udder at first and then during the 
milking, the handling and the transport (delivery) into the milk. 
For decreasing the germ count, there are several methods are 
known, these are the conventional heat-treats, the processes 
based upon ionizer irradiation and microwave energy transfer. 
The experiments connecting to the microbicidal effects of the 
microwave energy may gain great interest. The method is 
promising because the nutritive components of the milk are 
damaged less due to the effect of the microwave treat than at the 
conventional handling. In the present phase of this research, the 
microwave treat of milk and the investigation of the shelf-life 
and the change in total germ count depending on the effect of 
this treat are studied. It can be established basing on the 
experimental results that the forming of lactic acid does not start 
in the milk samples heated up to higher temperature and, in 
accordance with this, their pH-values remain in the inert range. 
With this intervention, the number of the lactic-acid generating 
micro-organisms can be managed to decrease in such a degree 
that their breed cannot be indicated. As the result of the total- 
germ-count tests, it can be established that the bacterium-count 
always is larger in the samples treated at lower temperatures 
than in the samples heated up to higher temperatures. The 
remained bacteria are not the lactobacilli causing lactic-acidic

coagulation probably but other heat-resisting spored bacterium
species.
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SIMILARITY THEORY OF STRUCTURED 
AGRICULTURAL FLUIDS
L. Bense -  E. Joó -  P. Szendrő -  Gy. Vincze 
Szent István University, Gödöllő

1. Introduction

Nowadays the solution of complex non-Newton fluid mechanics 
problems is not possible even with the help of informatics so 
that the features of flow must be determined with experimental 
way. The experimental arrangement (in order to decrease costs) 
is geometrically a reduced-size copy of the real process: it is so- 
called a reduced scale model. Measurement results of the 
reduced scale model could be applied even if the similarity 
conditions are given.

2. Conditions of similarity in the case of non-Newton flow

In the case of non-Newton flow the basic condition of analogy 
is the similarity in geometrical meaning. Movement of the fluid 
is described with the equation of motion. The solution of this 
equation is unambiguous which feature is proved by border and 
initial conditions. So in dynamic respect the flow of the real 
fluid and the reduced scale model is similar even if their 
equations of motion and unambiguous conditions are the same. 
In what follows the study is specializing on equations of motion 
and is not dealing with unambiguous conditions. Similar 
equation of motion means similar impulse scales and similar 
material equation. Look at impulse scales first! Suppose a 
system which can be seen on Figure l.a. and its reduced scale 
model on Figure l.b.

V , p, t  Jo. r , f

V. p1. f , p ; r \  f

a v 7Í>4  
( Л А 'р -Г р  )
r \> < C -------

l /
flow problem reduced scale model

a. b.

Figure 1 Sketch for drawing up the similarity theory

Select 1-1 small region in compliance with each other from the 
system and from the reduced scale model and determine the 
equation of scales of the impulse:

\p  v d V =  [ f  d V -  \p -dA+ [r dA má (1)
AV AV AA AA

jp'  v' dV’ = j f ' - d V ' -  j p ’ -dA + j r ' d A ’ (2)
AV- AV- ДА- Д4’

Quantities with apostrophes are related to the reduced scale 
model. Since the regions are quite small the following equation 
can be described on the basis of average value theory of 
integrate calculation:

p - v - A V  = f - A V - p - A A  + T-AA furthermore (3) 

p ' -V ’ -AV' — f ' -AV’ -  p' ■ AA’ +T' ■ AA’ (4 )

Quantities of the equations indicate an average value. For the 
sake of simplicity the difference between these values and their 
local value is not signed. Determine the relation between 
physical quantities of real system and reduced scale model in 
compliance with each other:

L' = C,L, t'=C,t, v'=C„v, p' = Cpp , p'=Cpp,  (5) 

r’= C rr, f ' = C , f

where L and U  are the typical linear sizes of the system and of 
the reduced scale model. For example in the case of tube the 
dimension of tube diameter and in the case of C constants with 
suffix the dimension of physical quantities’ proportion in 
compliance with each other are given by L and V . Not all o f the 
C factors are independent since the factor of length -  the time — 
and the speed has to be suitable for the relation below:

( 6)

With inserting terms (5) into scales (4) after a short calculation 
the solution is:

p-v  -AV =
C„

C C'^  pK"\
-■ p - AA +

C„C,
2 t -AA + Cl

c  c
■ f  AV (7)

where relation (8 ) was taken into consideration. Comparing (3) 
with the above mentioned scales it can be seen that the 
equations of scales are similar even if the so-called criteria 
equations below are existed:

c pc] =  1, cpcv2 c pc l
■ = 1 ( 8)

In the following the conditions of similarity of material 
equations are studied.

2.1. Similarity numbers ofpower-type flu id

It is known that the equation of material in the case of this type 
of fluid is:

г  = K D m (9)

where D is the shearing speed and m is the flow exponent. 
According to the definition of analogy the equations below must 
be the same:

T = KDm, T' = K'D'm (10)

Proportion of Ck К and K' is:

K'=CkK  (11)

Considering definition of D and relations (5) the solution from 
the second equation of relation ( 10) is:

C =C ,
f C, Л

v Q  j
( 12)

Substituting relation (12) for equations (8 ) the following 
equations of criteria can be determined:

C„

cPc-v = 1,
C C 2p  v "C”

= 1, C, c  c 2p  v

= 1 (13)
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These relations and geometrical similarity together give the 
condition of flow similarity. From the above mentioned 
equations with using relation (5) an another definition for 
analogy theory is given:

Eu:=
pv2 p 'v '2

p' D p v 2~mLm p 'v '2-” L 'm ---- , Re:=--------------------------------
К K'

Fr:=y = v ' I P
I f  L V f 'L '

(14)

where Eu is the Euler-, Re is the Reynolds- and Fr is the 
Froude- number. Consequently the condition of flow similarity 
is that the above mentioned similarity numbers composed by the 
flow-geometrical and physical quantities of real and reduced 
scale model must be the same.

2.2. Similarity numbers o f Bingham-type fluid

The equation of material in the case of this type of fluid is:

T — T j- +T]D (15)

where Ту is the flow stress and T] is the plastic viscosity. In
consequence of similarity the equations below must be the
same:

t = t^ + tjD,  (16)

Suppose that tj' is:

r j '= C nJl (17)

Considering definition of D and relations (5) now the solution 
from the second equation of relation (16) is:

£ i£ e  = \ C,fC'L - 1  (18)
cvc,, ’ cvc„

3.1. Darcy-Weissbach ’s resistance formula for tube and its 
armatures

In the case of tube the Eu-number is the linear function of tube 
length in function (20). So:

Eu := — G(m, Re, Fr), E u := -(R e ,F r ,H e)  (21)
d  d

The two typical quantities are: the pressure between the ends of 
the tube and the average speed. In this case on the basis of 
equation (14) and (19) the above mentioned equations can be 
converted into the following equations:

—  := Я(т, Re, F r)—
L d  2

^ := A (R  e,Fr,He)-^^L  (22)
L d  2

where A(m,Re,Fr)  and A(Re ,F r,H e)  are the tube friction 
factors of structured fluid. In the case when the fluid fills up the 
cross-section of the tube the Fr-number cannot be taken into 
consideration it means that the tube friction factor is not 
dependent on Fr-number. The situation is the same in such a 
channel’ flow when the free surface of the fluid is not 
billowing. In the event of laminar flow and power-type fluid the 
tube friction factor is the following:

6[2(3»i + l)]m
1; б[2(Зт + 1)Г К  (22л)

m p D mv?~m Re

In the case of T] = K, m = 1 the above mentioned formula is
inserted into Blasius’s tube friction factor of Newton fluid’s 
laminar flow:

Л : = - -  (22.b)
Re

In the case of turbulent flow the formula of the power-type 
structured fluid is the following:

Relations (8 ) from the impulse scales will also take into 
consideration. With a similar calculation the condition of flow 
similarity can be described in the following way:

Eu _P_ = _EL  Rc. pvL _ p'v'L' 
pv2 p'v'2’ ' rj rj'

p 't f 'L '2 (19)

So the so-called He Hedström-number is contributed to the 
previously mentioned similarity numbers.

Л := 0.316Re-0'25, Re <13000 (22,c)

In the case of rj -  K, m = \ this formula is inserted into the
phrase of tube friction factor related to the tube with plain wall 
of Newton fluid’s turbulent flow:

0,316. (22.d)л . -  ^
Re4

In the event of laminar flow of Bingham-typed structured fluid 
the tube friction factor’s dependence on Reynolds and 
Hedström number can be determined from the relation below:

3. Applying the theory

Because the fluid’s equation o f motion establishes relations 
among its physical features therefore the similarity munbers are 
not independent on each other. Ge is the geometrical similarity
number. In the case of tube for example Qe ._ _  , where L is

d
the length and d is the diameter o f the tube so that the function 
relations below can be determined:

Eu := F(Ge, m, Re, Fr), Eu := F(Ge, Re, Fr, He) (20)

where the first function is related to the power-type and the 
second is to the Bingham-type fluid. Exact relations of these 
functions are defined in the following cases.

1 Л 1 He 64 ( He Y .
Re 64 6 Re2 3 A 4 Re2J

In the case of tube armatures the dependence on Ge number is 
optional so it is not taken into consideration. So from relation 
(2 1 ) the solution is:

pv}
Ap := 2,(Ge, m, Re, Fr) a

Ap ?= Á(Ge, Re, Fr, He) (23)

Dependence on Fr number is the same as previously mentioned.
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3.2. Mechanical impeller

In the event of impellers instead of speed the n RPM and 
instead of pressure the P shaft power is practically applied in 
the Eu number. With simple calculation

can be defined, which is called power number in the case of 
impellers and is signed with C. In the phrase d y is the diameter
of the rotor. Herewith relations (20) is transformed to the 
following equations:

C := — = f(Ge, m, Re, Fr)
P n d ;

C := —-угу = f(Ge, Re, Fr, He) (24)
p  n d j

which can be determined for example with the help of reduced 
scale model experiments. Figure 2 shows such an 
experimentally determined diagram joint. In the case when the 
free surface of the fluid is not billowing in the mixer tank the Fr

number is not existed so the power is not dependent on Fr 
number. This phenomenon is typical in the case of temporary 
and turbulent mixing conditions (curve 2 of Figure 2). Though 
billows reduce the power number it damages the quality of 
mixing. Billows can be realized with a damper plates protruding 
into the fluid at right angles to the free surface of fluid.

4. Results and conclusions

It has been determined that with the help of analogy theory 
method the analogy criteria of structured agricultural fluids can 
be defined in the case of the two most important models. These 
analogy numbers play a significant role in experiment planning 
since with the help of these the numbers of changing parameters 
can be drastically reduced. With further theoretical consi
derations now the reduced and experimentally determined 
function relation can be transformed into a simple, well-handled 
form. It has been determined that the Darcy-Weissbach’s 
resistance rule worked out for Newton medium can also be 
applied in the case of structured fluids. Tube and armature 
friction factor of Darcy-Weissbach’s resistance rule have been 
determined in the function of Ge. Re, Fr, He criteria numbers. 
The power number of the impeller as the function of Ge, Re, Fr, 
He criteria numbers has also been defined.
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MECHANICAL FEATURES OF AGRICULTURAL 
PACKAGING FOILS
A. Csatár -  Z. Bellus -  L. Csorba
Hungarian Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Gödöllő

1. Introduction

of: flow limit of the foil [MPa]
Ff: force that is needed for the flowing of the foil [N]
A: section of the foil at start [mm2]

Tensile strength tests were made on an INSTRON 5581 type 
test machine.

They use tubular films for preservation and storing for 8-10 
years in Hungary. But the examiniations in connection with the 
method did not study the strength and rheological features of 
the foil as an individual material.
New challenges (high quality end-product, environment 
protection, new designs, etc.) appear in the Hungarian forage 
experience that must aquit the EU requirements in the future. 
This makes inevitable to change the obsolescent technologies in 
our country, that are operating with many losses and loading the 
environment. The following data prove the spreading of the new 
method: Preservation and storing in tubular films started to 
penetrate in 1997-98 and now we can say that it is used in more 
than 35 farms. The application was the largest in 2003 when 42- 
43 000 tonns of sugar-beet chips, around 40 000 tonns of hay 
silage and about 12-13 000 tonns of wet com grit, com silo, 
com cob grit and other agricultural secondary products (corn- 
peel, marcs, screenings of wet cereals, etc.) has been filled into 
foil tubes. Considering that about 200 tonns of fodder can be 
filled in a commonly used (03 m x 60 m) foil tube, we can say 
that about 450-480 pieces of tubes have been released into 
commerce.

2. Material and method 

2.1 Tensile strength test

For testing we used foil tube material type F I. and F II. with a 
thickness of 0.23-0.24 mm. (Both of the foils came from 
different manufacturer, but they did not let us write their names 
in this study, that’s why we call the test materials F I. and F II.) 
The tensile strength tests were made according to the standards 
MSZ EN ISO 527-1 and MSZ EN ISO 527-3. The width of the 
specimen was 25 mm. The distance between the gripping heads 
was 100 mm. The test speeds were 25 mm/min, 250 mm/min 
and 500 mm/min. Each test were repeated for five times, but at 
the evaluation only three results were observed. Generally the 
two extremes were left out of calculation. The width of the foils 
were measured by a Mitutoyo 541 type digital thickness gauge. 
Thickness was measured on each sample at minimum three 
different places and the average o f the measurements were 
accepted as average foil thickness. The strength was determined

Г

by the (j -  _  formula, where:
A

a: strength of the foil [MPa]
F: force that is needed for the rip o f the foil [N]
A: section of the foil at start [mm2]

Farther the rated tensile deformation was determined by using

the £,(%) = —  * 1 0 0  formula 
L

where:
£,: rated tensile deformation of the foil at the moment of

ripping [%]
AL: growth of the distance between the gripping heads [mm]
L: original distance between the gripping heads at 2 N

prestress [mm]
rr

Flowing strength was determined by using the a  = __L
f  A

formula, where:

2.2 Rheological test

The simplest linear material model that can follow the 
rheological features (creeping, relaxation) is the Poynting- 
Thomson model (figure 1.). It’s differential equation is the 
following:

T = 2GE + 277É -  tT (1)

where:
T: deviatoric stress [ N/m2]
E: deformation deviator tensor [1]
T and E : first derivative of the above mentioned with respect 

to time [N/m2s] or [1/s]
G: modulus of elasticity in shear [N/m2]
q: coefficient of viscosity [Ns/m2]
t: time of relaxation [s]
furthermore:

T0 = 3 K E 0 and T0 = 3 K É 0 (2)

where:
T0: cubic stress tensor [N/m2]
E0: cubic deformation tensor [1 ]
T0 and É 0 : first derivative of the above mentioned with

respect to time [N/m2s] or [1/s]
K: compressibility modulus [N/m2]

UNIAXIAL STATE
To the uniaxial state that can be realized with the tensile- 
strength tester these are true:

9 GK 
3 K + G

[ N / m 2]
3 K + G

[ N s / m 2],

9  =
ЗКт + Tj 
3 K + G M

where the equation of the material is:

cr = Ее + Ле -  3á

(3)

(4)

The quantities E, Л, 9  in the equations (3) are characteristics
(constants) that determine the mechanical behaviour of the 
material. The mechanical model of the Poynting-Thomson 
sample built from springs and dampings (figure 1.).

Figure I  Mechanical model o f PoyntingThomson material 
equation
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Connection between the model and the constants of the 
differential equation:

E = y r l  X = rx( 1 +  ̂ L); 5  = r,*C,
'- '0  * -o

Stress a  equals force F and the elongation e stands for the 
displacement of the force F.
The aim of the uniaxial rheological measurements is to 
determine the parameters E , Я, 9  (material characteristics) 
that describe mechanical behaviour.
Burger’s model was applied (figure 2.) instead of the Poynting- 
Thomson model, because the creep curve was not converging to 
the surface tangent (figure 4.). Applying Burger’s model 
increased the number of material characteristics with an 
additonal element (XA).

Comparison based classification can be done using the 
parameters (constants) E, Я, XA , 9 derived by the uniaxial 
examinations. A new foil material’s expected parameters can be 
estimated from the correlation between the experiences of 
application and measured characteristics. Relationship between 
ageing and the changes of the parameters is also an important 
knowledge.

3. Results

Results o f tensile strength tests

Mechanical properties of the two different foils can be seen in 
table 1. The test speed was 500 mm/min.
In the next figure the tensile-test diagram of the foil F I. can be 
seen at test speed 500 mm/min.

Tensile stiencjth test at speed 500 nun inin

Figure 3 Tensile-test diagram o f foil F  /.

These data clearly show that the mechanical properties of foil F 
I. are better than the mechanical properties of foil F II., because 
the maximum tensile stress of foil F I. is 30 MPa, while the foil 
F II. has a maximum tensile stress about 25 MPa. Elongation 
and flow limit values were nearly the same. Results were 
similar at the other two test speeds too.

Table 1 Mechanical properties at test speed 500 mm/min

Test speed = 500 mm/min
FI.

Sample 1. Sample 2. Sample 3. Average
Tensile strength [MPal 29,51 29,24 31,85 30,20
Rated elongation [%1 766,85 768,87 802,17 779,3
Flow limit fMPal 10,53 10,48 10,41 10,47

FII.
Sample 1. Sample 2. Sample 3. Average

Tensile strength fMPal 21,43 26,81 27,68 25,31
Rated elongation f%l 703,69 800,95 837,7 780,78
Flow limit fMPal 9,76 9,8 9,7 9,76

Table 2 Results o f the creep tests

FI.
Sample 1. Sample 2. Sample 3. Sample 4. Sample 5. Average

E [MPal 18,45 14,82 17,167 16,45 17,21 16,82
X [Ns/m2! 16385,6 11030,5 15001,8 13968,5 14345,8 14146,4
А.л [ Ns/m2l 286322,9 352867,8 604614,2 40568,7 42387,5 265352,2

FII.
Sample I. Sample 2. Sample 3. Sample 4. Sample 5. Average

E fMPal 16,66 15,13 16,61 15,96 16,32 16,13
X f Ns/m2! 24915.6 38847,1 29903,4 28759,6 34158.89 31316,9
XA f Ns/m2l 306851,2 746445.1 468466,4 507254,1 576487.4 521100,8
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Results o f the creep tests

The figure 4 shows the time-elongation diagram of the foil F I.

Results o f the relaxation tests

Table 3 Results o f the relaxation tests

F I.
Sample 1. Sample 2. Sample 3. Sample 4. Sample 5. Average

E ÍMPal 65,95 67,49 70,35 69,58 65,23 67,72
3 isi 207,41 222,89 305,63 217,99 273,56 245,50

F II.
Sample 1. Sample 2. Sample 3. Sample 4. Sample 5. Average

E |MPal 70,24 116,58 31,08 82,88 59,52 72,06

»15]_________ 454,67 526,56 201,18 536,51 385,319 420,85

The figure 5 shows the stress-time diagram of the foil F I.
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HEAT TREATMENT OF THE MIXED FODDER
J. Csermely -  M. Herdovics -  Gy. Komka 
Hungarian Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Gödöllő

feed utilization. Before pelleting expanded fodder is chopped. 
Construction of the equipment makes possible to eliminate the 
pressure and in this way fodder can be pelleted without heat 
treatment.

Aims of the research

Aims of the research works are to summarize the results of the 
technical-technological and energetical examinations that have 
gained during expanding and hygienization of mixed fodder, 
demonstrate the feeding characteristics and by means of 
economical model calculations help the extending application of 
the results in practice.

Method and circumstances

Since the middle of the 90-ies the most up-to-date heat treating 
technologies, eg. expanding and hygienization were integral 
parts of the technological reconstructions of the fodder-mixing 
plants of 10-20 t/h capacities. Aim of the hygienization is to 
make better the microbiological state of the mixed fodder, while 
in addition to this, expanding results better feed conversion 
efficiency and yields the improvement of the physical quality of 
pellets. Expanders and hygienizators with 5-40 t/h wide range 
of output can be fitted flexibly in different technologies of 
fodder-mixing plants. The present study summarizes the main 
results of the examinations concerning these heat treatments. 
Figure 1. shows the flow diagram of the fodder-mixing plant.

Figure 1 Technologies based on expander and hygienizer 
(M = measuring sites)

Examined technologies
Hygienizator is a conditioner of long time, serving annihilation 
of micro-organisms of the coarse meal of mixed-fodder that has 
to install after the conditioner auger of the pelleting machine. 
The 75-85°C temperature of the coarse meal, pre-heated by 
steam, has to held on this level while passing through the 
conditioner auger. Holding on the required temperature is 
ensured by steam flow into the double-wall tube of the 
equipment (0.5-10 bar; 110-118°C). The feeder of the mixed 
coarse meal (crumbier) is installed following the hygienizator. 
This crumbier ensures a close uniform grain size and flow of 
material. The press feeder also has a heat-insulating cover.
In order to moderate heat losses the heat-insulating cover is 
heated by steam. Duration of heat treatment is 4-5 sec (see Fig. 
2). As a result of the shear force, during the extrusion, cell wall 
and starch grid of the fodder components are shattered and for 
this reason digestibility will become better and yields a better

Figure 2 Nominal output o f the CPM 24 hygienizer
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Figure 3 Schematic flow diagram o f the expanding process 

Results

Relation o f physical and mechanical characteristics

Rate of chippings, depending of the maize proportion, decreases 
if expanding is followed by pelleting. PD index of the expanded 
and pelleted end-product as well as its hardness linearly 
increase by increasing the expander pressure. This results a 
better quality of pellet. (Fig 4;5)
Relationship between the shredding index and the crumbling 
force at a constant expander pressure and diameter of matrix 
hole (05 mm) as well as changing composition can be 
described well by the function of у = 0.0988 x + 80.79. In this 
case R2 = 0.8206. These results mean that the hand-operated 
crumbling force measuring device can give accurate 
informations for the practice, making possible the right 
technological corrections. (Fig. 6 .)

Energetical characteristics

On the basis of the technological flow diagram (see Fig.l), 
specific energy consumptions were compared among final 
products, treated in different ways at a mixed-fodder line with 
100 t/h capacity.
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The specific energy demand is near twofold at the final product 
of coarse meal and pelleted feed.
Pelleting requires about 10-12 kWh/t from the 41.0 kWh/t 
specific energy demand. Energy surplus of the hygienization is 
minimal, while the expanding means about 6-10 kWh/t 
increasing of specific energy. Thus the expanded final product 
increases by about 20% the specific energy demand.

Fodder examinations

Both domestic and foreign examinations prove unambiguously 
the fact that hygienization and expanding sometimes cease or 
moderate drastically or force the microbiological infection 
under the permissible limit value (Table 2.)
In the case of feeding fattenings, between 59-111 kg live 
weight, the average daily weight gain increased by 5% while the 
daily feed intake decreased by 6 %. Specific feed conversion 
efficiency decreased by 10  % and the daily drinking water 
demand decreased by 12 % (see Table 3.).
According to the average value of the data of specialist 
literature, the feed conversion efficiency improves by 4-7%. 
Reasons of this fact are, among others, that the digestibility of 
the feed components and deriving from it the utilizable energy 
for animals increase alike. According to the Table 4. mostly in 
the case of the contents of fat and fibre, increasing of the 
digestive co-efficient is significant and this fact also appears in 
the energy value.
Sources of literature show 0-7% loss of vitamin В and 5-20% 
loss of vitamin A, D3 and E.
Extruding of broiler feed at 130°C temperature and 50 bar 
pressure, completed before by amino-acids, content of active 
ingredient of feed did not change and the duration of expiry was 
4 months (Table 5.).

Operational costs o f heat treatment

Data of model calculations of a fodder -  mixing plant of 10 t/h 
capacity, running 2,500 and 5,000 hours per year, and found on 
data of facts, can be seen in Table 6 . As it can be seen 
hygienization hardly increases the operational costs while at 
expanding increasing of cost, depending on the yearly 
utilization, varies between 17-20%. Specific construction costs 
of the engineering technology increases from 18.5 million 
HUF/t to 20.8 and 22.8 million HUF/t. This means 11% and 
19% increasing in the costs of investment.
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Table 1 Specific energy and electric energy demand o f fodder mixing plants o f 10 t/h capacity

Denomination Built-in nominal electric power (kW) Specific electric energy (kWh/t)
At coarse meal feed 273 19.2
At pelleted final product 588 41.0
At hygienized and pelleted feed 595 41.8
At expanded and pelleted feed 698 48.3

Table 2 Results of the microbiologic tests

Denomination 
of the feed

Site of 
sampling

Number of 
the examination 

record

Characteristics of the feed
Moisture content 

(%)
Mould number

(CFU/g)
Number of 

Enterobacteria
Salmonellae 

in 25 g
Starter for broilers After mixer 01-98-0981 11.5 2.5xl(r 4.0xl02 negative

After hygienizator 01-98-0982 12.3 l.OxlO2 l.OxlO2 negative
Intensive feed for 
broilers

After mixer 01-98-0985 11.6 6 .0 x10 J 1.6 x l0 3 negative
After hygienizator 01-98-0986 12.7 l.OxlO2 l.OxlO2 negative

Piglets I. After mixer 01-98-1056 9.5 2.7x103 l.OxlO2 negative
After hygienizator 01-98-1057 10.1 l.OxlO2 l.OxlO2 negative

Table 3. Effect expanding on the feeding o f fattenings (Hancook et.al 2000)

Feeding characteristics Coarse meal Pelleted feed Expanded and pelleted feed
Daily weight gain (g) 909 954 950
Feed consumption (kg/day) 2.71 2.72 2.55
Specific feed conversion efficiency (kg/kg) 3.01 2 .8 6 2.72
Daily drinking water consumption (dm3/day) 6.7 6.7 5.9

Table 4 Digestibility and energetic value o f broiler feed treated by different methods (Armstrong-1993)
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Table 5 Stability o f amino acids following expanding and pelleting (F.Käppke 2002)

Denomination Original state After expanding After expanding and 
pelleting

DL-methionine (%) 0 .2 0 0.21 0.19
Biolys® 60 (%) 0 .2 2 0.23 0 .2 2

L-treonine (%) 0.06 0.06 0.05

Table 6 Costs elements and operational costs o f heat treaing technologies o f a fodder-mixing plant wit 10 t/h capacity

Kind of fodder Hours of the shifts Cost of the engineering Total costs* Operational costs
(hours/year) technology (thousand HUF) (thousand HUF) (Ft/hour) (Ft/t)

Coarse meal 2,500
5,000 155,500 34,586

54,212
13,834
10,842

922
723

Pelleted feed 2,500
5,000 185,000 41,898

65,759
16,760
13,152

1,676
1,315

Hygienized and 2,500 208,000 44,511 17,804 1,780
pelleted feed 5,000 68,694 13,738 1,334
Expanded and 2,500 228,000 50,519 20,207 2 ,021
pelleted feed 5,000 81,808 16,362 1,636
Notice: *Total costs, including wages, amortization, costs o f material, costs o f repair and maintenance: rates and taxes.
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Relationship between the crumbling force and the shredding 
index at different composition and expander pressure

Figure 4 Crumbling force

F ig u r e  5 Pressure o f expanding



Relationship between the crumbling force and the shredding

Figure 6 Crumbig force



POSSIBILITIES OF REDUCING EMISSIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL LOAD IN PIG HOUSING
I . Pazsiczki1 -  W. Berg2 -  L. Ducza3
’Hungarian Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Gödöllő
institute of Agricultural Engineering Bornim (ATB)
3TSF College of Agricultural Sciences, Mezőtúr

1. Aim of the research

Examination of main gases (NH3, C 02, CH4) emitted from 
manure in animal farms under laboratory conditions have been 
done. Aim of this was to investigate and work out different 
emission reduction technologies. The rate between control and 
trials were measured at laboratory size investigations and the 
practical value of different techniques were studied.

2. Introduction

Nearly each of the direct or indirect influental factors of 
emission were studied in the past decades. Most important ones 
maybe the composition of manure and some features of 
surroundings as temperature, air exchange, degree of acid (pH 
value). The composition of manure from the point of 
examination of emission reduction techniques can be considered 
as equivalent during the research or it is examined from 
biological aspect. Features of surroundings and effect of litter 
and additives were measured and studied in many times.
A complex effect of temperature can be found at gas production 
from the stand point of emission. Higher temperature evokes 
higher biological activity but over this it produces higher 
emission with the indirect effects of higher air-exchange rate 
(D.D. Schulte [6]). There is a positive correlation between air 
exchange rate (volume of fresh air) and odor emission revealed 
by Oldenburg and Mannebeck in 1987. The degree of emission 
reduction by cooling slurry was found 44-75 % by dutch 
researchers that is considerable result but economical aspect of 
the technique is a controversial thing (G.M den Brok et. al [1]). 
To change the pH value of slurry to the direction of acidity is 
also a well studied technique. Dutch researchers reached 42-45 %

emission reduction by adding organic acid (J.G.L. Hendriks et. 
al [3]). There were researches of adding sulphur acid in 
Denmark and 50 % emission reduction was reached (Pedersen
[5]). Berg and Hőmig in 2000 have found that lowering pH 
value reduce not only ammonia but also nitrious oxid and 
methan emission. Belgian researchers who examined emission 
features of deep littered pig husbandry have said that sawdust is 
better 1 ittermaterial than straw and using of bedding additives 
have reduced emission. They think it as a problem that 
compounds and working formulas of additives obtainable in 
commerce are not known and there is no scientific certainty of 
their effect (B.Nicks et. al [4]).
Twelve different slurry covering materials (from chopped straw 
through polyethylene net to light rock) have been examined by 
American reaserchers in containers digged into ground. Their 
final conclusion was that each materials have some kind of 
emission reduction effect but some of them have a short lifetime 
(D.S.Bundy et. al [2]). English researchers also with surface 
covering reached 68  % ammonia emission reduction in working 
facilities and 75-80 % one in laboratory circumstances 
(A.G. Williams et. al [7])

3. Material and Method

Gas concentrations emitting from manure can be measured in 
our laboratory in containers with a maximum capacity of 90 
litre. During measurement fresh air from outside have been 
flowed through the container above manure surface. Volume of 
air goes into the closed containers have been set and measured 
by rotameter. Air goes into the containers at four points and 
after rinsing the space above manure surface leaves it through 
the middle of lid. Gas concentrations of air going in and out 
have been measured by the measuring equipment (INNOVA 
1312 Multi-Gas Monitor) that takes sample with its inner air 
pump. The containers have not been closed similarly to practice 
in our present measuring method (open chamber method) 
however for commulating gases they have been closed for ten 
minutes before and during the measurments. (as shown in Fig. 1) 
Exact emission values can not be quantified with this method

Figure 1 Drawing o f measurement circle
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Table 1 Dry Matter content o f  samples

Sample I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Name Thin mix. 

straw
Consistent 
mix. straw

Thin mix. 
wood-shavings

Consistent mix. 
wood-shavings

Thin
slurry

Thick
slurry

Covering by 
wood-shavings

Covering by 
straw

Dry matter 
content f%l 27,9 24,8 26,3 24,5 3 5,6 3 3

even the gas flow of inflowing and escaping gases are known 
but this is not an aim of measurement. We wanted to measure 
the difference and rate between control and trial samples kept 
among same circumstances. Two series of measurements have 
been carried out among laboratory circumstances. One for 
studying surface-covering emission reduction method and one 
for comparing different composition of pig manure.

4. Results

Three different manure -  excrement mixed with woodshavings
(1) and straw (2), slurry (3) -  with two mixing rate have been 
investigated, ft means 6 samples o f  mixtures plus two surface
covering — with covering materials of straw ( 1) and 
woodshawings (2) - have been added to them. It means 8 
samples altogether with the volume of 60 litres each. Their dry 
matter contents are shown in Table 1. The chains of 
measurement have been started at the following day of mixing 
and lasted 11 days with 4 measuring occasions.

5. Evaluation of results

An evaluation diagram of first research measurements can be 
seen on Fig. 2. Effect of slurry surface-covering to ammonia 
emission can be followed on this diagram. Gas concentration of 
control sample means 100 % and trials are compared to it. 
Effect of covering is very considerable, the emission reduction 
values are from 45% till 97 %. The material Pegiilit (mixture of 
perlit and lactic acid) gave the best reduction effect. A 
technique usable in practice can be developed by this results 
and materials.

Two evaluation diagram of second research measurements can 
be seen on Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. As it shows thin straw-excreta 
mixture has the largest emission in case of both gases. It says 
that the larger surface the larger emission. But this happened 
only in the first part of the total range, later the emission is less 
than emission at other sample. It could occur because of drying 
the trial-manure. The tendency is the same with the trials of 
excreta mixture with wood shavings but values are less. Slurry

surface-covering with straw and with wood shavings show
emission reduction effect but the extent is very small.
Comparing the two material there is no difference between them
at C02 and there is a little difference at NH3.
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Figure 2 Diagram o f NH3 concentration against time
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1. Introduction of the free box stable

Construction system: support less steel construction 
Stable width: 31 400 mm.
Roof ridge height: 9250 mm.
Eaves height: 2730 mm.
Ground plan surface: 2575 m2 
Stable inner volume: 14 200 m3
Housing technology: free box, litter-free stable, 6  rows of 
boxes, central feeding corridor with bilateral feeding place. 
Manure removal: scraper Schauer, concrete storage reservoirs 
Wolf for slurry.
Ventilation: natural, through open site walls with sliding nets 
and roof ridge slot.
Lighting: light panels in the roof construction of total area 347 
m2, side walls with net and fluorescent lamps.
Box bed: raised litter free box with mattress.

2. Material and method

The emissions orientation measuring was carried out in 6  points 
in the stable (side box, opposite box in manure corridor and box 
in feeding site in centre of stable and in its sides).
For ammonia and other gases concentrations measuring was 
utilized device 1312 Photoacoustic Multi-gas Monitor of 
INNOVA Air Tech Instruments firm with multi-channel 
sampling system 1309. The air temperature in the hall and its 
relative humidity was continuously recorded by the scanning 
apparatus COMMETER D3121 for registration, documentation 
and evaluation of temperature and humidity. The air temperatu
re and relative humidity measured by the scanner COMMETER 
D3121 were continuously stored, too. The measuring apparatus 
meets requirements of CSN EN ISO/IEC 17 025.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Emissions measuring

With respect to the short time of measuring the presented results 
are orientation, nevertheless with regard to the fact that the 
measuring was carried out in the moment of the highest daily 
temperature (i.e. the highest emissions levels) they are sufficient 
to inform about emission situation in stable. Measured were 
emissions of NH3, C02, H2S, CH4, temperature and relative 
humidity. The temperature and humidity measuring results are 
presented in graph of the Fig. 1.
The most important are NH3 concentrations. There is not in the 
Czech Republic determined by law the highest ammonia 
concentration for dairy cows breeding. Müller (2001) presents 
normal ammonia concentration in outdoor atmosphere about 0 .6  
mg/m3 in the Hygienic directives, (66/1990) the highest average 
ammonia concentration in the working atmosphere is given in 
amount of 40 mg/m3 and the limit value is 80 mg/m3. 
Oldenburg (1989) states the maximum permitted ammonia 
concentration in working sites and quotes. Mothes (1973) who 
recommends in animal breeding maximum ammonia 
concentration is amount of 25 mg/m3.
We have measured in the investigated stable the ammonia 
concentration in amount of 0,5-1,0  mg/m3,occasionally 1.8- 2.8 
mg/m3 (Fig. 2.).
This ammonia concentration is too low and is close to the 
outdoor air value. Similarly low concentrations were measured 
also for other gases ( Fig. 3-5.).

3.2 Stable ventilation

The stable is designed for the natural ventilation using the side 
walls with anti-draught network and the roof ridge slot. To find 
out the ventilation effectiveness were measured the air flow 
speed in the back part (one third) of the boxes row adjacent to 
the stable wall (each second box) and in the boxes row adjacent 
to the feeding place. In the time of measuring has blown the 
south eastern wind of average speed 2.6 m/s (1.6-4.1 m/s) on 
the stable east side. On the opposite side the air flow average 
speed was 0.4 m/s (0.0- 1.9 m/s).
During the air blowing speed measuring in stable were -  as 
expected — the higher speed measured in the marginal row of 
boxes on the stable eastern side where the average air blowing 
speed was measured 2.8 m/s (2.2- 3.5 m/s) in height of 1.7 m 
above stable ground and 2  m from the side network.
We can assume with a certain low inaccuracy that the outdoor 
air is blowing to the stable through the whole profile of the side 
slot (82 m2 on the eastern side). This corresponds with total air 
exchange in the stable, i.e. 230 m3/s and 828 000 m3 per 1 hour. 
Similarly on the western side the air blows to the stable through 
the side slot of total surface 63.5 m2 at average speed of 0.4 m/s. 
This is in accordance with the air exchange of 25.4 m3/s and 
91,440 m3 per 1 hour. Total air volume exchange found-out in 
the stable was 91,940 m3/hour.
From the values can be derived that the ventilation regularity in 
the stable depends, among others, on the wind blowing direction 
and wind always causes certain asymmetry of stable ventilation. 
From the results of the project QD 0176 (Dolezal et al.) solution 
has followed requirement for air exchange insurance in stable 
60-100 time per 1 hour within the summer period. For the 
evaluated stable can be derived requirement for total air 
exchange in amount of 852-1420 x 103 m3 per 1 hour. The 
evaluated stable is in compliance with that requirement.
The worse situationoCcurs in the case when the stable both 
halves are evaluated separately (separation in stable longitudinal 
axis). From the measured results can be derived that the stable 
western part is ventilated worse under given conditions. 
Nevertheless on basis of our measurements this ratio can not be 
quantified and it would require much more detailed and long
term measuring.
The air blowing speed was measured also in the stable in some 
different point in height of 1.7 m a 0.8 m above stable ground,
i.e. approximately in the level of staying and laying dairy cow 
head. This measuring was carried out in each second box in the 
side row of the eastern wall and in the boxes row adjacent to the 
feeding place also in the stable eastern half.
In the side box row situated in the stable eastern side the air 
blow average speed was 2.8 m/s (2.2-3.5 m/s) in height 1.7 m 
and in the height 0 .8  m the average speed of air blowing was
1.8 m/s (0.9-2.6 m/s) in the same points.
In the boxes central row adjacent to the feeding place the air 
blowing speed in height 1.7 m was similarly 0.6 m/s (0.0-3.5 
m/s) and in the height 0.8 m was 0.3 m/s (0.0-1.4 m/s).
Average temperature in the stable was 26 °C and relative 
humidity 47 % (see graph in Fig. 1.).
The above mentioned values were measured at quite normal 
stable operations when during the measuring all the stable doors 
were open. A lot of people think that better ventilation effect is 
achieved by opening as large as possible surface of the 
peripheral walls. Nevertheless the fact is that the open door 
eliminates considerably the chimney effect of the natural 
ventilation system and thus the door must be closed. 
Unfortunately due to the time shortage the ventilation 
effectiveness has not been verified at the closed door. It may be 
a summed that the air blowing speed would be then more 
regular and the average speed higher than was measured.
All the measuring was carried out together the colleagues from 
the Research Institute of Agricultural Engineering in Gödöllő
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(Hungary) and in Prague (Bohemia) The colleagues also took 
part in the acquired results evaluation from point of view of 
criteria used in both county. The Hungarian colleagues opinion 
is that the evaluated stable is open insufficiently (in Hungary is 
required the stable air blowing speed approximately equal as the 
outdoor speed) and they recommend to extend the side holes 
surface by magnification of the side slot by about 200 mm. This 
requirement can be easy fulfilled similarly like the door closing 
what is presupposition for stable effective cross ventilation in 
the system of natural air exchange.
The total stable microclimate can be evaluated as very 
favourable (in the restaurant where we had a lunch nobody 
recognised that we are coming from the stable).
It is also confirmed by the dairy cow behaviour which have 
shown the signs of good welfare. The dairy cows have 
unambiguously preferred the side boxes rows, where the air 
blowing is most intensive.

3.3 Total heat production in the cow barn

Cows as all farm animals are homeothermal and must keep their 
body temperature reasonably constant. The cows dissipate heat, 
partly as a result of maintaining essential functions (Фт 
maintenance) and partly due to their productivity. Under 
thermoneutral conditions (20°C) the total heat dissipation from 
an cow, Ф(ы, mainly depends on:
• Body mass
• Production and activity level (milk, foetuses)
• Proportion between lean and fat tissue gains
• Energy concentration in the feed

Equations for total heat production, Ф,ы

The equations for total heat production rate under 
thermoneutrality, Ф,„„ presented below are based on C1GR

(1984), CIGR (1992), Swedish Standard (1992), CIGR 
Handbook.

• Total heat production at 20°C, in the bam:
Ф,о.20= [5,6 m °’75 + 22 Y, + 1,6 x 10'5p3] n [W] (1)
ФЬо( го = total heat dissipation in cow bam, [W]
m = average body mass of cows [kg]; (650)
Y, = average milk production (kg/day); (18 kg/day) 
p = average number of days of pregnancy; (135 days) 
n = number of cows being in the barn; (300 cows)
Ф1о, 20 = [5.6 x 600 0,75 + 2 2  x 18 + 1.6  x 1 0 '5 135] nx300 = 
335100 w = 335.1 kW

• Total heat production at 25oC
Total heat production per hpu (at cows)
Фт, 25 = 1000 + 4 x (20-t) = 1000 + 4 x (20-25) = 998 (W) 
hpu = heat producing unit (1000 w of total hat at 20°C)
Total heat production at 25oC, in the bam 
Ф.0, 25 ban, =335.1 (kW) • 0.998 = 334.4 kW
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NEW RESULTS IN THE FIELD OF RADIO
FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION
L. Tóth -  L. Fogarasi -  N. Schrempf 
Szent István University, Gödöllő

aturized and, after the improvement, they integrated the 
electronics of transponder and condensed it in an only chip. 
These transmitter consist of only four constructional units 
already.

Radio-frequency (RF) identifiers

The so-called radio-frequency transmitters create such an 
electromagnetic field at the place of the identification that 
induces a voltage in the activating coil of the coil (receiver) 
being enough to actuate it. This unit sends back a signal series 
of modulated frequency or amplitude toward the receiving 
(relay) antenna of the recognizing logic unit that can make 
possible to identify the signals exactly. The identifying principle 
and the build-up of the radio-frequency identifiers illustrated, in 
Figure 1.

A

3

2 >

4

— 5 «

В

Figure I
Opto-electronic design basing on the principle o f wave- 

reflection from surface
A- transceiver (transmitter-receiver; reader); В — transmission; 

C - identifier, e g. crotalia with bar code 
I -  computer joint, 2 -  receiver, 3 -processor, 4 -  scheduler, 

5 -  decoder, 6 -  question signal, 7 -  signal structure, 
(Source: Reindl and Mágori, 1966)

In the practice, both the passive transponder (resting on an 
extermal electric power-resources) and the active one (using the 
energy of any energy-accumulator, e.g. dry battery of lithium) 
have been current. In the wider range, the passive transponders 
are manufactured because these constructions can be 
miniaturized and their efficient range relatively long. Today on 
the dairy farms, the transponders affixed to neck straps (collars) 
may be accounted conventional.
At calves and pigs, the constructions of smaller size mounted in 
the earcrotalias can be applied well. In many points of view, the 
injected designs (Figure 2) are advantageous that are mini-

Figure 2
Design o f transponders being capable for injection (125 kHz) 

I -  electronics integrated in chip, 2 -  coil, 3 -  iron core,
4 -  glass or plastic case

As the result of the manifold improvements, the energy 
requirement of the information transfer (emission and receiving) 
was decreased and the receiving distance -  increased. But, a the 
same time, the data-transfer speed was increased considerably 
as well from 8 or 10 kHz to the value between 5 and 10 GHz.

Figure 3
Design o f the high-frequency foil-transponder (500 MHz)

Energy filed of 915 MHz 
Transmitter 
Transponder 
Receiver
Response of 915 MHz+ 10 kHz 
Response-code 
Time-signal of 10 kHz 
Frequency modulator

Figure 4
Communication system o f a high-frequency transponder
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BOLUS transponder

The so-called BOLUS transponder is counted especial in 
comparison with the transponder mounted on the neck of the 
animal and the one that can be injected under the skin. The 
BOLUS transponder is of bigger size (diameter: 1.3 to 2.0 cm, 
length: 4 to 7 cm) and placed into the honey-comb stomach 
(reticulum) of the animal. The bigger size is necessary at this 
transponder because it can include more kinds of sensor or 
detector as well and, besides that, the coil and the iron core is 
larger, too, both the reradiation and the irradiation have to be 
done with more energy as the body-mass of the animal means a 
considerable shielding.
The placing process is illustrated by the series of Figure 5.

Figure 5
Having the BOLUS transponder swallowed 

A — prepare the introducer unit, put the BOLUS transponder 
into the holder head o f the instrument, В — push the introducer 
downward as far as the pharynx o f the animal, C -  then, after 

the deglution function, draw out slowly the already empty 
introducer, now the transponder is in the food-pipe and it will 

be gotten from here to the stomach (D and E)

Implantation of miniaturized transponder

Similarly to the inserting of the BOLUS transponder shown in 
the former picture, the standards ISO 11784 and ISO 11785 
regulate the places where to the injected devices are to be 
implanted in the animals. (Figure 6 , 7 and 8 ).
The most experiments were carried out in the cattle farming 
during which it was established finally that, taking also the farm 
management into consideration, the most advantageous solution 
is if the transponder will be injected in the ear of an animal the 
places according to the following figures.

Figure 6
Implantation o f injection transponder at cattle 's.

A — injecting place: below the felt scutulum at a distance o f  cca. 
10 mm from the external helix-cartilage, Process o f injection: 
After fixing the head o f the animal, without anaesthesia and 
spanning the ear, the injector "needle " can be introduced

C

Figure 7
Injecting o f transponder 

A -pig, В —fish, C -  sheep

А В C

Figure 8
Transponder o f very small size for other animals 

A — transponder o f 12 mm, В — turtle/tortoise, C — ostrich

Electronic animal-identification in the EU

An exclusive committee was established in the EU in the 
middle of 90s which task was the selection of those basic 
common parameters that can be used as a base for creating a 
uniform identification system at saving the individual characters 
of the products but with such common features that can make 
possible the communication independently of the products 
themselves. It is also important for the electronic identification 
units to be used not only for identificating the animals inside the 
farming system, the connecting management but to be able to 
serve as so-called “tryptiques”. Accordingly, these are to 
accompany the animals from the birth till the dropping or to the 
butchery.
There has been a general direction for each animal in the 
European Union since 2000 that a document must be drawn up 
at its birth and two ear-crotalias have to be clipped on to the 
animal. The drawing-up of the documents like these according 
to the conventional process requires quite a lot of manual work. 
Also that is why the mechanization of the process with the help 
of the electronic technology has arisen. The bar-code seems to 
be the simplest solution and its framework is included by the 
standard EAN-128. Basing on these already, the different data- 
readouts can be mechanized as, by reading the bar-code in, the 
polling of the individual data is possible and, accordingly, 
different lists and statistics might be made. Flowever, data in 
smaller number can be placed even in bar-code system as well. 
Accordingly the competent committee of the European Union 
prepared its own database encoded with suitable system of 
symbols. The etiquettes encoded in this way already can be used 
for identifying certain pieces of data without the direct access to 
the central database as well. Finally, its standardization is made 
possible through the EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) system.
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The system EDI

The data flow takes place in the EDI system according to Figure 
9 i.e. the breeding farms or plants of animal husbandry and the 
butcheries communicate with the central computer that is in 
direct connection with the national data bases including the ones 
of other countries, too.
It is disposed by the ISO standards mentioned already in 
particular the one of ISO 11784 contains the structure of coding 
while the one of ISO 11785 -  the above shown technical 
conceptions of the transponder. For example if the identification 
consists of 64 bits at a device, then the first bit gives the 
information whether an object or an animal is identified by the 
code.

Tenyésztés

Hizlalás

Vágóhíd

Központi üzem 

Nagykereskedelem 

Kiskereskedelem 

Felhasználók

Más nemzeti 
adatbankok

I I I K I I I

Barcod-os etikett-, ill. ellenőrző 
kártyák

Figure 9
Data flow in the EDI system

The bits from the 2nd to the 15th making possible 16,384 
combinations are reserved for the data traffic of the 
manufacturers.
The 16th bit gives the information practically whether a separate 
data bank belongs to the animal or does not.
The bits from the 17th to the 26lh contain the codes of country 
having the possibility of 1024 combinations, according to the 
standard ISO 3166, from which the bits 960 to 988 are reserved 
for the manufacturers.
the code with the bits from the 27th to 64th serves practically the 
national identification system of the given country that makes 
possible around 274 milliard combinations for use. In this 
sequence, different necessary data referring to the country can 
be inserted for the domestic registration according to the above 
mentioned points of view about the birth, the species, the 
owner, the area of birth and the pedigree of the animal. The 
International Committee for Animal Registration (ICAR) 
completed a code list concerning the code systems of the 
manufacturers.

Figure 10
The systems o f EAN
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THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HEMP 
SEED
Z. Csizmazia, Z. -  N. I. Pólyák
Centre of Agricultural Sciences University of Debrecen

Introduction

Fibre reinforced polymers show excellent potentials for 
lightweight structures. In the paper we study natural fibre 
reinforced biopolymers. Hemp is one of the most important 
fibre plants. We also discussed the physical characteristics of 
hemp seed. The study and investigation of the characteristics of 
particles used in agriculture, mainly their physical properties 
have become a significant area of agricultural research. Seeds 
are of special importance, as they come into close contact with 
various machines in the course of particle moving, seeding, 
spreading, harvesting, cleaning, drying, processing etc. 
(Mohsenin, 1968, Neményi, 1985, Sitkéi, 1981). The knowledge 
of the physical characteristics of seeds is essential for the const
ructors and operators. In this respect the size, size distribution, 
shape, mass, bulk density, real density, coefficient of friction 
and aerodynamic resistance of grains are of great importance. 
Due to their irregular shape, determining the size of grains is a 
troublesome process. A precise description of grains has to 
include several sizes (length, width, thickness) and can be 
obtained from the screen size, roundness and sphericity of the 
grains. Among physical characteristics, frictional and 
aerodynamic properties are the most important for the 
description of seed movement.
Adjustable angled slopes, shearing boxes and various rotating 
disks are used to identify frictional properties. We have 
developed a high precision shearing box with digital force 
measuring ceils and a distance signaller that we use for slide 
tests efficiently. We measured the frictional characteristics of 
hemp seed, on five test surfaces most commonly used in 
machinery, and we specified the relationship between 
displacement, loading and the coefficient of friction. We present 
the investigated surfaces in the range from the smallest force of 
friction to the greatest force of friction. We can conclude that 
the volume of the force of friction is significantly influenced by 
the material of the frictional surface. With the new equipment 
we could mathematically describe the effects of displacement 
and loading in the case of frictional tests (Pólyák, 2001).
To identify the aerodynamic characteristics of seeds, wind 
tunnels and free-fall tests are used. We have developed a new 
elutriator for our investigation.
This study, which was supported from several tender resources 
(National Scientific Research Foundation, OTKA T 026482, T 
037921, Higher Education Development Project FKFP- 
0011/2000, National Research Development Project NKFP- 
4/030) describes the methods used and the devices developed to 
measure the angle of repose, inner friction, friction on various 
surfaces and aerodynamic properties.

Materials and methods

We undertook our experiments on hemp seed. Investigations 
were performed in the analytical laboratory of the Department 
of Agricultural Engineering. The temperature of the laboratory 
was kept at 20 °C, relative humidity varied between 25-35%. 50 
kg/air dry seed was available (for determining the angle of 
repose and the friction properties), which we stored in the test 
chamber for several months prior to the investigation. 
According to sampling standards, we chose 150 seeds for 
determining the size, shape and aerodynamic qualities. The 
moisture content of the samples of 3 x 25 g was defined at 
103+1 °C in the course of 72 hours' drying.
The angle of repose of grains was measured using a topless box 
made of plywood, 300x300mm in cross-section and 400mm in

height, where the front panel, (with the exception of a height of 
100mm) was removable. The box was filled with grain, and 
then the front section was removed quickly but smoothly. By 
the aid of the grain level measurable above the outlet (a) and 
box size vertical to the outlet (b) the angle of repose was 
calculated on the principle of tga=a/b. A friction-measuring 
device was developed (Csizmazia et al, 2001) for measuring the 
inner friction of grains and the degree of slide on different 
surfaces. The device contains a shearing box of two pieces with 
a cross-section of 2 0 0 x2 0 0 mm and with an inner height of 
60mm. In the course of measuring, the lower frame of slight 
resistance was moved whilst passing over a row of ball 
bearings. An electric motor moved the drag frame with the help 
of diverting switches, back and forth. Between the drag frame 
and the shearing box a flat-link chain driven by a chain wheel 
established the link (closed mesh). The cell that measured the 
drag force within the range of 1000N was built into the vertical 
pulling arm of the drag chain. Dislocation was measured by an 
incremental rotating transducer, producing 5000 signals per 
rotation. A cell to measure the power with the range of 1000N 
was adjusted to the top of the shearing box. Loading was 
performed with the help of a system of arms, with weights 
placed on the scales, at a gear transmission of 25x. The 
equipment for the investigation of friction was supplemented by 
a rotating shearing apparatus with a constant shearing surface, 
to measure the inner friction. The apparatus consisted of two 
rings with an inner diameter of 400mm, of which the upper ring 
is fixed and can be loaded; the lower ring could be rotated. The 
diameter of the core parts of the ring was 100mm. The planes 
partitioning the inner space of the rings into compartments were 
of 120°. In other respects, the apparatus is similar to the 
shearing box.
To identify the aerodynamic characteristics of seeds, wind 
tunnels and free-fall tests are used. An elutriator was designed 
and constructed (Csizmazia et al, 2000) which consists of a 
865mm long Plexiglas vertical tube with a diameter of 100mm 
in which airflow is supplied by a centrifugal fan. The air 
velocity was regulated with the modification of the fan’s rpm. 
The air flowed from the fan through a plenum chamber upward 
into the 400mm long test zone of the elutriator. A lot of holes 
were bored on the mantle of the plexiglas tube along the test 
zone. Theoretically specified and precisely constructed 
perforation decreases air velocity with 2 0 % in the test zone, so 
the suspension velocity of seeds can be measured efficiently. 
Perforation decreases the boundary layer and allowed the 
formation of a relatively flat air velocity profile in the cross- 
section of the test zone.

Results and conclusions

The main characteristics of the investigated sample are in Table I. 
The average moisture content of the samples is 7.42%.

Table 1 The main characteristics o f the samples

The main characteristics The average values
Length [mm] 4.231
Width [mm] 3.460
Thickness [mm] 2.843
Sphericity 0.820
Mass fgl 0.018
Terminal velocity Tm/sl 6.659
cw 0.601

We have chosen 150 pieces out of the seeds. We identified their 
size, and size distribution.
The diameters of seeds measured on three surfaces vertical to 
each other showed an insignificant difference only, (d,: the 
largest value, d2: medium value, d3 the smallest value). The 
values often showed overlapping. As a result of our findings we
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can state that the sizes of seeds show a significant variance 
(Figure I). The smallest value presented the most regular 
distribution. We also measured the individual mass of seed with 
the accuracy of 0,1 mg. The individual mass of seeds varied 
between 0,0070 and 0,0317 g. The value of the mass of 1000 
seeds used in general practice is 18,56 gr.

We examined the variations of the drag force (frictional force) 
related to displacement. We can claim, that the frictional force 
increased significantly at the beginning of the distance and 
reached the maximum values at the displacement of 20-30 mm, 
then remained unchanged (Figure 3).

Figure 3 The relationship between frictional force and 
dislocation

We investigated the coefficient of correlation between the size 
and the mass of seeds. We can conclude that the closest relation 
can be found between mass and smallest diameter. Mass, as the 
third degree function of the smallest size, can be identified with 
the accuracy of 95%, which means that despite the significant 
deviation of the size the seeds have regular shapes.
We defined the sphericity of seeds , which changed between 
0,8-0,9. We performed statistical analyses in relation to the 
mass, the sphericity and the size of the seeds. The results are 
shown in Figure 2.

Hemp seed

Figure 2 The relationship between the mass and the smallest 
diameter

For the measurements, we developed an analytical system to 
process the measured data, and we present the programs we 
developed on Excel on results from the measurement of friction. 
The angle of repose, the values of friction coefficient measured 
by slide test and the inner friction coefficient measured with 
rotating shearing apparatus are presented in Table 2. The values 
of the p was measured in 10-40mm range.

Table 2 The main frictional characteristics o f the samples

The main characteristics The average values
Angle of repose 31°(p=0.6)
Inner frictional coefficient 0.24 - 0.37
Frictional coefficient on stainless steel 0.20 - 0.23
Frictional coefficient on black steel 0.23 - 0.30
Frictional coefficient on galvanised steel 0.24 - 0.27
Frictional coefficient on aluminium 0.25 - 0.29
Frictional coefficient on teflon 0.15-0.19

Inner friction of hemp seed
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Figure 4 The relationship between frictional coefficient and 
dislocation

We investigated the variations of the coefficient of inner friction 
related to displacement at different loadings in a segment of 45- 
120 mm. The inner friction coefficient did not changed by 
different dislocation. But at a given displacement the places of 
points show that there is a hyperbolic relationship between 
loading and the coefficient of friction (Figure 4).
We examined the variations of the drag force (frictional force) 
on 5 surfaces with the application of 7 loading, related to 
displacement. On Figure 5 the relationship between pulling 
force and displacement is shown, on Figure 6 the relationship 
between the coefficient of friction and displacement are 
presented, both on black steel and with different loads.

Figure 5 The relationship between frictional force and 
dislocation
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We can conclude, that the frictional force increased 
significantly at the beginning of the distance and reached the 
maximum values at the displacement of 2-5 mm, then remained 
unchanged.

Hemp s e e d  o n  b lack  steel

99N 160N 283N 405N 628N 651 N —  773N

Figure 6 The relationship between frictional coefficient and 
dislocation

From the measured data we calculated the volume of the 
coefficient of friction in relation to displacement at different 
loadings. We investigated the variations of the coefficient of 
friction as a result of loading in a segment of 15-40 mm. We 
presented the average values o f the coefficient of friction in 
relation to loading. At a given displacement the places of points 
show that there is a hyperbolic relationship between loading and 
the coefficient of friction.
The aerodynamics properties o f the seeds are shown in the 
Table 1. It can be concluded that the air velocity is in close 
relation to mass/maximum cross-section (R=0,898). The Figure 
7 is shown the relationship between air velocity and 
mass/maximum cross-section.

Hemp seed

Figure 7 The relationship between air velocity and 
mass/maximum cross-section
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1. Introduction

Color false heartwood forming is the most important structure 
and color anomaly of the living beech.
The presence, amount and character of the false heartwood 
significantly influences the value of the tree stand, so this 
widely examined symptom became a decisive pledge of the 
economical beech management by today. The ever better 
understanding of the appearance conditions, physiology and 
spreading speed of the false heartwood is very significant as to 
the economy.
The value loss resulting from the false heartwood forming -  
modeling the best tree stands -  is 1200-4800 HUF/gross m3 (6- 
19 Euro) in case of medium and thick stands (counted on the 
basis of the total yield and counted by the 2003 February 
commercial prices). The loss per hectare in case of average age 
of maturity (100-110 years; d! 3 = 45-50 cm) is 1,5-1,9 million 
HUF (6-8 thousand Euro) (BIRÓ, 2003).
Establishment of further ecological and economical conceptions 
about the matter can only be made after having anti-destructive 
wood examination methods for the identification of false 
heartwood. At present it is the most challenging research area 
to follow the time and space development of false heartwood 
forming.

2. Biochemistry of false heartwood forming

In order to be able to establish research methodic for the anti
destructive detection of false heartwood forming it is essential 
to get to know the special tissue characteristics of the beech 
wood and the false heartwood in it.
The forming of the heartwood is a physiologically normal 
process related to the age, and the following processes take 
place: reduction of the moisture in the wood, thyllising of the 
trachea system, degeneration of nucleus and mitocondriums at 
the parenchyma, hydrolysis of the starch and the formation of 
heartwood forming materials. The color of the wood is 
darkened by the placing in of the heartwood forming materials 
(MOLNÁR, 2001).

3. Requirements of the methodic

Our requirements of the method can be outlined in 5 points 
(SEELING ET AL„ 1999):
1) It must meet the requirement o f anti-destruction:

It is the most important requirement that during the 
examinations we cannot influence the expansion of false 
heartwood by any way.

2) The method has to map the whole trunk slice:
Knowing the unique shapes of the beech false heartwood 
(cloudy, asymmetrical shapes not following the annual 
rings) it is an important requirement to get results from the 
whole trunk segment.

3) Sensitivity to the changes o f  thickness- and moisture 
degree:
This requirement is a result of the differences between the 
tissues of the false heartwooded and the “white” wood. Our 
method has to be based on this difference.

4) The equipment has to be easy to mobilize:
The measuring instrument has to be transportable in order to 
be able to perform measuring in the forest resource giving 
place for the sampling.

5) The measuring is to be done quickly:
This requirement is not that significant at this stage of the 
research, it will be more significant when we would like to 
give the developed measuring instrument suitable for the 
practice.

4. E x p erim en ts  o f  th e  n e a r  past

In the followings we would like to give a short summary of the 
methods and applied instruments of the various makers tested so 
far on living beech trunks. Quite a few of these do not meet the 
requirement of anti-destruction, however they are mentioned 
with full knowledge of the received results and in order to give 
a full outlining of the subject.

4.1 Instruments based on electric resistance measuring

a) TOMOPLEX (Measuring o f electric resistance)
The instrument measures electric resistance. It is not 
destruction-free, since the measuring electrodes (24 pieces of 
steel claws) are to be pushed many centimeters into the trunk. 
The different moisture degree has effects on the specific 
resistance. This produces electric resistance difference that is 
monitored graphically by a resistance tomograph. It indicates 
the presence of false heartwood.
b) VITA MAT (Measuring o f electric conductance)
The electrodes are pushed into the trunk step by step by the help 
of a crank. Each step means a resistance measuring of which 
the electric conductance can be calculated (reciprocal o f the 
electric resistance) that is recorded by a calculator and is also 
displayed on a screen graphically. The received results can be 
copied to a PC and can be printed. BÜREN writes about 
favorable results.

4.2 Instruments based on mechanical resistance measuring

a) RESISTOGRA PH (Measures drilling resistance)
During the measuring with the Resistograph we can follow 
through the mechanical resistance that can be measured by the 
pushing of a 3 mm wide drill into the trunk. The received 
“resistance-segment” reflects for us the relative thickness 
dispersion, and the thickness differences between the annual 
rings. The measuring and the printing of the received curved 
line is done simultaneously. The received results can be copied 
to a PC and can be printed.
The makers testing this instrument all say that the Resistograph 
measurements are difficult to make and do not give certain 
results.
b) TEREDO (Measures drilling resistance)
Similarly to the Resistograph the Tredo Trunk Diagnostics 
System developed by the Technologiepark Clausthal 
Management GmbH is also based on the mechanical resistance 
measuring. REDDE (1998) performed measuring with the 
Teredo, however we have not found literature references about 
his results (IN SEELING ET AL., 1999).

4.3 Acoustic measuring instruments:

a) Acoustic microscope, process based on the measuring o f 
vibration

According to SANDOZ and LÓRIN (1994) many of the 
measuring instruments based on the acoustic principles will 
have good chances in the future. The development of the 
instruments is under process, no literature data is available at 
this time (IN SEELING ET AL., 1999).
b) SYLVATEST (Measures velocity o f ultrasound)
Methodic based on the measuring of the typical velocity of 
ultrasound in the trunk. 30 kHz medium wave is used in the 
equipment. The velocity of ultrasound is more or less equal in
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the healthy trunk according to the known radiation and tree 
species. Lower velocity in the trunk refers to some kind of 
decomposition. BÜREN according to his conclusion does not 
think it is suitable for the detection of false heartwood 
(BÜREN, 1998).

4.4 Thermographs:

a) Thermal scanner (Process based on measuring the 
temperature)

NIEMZ ET AL. (1998) tested two instruments (FLIR 6200 and 
CLASS II THERMAL IMAGING SYSTEM) that take 
measurements in the infrared radiation range. During the 
process radiation of heat is measured on the surface of the 
trunks and then picture is made of it. The methodic is not 
suitable for the safe detection of false heartwood forming.

4.5 Computer-tomographs:

Computer-tomography as a possible anti-destructive picture 
making means of detecting false heartwood by the examination 
of a trunk slice was first written down by HABERMEHL and 
RIDDER. They were also the ones, who made the first such 
measurements with the help of a Caesium-spring (Cs-137). 
According to the conclusions of SEELING ET AL. the TREE- 
TOM mobile equipment used by them is suitable for taking 
measurements on the living tree trunk.
Mobile CT was used on a living tree by very few with very 
varying results for the detection of false heartwood (IN 
SEELING ET AL., 1999).

5. Research methodic

Computer-tomograpy is a segment examination method by the 
use of X-ray with digital-computer data processing. The essence 
of computer data collection necessary for the picture making is 
that the system of the X-ray tube giving the X-ray and the 
sensor located on the opposite side turns 360° around the 
segment of the chosen trunk, and during this process the 
detectors detect the X-rays of different intensity on the given 
segment. The segment CT picture reflects well the visible shape 
by giving grayness scale (Hounsfield-scale) in order to disperse 
absorption (SZAKÁLY, 2003).
The discs to be examined were from the Cserénfa 24/E forest 
subcompartment of the forest management areas of the 
Zselicség. The discs were cut off at the height of 1,3; 4 and 8 
meters. The thickness of the discs was 30 cms their diameters 
were 36-58 centimeters. After taking the samples they were put 
in plastic foil so as to avoid the possible changes of the 
moisture. The examination of the sample discs was done in 12 
hours.
SIEMENS SOMATOM PLUS 40 type computer tomograph 
was used for the examination.

6. Results

By comparing the cross-sectional CT picture with false 
heartwood picture on the disk we can state, that:
-  the applied method detects the presence of false heartwood,
-  the border of false heartwood is clear and is the same as on 

the real picture,
-  we receive good quality information of all the surface of the 

tree segment,
-  the presence of the false heartwood is easy to detect, no long 

evaluation experience is needed for the evaluation,
-  it provides excellent possibility for the examination of the 

annual ring structure.

Figure 1 Cross-sectional CT-photo 
o f false heartwooded beech-disk

7. Conclusions

The researches done so far and the expected future results — 
taking into consideration the technical level of our days -  do not 
make the operational computer-tomograph examinations of 
even the most valuable beech forests possible at the thinnings or 
at preparatory cuttings.
However the explosion-like development of computer- 
technology and instrumentation may lead to a detector -  that is 
so far imaginary -  that is easy to take along, is fixed on a 
telescope stand that is attached around the tree and by slowly 
lifting up the telescope up to the height of 6-8  meters, it can 
detect the usually fusiform false heartwood with the demanded 
accuracy and unanimity.
It is important however to state that as long as the costs of the 
measuring possibilities outlined before are not reduced to the 
level that they not exceed the extra profit that might be realized 
by their use, such a mobile instrument would get a place only in 
the researches and not in the practice.

8. Latest results

Simultaneously with the CT examinations we made tests with 
core magnetic resonance. The MR picture making is based on 
the use of magnetic field and radio waves. Contrary to the CT 
that can make only axial pictures, the MR equipment can make 
pictures in any levels. The picture making based on the NMR 
technology is based on the qualities of the hydrogen atom that is 
the most frequent element of the human body.
The structure of the trunk disk is easy to identify on the MR 
photos, as well. The elements of the wood that have effects on 
its MR appearance are not yet exactly known, further 
examinations are needed in this regard.
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Introduction

In Hungary in the time of EU-connection the woodenergetics is 
in the state of meaningful development which is in relation to 
the European Union technology regulations and other 
international treaties.
It is explained by that the increasing of the present, low share of 
renewable resources (3,4%), which has to be raised 7% by 
2010., 12% by 2015. For this kind of increase the european 
tendecy is reguired in Hungary to reach the 3,6% the renewable 
resources of the hungarian eletricity supply by 2015. From the 
present 0,35%.
Meaningful development are essential to reach these aims. 
Analizing the possibilities of developments, it can be stated that 
( same as the abroad solutions) the solid biomass can have 
important function. Among the solid biomass the wood has 
determinative role. It can be explained by the good 
characteristics of wood as an energy carrier, besides the 
properties of its production, harvesting, storing and other 
logistics are more favourable than other lignocelluloses.
In Hungary a few years ago the wood function of electricity 
production was unsignificant yet, though earlier in several 
wood-processing plants generators, which was drove by steam- 
engine, were worked for satisfaction of their own electricity 
requirements.
According to the statement of national woodenergetics 
researches, the wood utilization in the eletric power supply is to 
be reasoned. It has three main possibilities:
• Eletric power production in cogeneration in small 

performance micropower plants, with local heat utilization,
• Electricity production in the centre of natural or cultivated 

basic material establised power plants, partial or total heat 
utilization,

• Electricity production in such power plants, which earlier 
supplied by other energy carrier, based on special logistic 
system.

In Hungary under the influence of the characteristics of the 
energy sector and the aggravation of enviromental prescription 
several power plants were essential to change their boiler. 
Among these , the AES Power Plant in Kazincbarcika is 
connected to our present research. The earlier coal based power 
plants changing for wood based are going on at present.
The more important properties of the AES Power Plant in 
Kazincbarcika:

The numbers of the boilers 
which have autorization:

8 piece

The number of turbines: 3 (condensationer) + 1 (by 
steamservice connected)

Total performance:
Nominal power performance: 90 MW condensationer 

(direkt electricity production) 
+ 5 MW connected eletric 
power production

Heat performance: The inpuut performance of 
the boilers (one by one) 
approximatly 90 MW, heat 
output 75 MW.

Eletric power output: The condensationer turbines 
are one by one 30 MW.

The heat output of the changed 
blocks:

The heat output of the boilers 
75 MW (altogether two 
boilers)

The eletric power output of the 
changed blocks:

The two boilers can drive the 
two turbines with medium 
high performance ( one by 
one 22 MW). This means 
comparatively 38 MW eletric 
power. (The different of the 
two numbers is the so-called 
housedrive, which is equal to 
the driving iof the macjhines 
for sustainabling of the 
production.)

The wood requirements of the 
Power Plant:

In the changed boilers of the 
power plant the all useable 
wood amount (depends on the 
moisture content) 360.000- 
380.000 lutro tonns/year.

The flow of material of 
transporation:

Approximately 230.000 tonns 
firewood, chips and sawdust 
can be waited, and 2 0 .0 0 0  
tonns sunflower seed in 2004.

The safety reserve: Yearly average approximately 
25.000 tonns, in peak 
maximum 50.000 tonns.

Either part of the wood reguirements of the power plant is made 
certain by Egererdő Joint-stock company.
In connection with the reguirements of the woodmarket, 
several, new exercises are appeared which were not typical in 
the forestry in the past. One part of these exercises is 
economical, the other part is technological.
It is very important that the pace and the possibilities of the 
logging are determined by 10-year-old management plan which 
plans are exclusively based on ecology. Moreover , with 
counting of the fact that the energetical basic material utilization 
is in fuel values ration price category. The so-called lower 
economy rate and first the regeration of the damaged forest is 
seemed to adequate economically, thus their execution of the 
management plan possibilities can be realizable.
For the establish of middle-distance transportation engagement, 
the informatic system of the joint-stock company were used.
On the basis of the timed database it can be stated that (also 
regarding the accumulation) the fulfilment of the middle- 
distance pledge can be made certain on the wood basic material 
of the joint-stock company.
The new came up problems:

• The transportation is made in the whole year, and this kind of 
periodically made logging is not organised without 
intermediate storing.

• The flow of material of logging workplaces and the flow of 
material of transportation are meaningful different.

• The logistic consideration the either logging regions are 
meaningful different of each other.

• The logging techniques and the stockpiling require new 
solutions in the area of energywood production.

• The special transportation exercises need new technological 
solutions.

• The structure of the assorment can be fastly transformed.

In 2001 with the aims of the fitting of the problems, from time 
to time the modelling of the problems, the informatical database 
of the joint-stock company was started to develop. The 
characteristics of the system:
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The following transportation pledge was taken by the joint- 
stock company with the utilization of the database:

2 0 0 0 -2 0 0 2 .
average

2003. 2004-
2 0 1 2 .

average
Gross logging (thousand m3) 240 266 245
Net logging (thousand rrf) 185 199 190
From the logged wood volume:
Log (thousand m3) 44 39 40
Stacked other assortment 
(thousand m3) 131 153 150

Firwood (thousand m3) 99 126 130
Energetical wood (thousand m3) 0 40 60-100
The holding of the logging in 200-2002. because of sale 
problems: 60-90.
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COMPONENT ANALYSIS OF PARTICLES OF 
RESIDUES ORIGINATING FROM CNC MILLING 
MACHINES CORRELATION WITH THE MILLING 
PARAMETERS
M. Varga -  E. Csanády -  G. Németh, PhD. Stud. -  
Sz. Németh, PhD. Stud.
University of West-Hungary, Sopron

1. Introduction

Humans have used wood in their everyday lives since countless 
generations. Thus, they have always regarded it as a harmless 
material.
When processing wood by cutting, producing composite panels 
and when wood waste is generated, sawdust and chip present 
themselves in various shapes and sizes. Their shapes and sizes 
depend on processing parameters (feed rate and cutting speed, 
etc.), cutting tool and the physical parameters of the material to 
cut (moisture content, density, etc.) The particle size 
distribution chart demonstrates their inhomogenety, showing the 
occurence of particle sizes within the given limits. Particle 
composition significantly influences their effect on the 
environment.
Only a subset of the particle assortment created during cutting 
can be examined, because particles of certain shapes and 
amount does not get extracted. So the effect of wood dust on the 
workplace environment and the environment beyond (outside of 
the plant) is to be considered. Dust and fine dust remaining 
(unextracted) at the workplace, as well as fine dust exiting into 
the outside environment present an air pollution hazard.
Due to their mode of creation, dust generated in wood 
processing plants is considered as “technical dust”. In terms of 
chemical composition, on the other hand, they are regarded as 
dust of organic origin.
Depending on the type of the particular woodworking plant, 
other chemical materials of various composition are mixed into 
wood dust, e.g. lacquer dust or simple dirt from the plant floor. 
These materials represent a health hazard when inhaled into the 
respiratory system, and cause various respiratory diseases. Most 
of these ailments produce apparent symptoms after a longer 
time period only. By then, irreversible changes are caused to the 
human organism. Most dangerous are particles between 0.25 
and 0.5 Dm sizes, because they are small enough get all the way 
to the pulmonary vesicles upon inhaling them, but are too large 
to be exhaled.
Past experience shows that, in case of traditional woodworking 
machines an effective extraction system could be designed and 
implemented, although it took a long time. This provides the 
required low dust concentration in the environment, provided 
that operation instructions are complied with.
Increased productivity and flexibility needs brought about the 
genesis of CNC processing centers. Today these centers have 
ample flexibility with regards to cutting, but not in terms of dust 
extraction.
This is due to the following reasons:
• Wood processing centers inherited their construction entirely 

from the metal industry, where particle mass excluded the 
possibility of pneumatic extraction, and the amount of chips 
is smaller, too.

• Woodworking industry uses tools of various sizes and high 
cutting speeds. In the case of molder tools — most often used 
for wood -  chips exit radially, a trajectory imposed by the 
centrifugal forces. Due to the requirement of flexibility, the 
presence of a tool magazine and the edge molding often 
needed for wood, radial (i.e. optimal) extraction attachment 
cannot be used. The carrier airflow is veritcal, and particles 
are forced to make a 90° turn. The larger the chip, the more 
difficult this is to do, due to their momentum. These particles

usually hit the flexible bristle skirt and end up on the table. A 
high air velocity is required to remove them from there; this 
requires an extra fan built into the central extraction system.

• The morphology of the processed material is complex and 
varying; ranges from softwood through light and dense 
hardwoods to particleboard. Accordingly, particles are also 
much different; their levitation and extraction is governed by 
the Schimpfle law.

• Compared to their state ten years ago, CNC machines 
developed from drilling machines and moulders to processing 
centers that employ highly complicated adapters mounted on 
the same framework, such as drill, moulder, circular saw and 
sanding units. These adapter systems further complicate 
effective particle extraction, as their particle composition, as 
well as the exit direction and intensity are completely different. 
It is also important to remember that, especielly when 
working with solid wood, the main processing unit may have 
as much as three rotation and three translation degrees of 
freedom. The extraction attachment shoud be programmed so 
as to follow this. A provisional solution is to enclose the 
processing units in a large box, but this requires vast amounts 
of air to be extracted, due to the substantial increase in cross 
section.

2. Test method

The traditional tool for assessing workplace dust exposure is a 
two-step personal dust sampler developed in Hungary (called 
persometer) that is capable of measuring the total respirable 
dust exposure of workers throughout the workshift. Such device 
was employed in our examinations. The workplace dust 
exposure tests were carried out in Hungarian woodworking 
plants. The plants represented a wide scale of machine types. 
Very modem, new and used multi-head CNC processing centers 
and different types of traditional basic woodworking machines, in 
greatly varible states of repair, were included in the assortment. 
Thus, our tests involved single and multi-axis CNC processing 
centers with varying degrees of freedom, multi-axis cross- 
section moulders (covered and uncovered), combined and 
contact sanders, band- and edge Sanders, drum sanders, log and 
small band saws, circular saws of various sizes, single and 
multy-axis planers and moulders and their combinations, frame 
saws, mortise drills, as well as worksites where handheld 
cutting and sanding machines
are employed. Plant sizes varied as well; they ranged from small 
businesses that utilised one or two machines up to large and 
modern high capicity enterprises.
In small plants, machines (usually five to ten) were typically 
installed in the same room, and used on an alternate basis, i.e. 
not throughout the shift. The type of material processed within a 
shift varied as well. In larger mills, machines serving different 
technological purposes were put in separate rooms, (i.e., cutting, 
sanding and hand workshops, etc.) and most machines usually 
worked all throughout the shift.
As a matter of course, machines in woodworking plants 
generate dust and chips, that must be removed for technological, 
safety and, last but not least, occupational health reasons. 
Considering the typically high cutting speeds (20-70 m/s) 
during wood processing, dealing with the dust and chips created 
is not a simple task.
Particle composition generated when cutting wood is extremely 
heterogeneous, ranging from a tenth of a micrometer to the mm 
or even cm sizes. Moreover, the type and moisture content of 
wood and the cutting direction, all of which influence the size 
and aerodynamic characteristics of the particles, are also greatly 
variable.
Similarly to the condition of the woodworking machine that can 
be very different (ranging from a hundred year old to modem),
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there is more than one way to remove dust and chips. There are 
really three different types of solutions:
“A” — Machine can not be connected into the extraction system 
(no extraction attachment), or it has not been connected.
“B” -  So called individual extraction and dust removal unit, 
used especially for small businesses.
“C” -  So called central extraction system, used mainly for 
larger plants. One or more such device might be used.

3. Discussion of the results

Based on the measurement results, and on the measurement 
conditions, the factors that basically determine workplace dust 
exposure are, as follows:
1. The cover of the machine or other dust generation site,
2. The efficiency of the extraction system connected to the 
cover,
3. Removal efficiency of the extraction system.
These are the factors that have to be examined along with the 
dust concentration measurements, especially if the latter show 
unacceptable values. These are also the main areas where most 
problems arise that need to bo solved. Complying with 
workplace dust concentration regulations is of course not only a 
technical question, but a matter of economy, too.
Accordingly, the least expansive solution to push the dust 
exposure values under the limit has to be found. Direct and 
indirect expenses (e.g. more expensive machine construction) 
can be classified into three main categories:

/. Building an efficient extraction attachment.
The criteria for such are:
• striving for a better tool cover and a small dust escape area,
• placing the attachment near to where dust and chip are 

generated,
• utilising the initial kinetic energy to assist the particle in 

getting into the extraction attachment,
• The right configuration of the attachment is vital in terms of 

workplace dust concentration.

Decreasing dust exposure by designing a good extraction 
attachment according to the above criteria presents a one-time 
expense.
II. Using the right extraction system
Any of the dust created at the work station that does not enter 
the system is basically lost; it stays at the worksite as a pollution 
agent.
The second important criterion after a good attachment is 
sufficient suction speed. This might not mean a great speed. 
This is important, because the energy needed for high-speed 
extraction and for adding extra air translates into increased 
expenses.
III. Cutting tool and parameters
These factors influence particle composition, initial speed and, 
through these, workplace dust concentration. The tasks ahead 
should be assessed in the light of the above considerations. 
Because of the hazard involved with wood dust, the task of the 
future should be to push the workplace dust concentration to the 
lowest possible level. The 5 mg/m3 limit, presently in effect in 
Hungary, will be adjusted to the European value of 2 mg/m3, 
not to mention the 1 mg/m3 limit in America. These values 
present serious challanges for both the industry and professional 
higher education.

4. The purpose of the investigation

In recent years, the attitude towards wood dust changed both 
nationally and internationally. Dust from beech, oak and other 
dense species are now considered carcinogenic, thus dust 
concentration at workplaces shold get special attention. This

requires gravimetric dust measurements for different types of 
workers exposed to wood dust in the wood industry (both for 
traditional and for CNC machines) to assess health hazards.
In the case of traditional machines, the goal was to verify the 
relationships between the efficiency of the extraction systems 
attached to the machines (or otherwise), and workplace dust 
exposure.
In terms of CNC processing centers, the first machine to be 
examined was a router, in quasi industrial circumstances. In the 
first instance, the purpose of the measurements was to establish 
what dust and chip assortment is generated when cutting oak 
using different tools (16 mm and 60 mm diameter moulder 
heads), at various speeds and feed rates. The amount of 
respirable dust created when cutting particleboard, an awkward 
material in terms of both processing and extraction, using well 
maintained and somewhat neglected extraction attachments on a 
CNC router, was also assessed. These measurements constitute 
the first, vital stage of the research aimed at proposing solutions 
to improve to the efficiency of extraction.

5. M e a su rem e n t c ircu m stan ces

• Oak and particleboard were processed in quasi-industrial 
circumstances. Oak had 16-18% moisture content.

• 10 cutting cycles of different parameters (see diagrams 1 
through 6 ) were carried out.

• Machine: a CNC processing center with “2.5 D” degrees of 
freedom.

• Tools: 16 mm diameter carbide tipped moulding tool with 3 
spiral edges
60 mm diameter carbide tipped moulding tool with 2  straight 
edges

• Extraction system: individual extraction appliance; exact 
extraction parameters measured by a Prandtl tube.

• The amount of total and respirable dust in the air while 
cutting was measured using persometer instruments

• Dust and chips generated were examined in two parts. Screen 
analysis was used to assess the particles left on the table and 
removed by the extraction apparatus.

6. C onclusion

The measure results demonstrate that the distribution of the chip 
and dust extracted, as well as those remaining on the table, 
depend on the parameters below:
• chip thickness, length, volume, chip mass, chip geometry,
• the momentum of the chip,
• cutting speed,
• air velocity,
• extraction attachment construction,
• tool shape and ventillating action,
• extraction attachment sheathing,
• cutting direction (same or opposing),
• CNC processing center table construction (raster table or 

hollow table with rails.)
Based on the examinations, we can state that:
• increasing feed rate and cutting speed results in a larger fine 

dust fraction when cutting oak and particleboard,
• tool geometry influences the particle composition of chip and 

dust through chip geometry, when cutting oak,
• Higher ventillating action, resulting from certain tool 

constructions, makes extraction less effective and facilitates 
dust escape.

Only a few parameters were considered in the measurements so 
far, thus they can be considered as preliminary experiments 
towards the improvement of the extraction from CNC 
processing centers.
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To find definitive relationships, many parameters shall have to 
be examined in the future. The present measurements, however, 
have revealed some important basic principles.
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DETERMINATION OF THE ROLLING RADII IN 
THE INTERACTION OF A PNEUMATIC TYRE 
AND DEFORMABLE SOIL
P. Kiss
Szent István University, Gödöllő 

1. Introduction

Rolling over terrain and vehicle travel are basically non- 
stationary (dynamic) processes. The dynamic effect is caused 
primarily by the unevenness of the terrain profile and the non- 
homogenous nature of the soil. Additional causes are, in case 
the vehicle exerts drawbar pull, the dynamic variations in 
resistance against the pulling force. Finally, slip can generate 
dynamic variations. Since these effects are stochastic, the 
vibrations caused by them are also random.
These vibrations, as well as causing energy losses, influence the 
interaction of the soil and the tyre (Kiss 2001, 2003) [1,2]. The 
vibrational acceleration during rolling influences the radius. 
Changes in wheel load cause the radius to become a time- 
dependent variable. The change in wheel load influences the 
adhesion between the soil and the tyre and, consequently, the 
slip varies continually.
The radius which prevails during rolling is usually called the 
dynamic radius. However, the term, “dynamic radius” may be 
used to denote several different radii, such as the distance 
between the centre of the wheel and the bottom of the deformed 
tyre (Ul ’yanov and M ikhaylov 1965) [4] or the radius defined 
by rolling with slip , also known as “slip radius” (Komándi 
1998) [3]. The same expression is also encountered in tyre 
manufacturers’ catalogues, where it means the radius of the 
rolling circle. There are three radii during rolling:
1. The distance between the bottom of the tyre and the centre of 

the wheel rcb
2. Kinematic rolling radius defined by motion (slip) rs
3. Kinetic rolling radius defined by forces rk

This paper presents a series of tests conducted to determine 
these three radii and analyses the factors which influence them.

2. Test equipment and procedures

Field tests were performed with a John Deere 6600 tractor and 
the measured values were stored on a computerised test 
apparatus. Data were measured at 0.01 s sampling rate. The 
tractor was operated in four different gears, with the tyres at 
five different inflation pressures. All tests were conducted in 
rear-wheel drive. (Table 1) Braking was provided by a John 
Deere Dyna-Cart dynamometer vehicle.

Table 1 List o f some preset and tested parameters 
for each test run

Test seg
ment no.

Tyre inflation 
pressure, 

bar

Vehicle
velocity,

km/h

Drawbar
pull,
kN

Slip,
%

Gear

1. 1.4 4.38 17.3 18.4 B2
2 . 1.4 3.82 19.2 35.9 Cl
3. 1.4 4.39 19.3 36.2 B3
4. 1.4 4.65 18.4 40.6 C2
5. 1.0 3.94 20.3 26.3 B2
6 . 0 .8 4.28 20.3 19.6 B2
7. 1.4 5.63 - 2.09 B2
8 . 1.2 3.65 19.4 31.2 B2
9. 0 .6 4.56 20.1 14.6 B2

The terrain profile was measured at 20-cm intervals both before 
and after the vehicle passed over it, using a profilometeris based 
on the principle of communicating vessels. The profiles were

measured at the same points both on the left and right sides 
before and after the vehicle passed over the test lane, relative to 
a fixed base. This permitted determination of the soil 
deformation, or sinkage, as well as the change in the profile. 
Each test was conducted on a “virgin” terrain segment. The soil 
was sandy loam. The average moisture content was 8 %. The 
field had been ploughed in autumn and had settled by the time 
the tests took place. Dry soil density was 2.7 g/cm3. Pore 
volume was 46.1 %.
The traction test data was stored via 15 computer channels. 
Torque and pull were measured by strain gauges, rpm by an 
electronic tachometer, vehicle velocity by radar, acceleration by 
3D piezoelectric accelerometers and fuel consumption by a 
flow-volume meter.
The nine test runs yielded nine basic data matrixes. Because 
sampling was conducted at 0.01  s time intervals, there was a 
very large number of data points and, consequently, no need to 
fit curves to test points. The test data were used to compute the 
energetic performance parameters and determine the 
performance balance for a test run. The radii defined in this 
paper were determined from the dynamic test data.

3. Results

3.1. Distance between the bottom and centre o f the wheel (rcb)

The bottom of the wheel is considered to be the instantaneous 
point at the wheel-soil interface directly under the centre. The 
distance of this point from the centre can either be measured or 
computed. It is a “radius-like” characteristic. It can be 
measured even while the tyre is rolling under varying load, 
although the required test method is not simple. To obtain this 
radius by computation one needs to know the static wheel 
radius, the vertical acceleration of the centre of the wheel, and 
the deformed soil profile under the same wheel measured 
synchronously. All three parameters are often measured during 
field tests. By integrating the acceleration function, one arrives 
at the time dependent displacement function:

r = [ ( Г a( t )dt ) • dt + vo( t - t0) + ro (1)
The mathematical operation was performed by means of 
MATLAB Simulink using initial conditions vo,ro=0. The 
numerical integration employed the trapezoidal formula. The 
next step is to plot the profile of the wheel-rut and the 
synchronous displacement of the centre in the same coordinate 
system. Then the distance between the appropriate points of the 
two curves becomes the distance between the centre and the 
bottom of the wheel.

Figure 1 The distance between the bottom and the centre o f 
the tyre (rcb) as a function o f inflation pressure

Figure 1 depicts rcb for a Michelin 650/65R 38X M 108 tyre 
operating under a ~20 kN load at different inflation pressures. 
It can be clearly seen that the drawbar load causes a smaller
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average rcb for the rolling tyre than the static radius (rSIM) at 16.4 
kN static wheel load. The diagram shows the maximum and 
minimum values of rcb. The range within which rch varies in 
time can also be seen. As expected, increasing inflation pressure 
results in increasing rch.

3.2. The kinematic rolling radius (r j

This radius is derived from the kinematics of the rolling 
process. It is a virtual radius, and can only be computed. Its 
magnitude can vary between zero and infinity. When there is 
positive slip present (driving wheel, sometimes called driven 
wheel) the kinematic radius is smaller than the geometric radius 
and it is larger for negative slip (towed wheel). When the wheel 
spins in one place, rs is zero and when it is blocked by the brake 
and skids, rs is infinity. The kinematic radius, defined by slip, is 
given by the following formula:

120 
100 

E 80CJ
g 60
1  40 
^  20 

0
0 10 20 30 40 50

Slip, %

Figure 2 The kinematic radius as a function o f slip. 
(Michelin 650/65 R 38 X M  108)

Figure 3 shows rch and rk as a function of inflation pressure. 
The kinetic radius is smaller than the distance between the 
centre and the bottom of the tyre. This is in agreement with 
both theoretical considerations and practical experience.

where / is the distance covered during one wheel revolution. 
Figure 2 depicts rs and rch as a function of slip. As slip 
increases, rs decreases. However, rch increases slightly with 
increasing slip. This is probably due to wheel vibrations caused 
by increasing slip. The two curves intersect at approximately 
zero slip. This agrees with theoretical considerations in the 
absence of tyre and soil deformation, since the kinematic radius 
at zero slip is equal to the distance between the centre of the 
wheel and its bottom.

3.3. The kinetic rolling radius. (r/J

The kinetic rolling radius acts in or near the interface surface of 
a rolling deformable tyre and a deformable soil. It is the 
distance between the centre of the wheel and the resultant of the 
elementary tractive forces acting along the ground contact 
surface. The magnitude of this radius determines the magnitude 
of the tractive force generated by the driving torque. Unlike 
kinematic rolling radius, its value is restricted to a narrow 
range.
The resultant of the elementary tractive forces does not 
necessarily lie on the contact surface. It may lie above it. Since 
the tyre is pressed deep into soft soil, the contact is a three- 
dimensional surface rather than a plane. The elementary 
tractive forces act along the entire surface. They are not 
distributed evenly, but proportionally to the adhesion between 
the tyre and the soil. As a result, the resultant tractive force acts 
above the bottom of the tyre.
The kinetic rolling radius is found by computation. The next 
formula is for the front and rear wheels on one side of a rear- 
wheel-drive tractor.

4. Discussion

The three radii discussed in this paper have been shown to differ 
from each other. They are only the same in special cases. On 
soft, deformable soil, the centre-bottom distance is not equal to 
the other two radii. The physical process occurring at the tyre- 
soil interface is best characterised by the kinetic and kinematic 
radii. These two are equal only for a rigid wheel moving on a 
rigid surface at zero slip. (However, they may be equal for an 
instant as they vary due to vibrations caused by uneven soil 
profile.) In case of a tyre moving on soft soil there is always 
slip deformation and, hence, slip is always present. The two 
radii will thus always differ from each other. Both characterise 
the tyre-soil interaction; rs characterises the interaction from the 
viewpoint of kinematics (slip), whereas rk is a characteristic of 
the force interplay between the tyre and the soil. The difference 
between these two radii is best exemplified at 100 % slip, where 
rs is zero, but this is when the wheel exerts the highest tractive 
force, and so r*must be greater than zero.

5. Conclusions

There are three different radii for a tyre rolling on off-road 
terrain:
1. The distance between the centre and the bottom of the tyre, 

which is influenced by loading conditions and inflation 
pressure.

2. The kinematic rolling radius determined by slip.
3. The kinetic radius, which is the distance between the centre 

of the wheel, where the driving torque acts, and the tractive 
force generated in the tyre-soil interface.

F,=Fge+Fgh+Fv (3)

F, is the tractive force developed by one rear wheel; the first two 
terms on the right represent the rolling resistance acting against 
the front (Fge) and rear (Fgh) wheels on the same side 
respectively. Fv is the drawbar pull for that side. This can be 
calculated by considering the entire drawbar pull and the ratio 
between the left- and right-side driving torques. One can 
precisely determine the rolling resistance and the drawbar pull 
from the performance balance. Once Ft is known rk is given by:

(4)

Here, A4 and F, are the driving moment and tractive force for 
the same driving wheel.

Figure 3 Comparison o f the kinetic radius and the centre- 
bottom distance for different inflation pressures.
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The kinematic rolling radius has long been derived from the 
distance covered in one revolution.
The kinetic rolling radius is obtained from the driving torque 
and the tractive force generated in the tyre-soil interface. When 
the tractor moves with uniform speed the angular acceleration 
of the driving wheel is zero. In this case, the kinetic rolling 
radius is defined as the distance between the centre of the wheel 
and the resultant of the elementary tractive forces generated in 
the tyre-soil interface. This can be obtained from Eqn (4).
When the wheel rpm is not constant the driving torque most be 
reduced by the inertia needed to accelerate the wheel.
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WHY IS THE MECHANISATION OF HUNGARIAN 
SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZE FARMS SO 
DIFFICULT?
I. Husti
Szent István University, Gödöllő 

1 .In tro d u c tio n

The current limp competitive position of Hungarian agriculture 
causes concerns for its future international competitiveness. 
More time will be necessary to analyse the road taken thus far. 
Most probably, the events of past years will serve several 
conclusions for the economic and agricultural history. In our 
present situation however, we should rather concentrate on 
short-term measures to be done to modernise and to improve 
competitiveness. The time available until accession is too short 
to take measures that will make marked improvements to our 
competitiveness in the long-term.
It is almost undisputed, that countless short and long term 
measures to tackle agricultural competitiveness are linked to 
technical capabilities and agricultural mechanisation. It is also 
accepted that within the sphere of measures required for 
development - taking the principle of minimum law into 
consideration — the tasks of mechanisation are the "spine", 
which best achieves the goals of development.
Therefore, in the present paper, I only look at mechanisation 
and primarily concentrating on the difficulties faced. I believe 
that it is most important to have a c o r re c t  d iagnosis , followed 
by a well th o u g h t-o u t  th e ra p y , whose importance is 
highlighted by the fact, that machinery:
-  requires significant investment, which is relatively expensive,
-  defines the prospects and limits of agricultural production for 
the long-term.
It is not a new realisation that mechanisation has an important, 
although not decisive, role in the efficiency of agricultural 
production. The use of machines not only replaces human and 
animal work, but throughout the times it has become a means of 
production without which large-volume agricultural production 
is unimaginable. In the last years, even the eco n o m ic  
importance of mechanisation has become decisive: a large 
proportion of agricultural expenditures is associated with the 
use of farm-machinery.
In my earlier works I have summarised the positive and 
negative impacts of mechanisation and based on these, I worked 
out the economic impact mechanism of agricultural 
mechanisation. I proved that the realisation of the expected 
advantages depends on various elements, of which I consider 
the followings as most important:
-  well-grounded reasons for deciding on machinery investment,
-  the rationalism of using machinery,
-  the scope and standard of customer service and
-  other circumstances.

Therefore, to answer the question in the title of this paper, it is 
worth while flashing the disturbing impacts in the highlighted 
areas we are faced with "here and now".
The analysis is not complete because of the limited scope of the 
study.

2 .Som e c h a ra c te ris tic s  o f  fa rm  m a c h in e ry

In my earlier studies - primarily based on data presented in 
ÁMÖ 2000 (by HCSO-Hungarian Central Statistical Office)) - I 
proved that the mechanisation of Hungarian agriculture lags 
behind its competitors' (the leading EU Member States) typical 
figures.
In agreement with other experts, I also think, that in the task of 
mechanising Hungarian agriculture, q u a n tita tiv e  and 
q u a lita tiv e  measures need to be taken.

I see reasons in improving the availability of farm machinery 
and the reasonable increase o f the machinery density. From the 
point of view of competitiveness, it is also important to replace 
old and worn machinery with modern technology. This is a 
prerequisite for compliance with the more restrictive qualitative 
requirements
According to AMÖ, the density o f tractors in 2000 was 2.06 
tractors/100 hectares that is 50-hectare agricultural land p e r 1 
tra c to r .  This figure is only one-third of the EU average and 
one-fifth/ one-sixth of the German and Austrian figures.
In  th e  p a s t tw o -th ree  y e a rs , the relatively large machinery 
investments have improved the situation, but it is still lagging 
behind. The ag ein g  of the tractor fleet is a serious problem. The 
average age in 2000 was 15.3 years. (In individual farms it was 
16.1, in agricultural corporations 12.4 years. It is typical that 
most individual farmers can’t choose but using the old 
machinery of the previous big cooperatives.)
Further to enlarging the tractor fleet, rejuvenation and 
modernisation ought to be also speeded up. (Almost three- 
quarters of the Hungarian tractor fleet is still made up of the out 
of date East-European models).
The situation is not much better in case of the harvester fleet, 
and moreover the same conclusion can be reached for o th er 
groups of agricultural machinery.

3. F a rm -m a c h in e ry  in v es tm en ts

The farm-machinery market is supply-led. Today, somebody 
wanting to buy a machine can choose from 60 thousand 
different models. Data supporting this can be seen in T ab le  1.

Table 1 Farm-machinery market supply

M ach in e  ty p e N u m b e r 
o f  types

M a n u 
fa c tu re rs

H u n g a ria n + E a s te rn
+ W este rn

Tractor 10 350 58 1+18+39
Harvester 252 10 0+3+7
Plough 1 815 61 19+11+31
Sowing machine 1 872 74 2+12+60
Sprayer 2 664 53 5+13+35

T o ta l (2001) 55 800 1 900
Source: Hajdú, 2003.

It is apparent that the enlarged selection on offer requires 
e x p e rt  k n o w led g e  for the procurement decision-takers. It is not 
only that it is more difficult to choose from 100 models than 
from 10. It is also a decisive question, whether it is possible to 
follow the large number of different technical parameters on a 
daily basis. Additionally, under the competition pressure 
manufacturers modernise at a faster pace than before, so that 
they put more new models faster on the market, not taking into 
account whether the consumers are able to adjust - technically 
and financially - to this pace.
The data show that the supply on the Hungarian farm- 
machinery market has changed a lot from the usual 1/3 -1/3 - 
1/3 ratio. It is now evident that Western supply is dominant, as 
shown by the figures in T ab le  2.

Table 2 Ratios o f farm-machinery procurements by region

Region Number o f machines Value o f procurement
Hungarian 28,49 13,83

Eastern 4,33 16,31
Western 67,18 69,86

Source: Hajdú, 2003.

The domination of western supply alone could be welcomed, 
because these machines are usually of higher quality. However, 
it is not indifferent, what the p rice  is of the higher quality. The 
Hungarian agricultural community is very sensitive to the cost
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of development, as the 'agricultural scissors are opening 
permanently making critical the development of the efficiency 
and the rate of return and at the same time it limits the 
fulfilment of the classic principles of self-financing. The small 
and medium-size farms with short of capital often face with the 
unsolvable challenge of synchronising the force of machine 
procurement with their lack of capital. It is not a surprise that 
the most frequent motivation for their buying a farm-machine is 
the existence or the non-existence of in v es tm en t su p p o rts . 
Except for last year, development funding was rather limited. 
The figures related to this can be seen in T ab le  3.

Table 3 Sources o f farm-machinery investments in 2001

Source T o ta l a m o u n t 
(H u n g a r ia n  F t)

R a tio  (% )

Own resource 37 836,8 42,28
Subsidy 24 530,7 27,41
Credit 26 713,3 29,45
Other 418,6 0,47
T otal 89 499,4 100,00
Source: Hajdú, 2003.

The data clearly show that the ratio of own risk resources is 
above 70%, which again calls for the importance of a careful 
decision analysis before the procurement.
Knowing the previous figures it is also advisable to look at the 
ratio of sectoral procurement in Hungary in the last few years. 
The data related to this is shown in T ab le  4.

Table 4 Farm-machine investments per sector in 2001

E conom ic
sec to r

A re a  o f 
lan d  (% )

A v erag e  a rea  
(h ec ta re s)

In v estm en t 
ra tio  (% )

Individual farms 51,7 4,05 43,2
Economic
societies 32,2 582,4 46,6

Cooperatives 15,1 1 226,9 9,5
T o ta l 100,0 8,1 100,0
Source: Hajdú, 2003.

The table clearly show that the individual farms and the 
cooperatives have a lower ratio of investment per area than the 
economic societies. This fact could serve as a basis for further 
analyses. It seems probable, that economic societies -  due to 
their ownership structure — still have development funds to 
improve their technical capability, while the individual 
producers and the cooperatives have already spent their 
reserves. This is an exciting question, as new o rg a n isa tio n a l 
s tru c tu re s  are developing nowadays, which in the next decade 
could be decisive for the international competitiveness of 
Hungarian agriculture. The development of new organisational 
structures is illustrated in T ab le  5.

Table 5 The organisational structure o f Hungarian agriculture

N am e

F o rm s o f  p ro d u c tio n
N u m b e r
(pieces)

R atio
(%)

N u m b e r
(pieces)

R atio
(%)

1990 1998
Enterprises with legal 
entity 1 990 64,0 7 703 19,7

Out of which: 
Economic societies 445 14,3 4 932 12,6

Cooperatives 1 362 43,8 1 715 4,4
Producers without legal 
entity 1 118 36,0 31 339 80,3

Out of which: Individual 
producers 27 832 71,3

T O T A L 3 108 100,0 39 042 100,0
Source: KSH

4. T he econom ic p ro b lem s o f th e  use  o f  fa rm -m a c h in e ry

A machinery investment decision is a complex economic 
problem in itself and furthermore it influences the economic 
characteristics of the machine use, particularly the machine 
utilization and its economic effect-mechanism.
During both planning and utilising the capacities we face the 
problem of efficiency. Efficiency is a relative category; it shows 
the ratio of the theoretically possible and the real utilization. In 
case of capacity it shows in what degree we use the capacities. 
Efficiency has a direct effect, the better we utilise the 
production capacity the less machineries we need for a given 
production and vice versa.
After the transition in Hungary th e  la n d  s tru c tu re  has changed 
significantly. The new conditions are unfavourable for the 
economic machine utilisation as the land sizes do not make the 
economically reasonable utilisation possible. This is the reason 
we have to deal with this problem further on.

5. C onclusions

• The mechanisation indexes of our agricultural enterprises 
considerably lag behind the similar indexes of EU member 
states. At the same time our eco n o m ic  possibilities do not 
permit and our s t ru c tu ra l  characteristics do not justify a 
strained machinery investment. The limited financial sources 
ought to be spent circumspectly, and therefore deep 
preparations are to be done before investment decisions. The 
decision preparations are particularly difficult because the 
scope of supply has been enlarged significantly on one hand 
and on the other hand the professional knowledge is not 
always adequate.

• At judging the economic position of the sector one must 
consider that se lf  f in an c in g  is seldom possible nowadays 
which occasionally can cause development inability.

• The high value of most agricultural machines is a big burden 
not only to the investment costs but it influences to a great 
degree the costs o f utilisation as well.
- Under the present circumstances of the Hungarian 
agriculture there are more possibilities worth while to be 
considered for decreasing the costs of utilisation, such as:
- Creating the conditions that a v o lu m e  of the tasks should be 
reasonably given that makes an optimal utilisation possible. 
We can claim it sure enough that a farm with a couple of 
hectares is suitable to it only if there is a possibility to utilise 
the surplus capacity.
- To work out the a m o rtisa tio n  p o licy  in order that constant 
costs can be divided reasonably.
- It is practical to rethink the possibilities of utilising used  or 
a m o rtized  machines. The obvious advantage in this case is 
that the large ratio of constant costs falls off. However, we 
must consider that the repairing costs increase and we must 
face if the used machines can still meet the qualify 
requirements of the work.

• A farmer in order to get a unit of performance at the lowest 
possible price ought to know the level of utilisation where the 
specific cost the machine use is minimal. According to our 
trial calculations and observations we can claim that the 
present utilisation values are f a r  below  the economic 
expectations..
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CONTROLLING OF ENERGETIC WIND 
MEASUREMENT
(CALIBRATION OF CUP ANEMOMETERS)
N. Schrempf- L. Tóth 
Szent István University, Gödöllő

P re lim in aries

One of the goals of the energetic wind measurements being 
carried out for several years in Dept, of Agroenergetics (Szt. 
István University, Hungary) was the construction of a wind 
tunnel that is suitable for calibrating anemometers and it is in 
accordance with the international standards.

R ealization

The characteristic technical properties of the wind tunnel and 
the fan can be seen in Figure 1.

The most important constructional part of the wind tunnel is the 
fan type HELIOS HQ630 having impeller-blades of adjustable 
angle (Figure 2). During the realization the basic requirement 
was that the ready-made equipment should produce the wind- 
speed values occurring in the practice too i.e. from around 0  m/s 
to at least 20 m/s. This was solved with the help a frequency 
converter made by Procon with an infinitely variable control

range (Figure 2). The values set as an aim were managed to 
create only in part because the minimum value of the air 
velocity in the tunnel could be decreased to 4 m/s only in this 
way. In order to reduce the air speed further, an air-throttle plate 
was put in behind the fan (Figure 2) of which help even the 
wind velocity value approaching 0  m/s well (cca. 0.16 m/s) 
could be produced.
It was necessary because:
1. the earlier test results had proved that there was a significant 

-  but, of course, not basically determining -  difference in 
the energy content of the wind with speed starting the wind 
generators (2,5 m/s) and the wind with speed of 4 m/s 
reproduced with the help of frequency converter,

2 . the test of a cup anemometer should start below the 
characteristic range of wind speed and end above it in order 
to gain the optimum information on its performance and 
operation in practice.

There was a further important requirements to control the 
dynamic loads beyond the static state.
The fan was suitable for this task as well.

M e a su re m e n t

During the measurement program, anemometers type Thies 
were tested as:

Measured and calculated results
Thies 4.3519.00.000 Thies 4.3303.22.007

Parameter v anemo P v calculated v anemo P v calculated
Unit (m/s) (Pa) (m/s) (m/s) (Pa) (m/s)

1 1.43 1.65 1.68 1.86 1.60 1.64
2 4.07 6.64 3.34 2.91 3.20 2.32
3 5.78 19.20 5.68 3.35 4.80 2.84
4 7.87 39.60 8.16 3.92 6.44 3.29
5 9.97 64.16 10.39 4.40 9.60 4.02
6 12.15 97.36 12.80 5.13 12.80 4.64
7 13.94 128.24 14.69 6.49 22.23 6.11
8 15.83 164.32 16.63 9.64 51.20 9.27
9 - - - 13.03 96.13 12.70
10 - - - 17.42 175.88 17.18
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-  1 instrument type Thies 4.3519.00.000 (assembled with 
plastic rotor; Figure 4 and 5), and according to the test 
experiences of this device:

- 3  instruments type Thies 4.3303.22.007 (assembled with 
metal rotors; Figure 4 and 7).

E lem en ts o f th e  m ea su rin g  c irc u it

Figure 2
The HELIOS HQ 630fan with the frequency 

converter and the air throttle

For the calibration, a differential manometer type Motorola 
MPX2010DP was chosen (Fig. 4).
For recording the measurement data, the instrument type 
SPIDER 8 was used (Fig. 7 and 8).
The goal of the investigation was to control the correct 
operation of the instruments.

Figure 3
Measuring circuit

Figure 4
The tested anemometers and the differential manometer

Figure 5
Anemometer type Thies 4.3519.00.000 

in measuring position

Figure 6
The bell-mouth entry
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Figure 7
Anemometer type Thies 4.3303.22.07 in measuring position

E v a lu a tio n  of m easu rem en t r e s u l ts

It can be established írom the comparison of wind-speed data 
calculated with the data base measured with the calibrating 
differential manometer on the tested anemometer that the results 
can be fit well onto a straight line.
There is no valuable deviation in the range above 6  m/s but the 
deviations are more significant in the range from 2.5 to 6  m/s. 
This can be presented well with plotting the relative error values 
in diagram (Figure 8).
It can be seen that a significant deviation is shown in the range 
below 6  m/s. However, its cause does not come from the 
incorrect operation or failure of the anemometer but it is caused 
by the measuring accuracy of the used calibrating instrument. It 
had been expected before and, accordingly, there were no 
complications because of that during the test.
It is important in many points of view as well that, in the case of 
the anemometer type Thies 4.3519.00.000, the relative error 
tends to a horizontal straight line (of around -5%) in the range 
above 6  m/s:
■ It can be proved numerically that the earlier measurements 

carried out with tilting manometer have been correct.
■ The negative error increases the reliability in the evaluation of 

the measurements performed with the given instrument.
■ During the evaluation, the necessary correction can be 

determined simply.

The exact measurement of the lower wind-speed values and the 
changing in them is especially important on continental 
conditions because the wind-variables are less even inside of the 
continent than at the off-shore winds.
The anemometers -  because of their construction -  have 
considerable inertia in comparison with their own mass. The 
motion of the wind influences it in positive or negative direction 
i.e. the wind has to start and accelerate or decelerate them -  
depending on the changing in wind variables -  and, moreover, 
has to overcome the friction of the cup-wheel axle (even if it is 
little).
It is demonstrated well by the test results of the anemometers 
having plastic or metal rotors.
It can be seen that the speeding -  up of the rotor made of metal 
is shower and a positive error is caused by this effect (Figure 8 
b, c, d).
If its measure is determined and taken into consideration, it will 
not cause errors in the evaluation of the measurement.
There problems do not arise at the differential manometers 
because they do not have moving parts and the inertia of the air

column can be negligible and, accordingly, a more accurate 
momentary value will be given. That is why a calibration 
instrument operating on this principle was chosen.

Relative error of type 
Thies 4.3519.00.000

Relative error of anemometer I. 
Relative error (%) ,y p e  T h le s  4 .3 3 0 3 .2 2 .0 0 7

b)

Relative error (%)

Relative error of anemometer II 
type Thles 4.3303.22.007

c)

Relative error (%)

Relative error of anemometer III. 
type Thies 4.3303.22.007

Figure 8
The relative error o f the tested measuring instruments
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DYNAMIC SURFACE FIRMNESS 
MEASUREMENT OF HIGH PRECISION
J. Felföldi -  A. Fekete -  V. Muha 
Corvinus University of Budapest

In tro d u c tio n

The role of the mechanical parameters in the quality assessment 
of the raw materials of foods — especially in case of fruits and 
vegetables — is very important. Among these parameters mainly 
the surface firmness -  the mechanical properties of the outer 
layer of several millimetres depth — is taken into account by the 
sensory assessment and the traditional hardness measurement 
methods. If we are searching for an objective measurement 
method for automatic quality evaluation, classification, 
providing with a characteristic in a good correlation with the 
above mentioned properties, it must be quick, non-destructive 
and suitable for measurement of the hardness of the surface 
zone. It is obvious to search for a solution among the dynamic 
firmness measurement methods. The research group of the 
Physics-Control Department of the CUB is dealing with 
methodological and suitability investigations the dynamic 
texture measurement methods (acoustic, drop, impact, wave- 
propagation etc. methods). According to our experiences and 
published results, the impact method -  applying a low-energy 
impact onto the surface of the sample with an instrumented 
hammer fitted with an acceleration or force sensor, and 
analysing the signal during the contact -  seems to be the most 
encouraging for the described purpose. The resonance and wave 
propagation methods -  characterising the internal texture of the 
sample -  are not suitable for the surface description because of 
their averaging nature.
According to the previous tests, the impact method is suitable 
for the measurement of very wide range of fruits and 
vegetables, but its repeatability is far from the typically very 
good repeatability of the other dynamic methods. As an 
example, the results of the repeated impact tests of potato 
samples are demonstrated on the Figure 1. The impact tests 
were performed by the same person, in similar circumstances 
but on different locations of the potato tuber. The weak 
correlation between the results of the repeated tests is similar to 
the correlation between the results of the traditional surface 
firmness measurement methods. During the further 
investigations our aim was develop a computer controlled 
measurement system able to precisely repeat the parameters 
determining the measurement conditions and to use this system 
for methodological and suitability investigations, to analyse the 
possible causes of the uncertainty of the results.

M a teria ls  a n d  M ethods

Different fruits (apple, pear, orange, etc.) and vegetables 
(potato, onion, tomato, bell pepper, etc.) were used for the 
methodological investigations, but to avoid the natural 
biological and time-dependent variability of the samples of 
horticultural origin, model materials were used as well (firm 
silicon block, plastic ball of different size to represent the elastic 
properties with no significant viscosity, foam blocks, etc.).
The base of the impact measurement system reported herein is 
an impactor arm rotating around a vertical axis with negligible 
friction. The impactor head of approximately 20 g mass is fitted 
with a PCB Piezotronics 352B68 acceleration sensor of 105 
mV/g sensitivity. The movement speed of the impactor can be 
adjusted and it can be started by an electromagnetic actuator 
controlled by the computer. According to our preliminary tests 
the speed of the impactor is practically constant on its way 
between 2 cm and 5 cm (related to the start position). The 
impactor contacts the sample with a changeable tip of different 
shape and material. A semi-spherical tip made from steel was

used during the test introduced. The system is controlled by a 
computer. The impactor is started by the computer and the 
signal of the acceleration sensor is recorded and analysed by a 
special software developed for this purpose. The impactor arm 
is pulled back to the starting position after each test. To the 
investigations taking into account the test position on the 
samples, a turntable was developed driven by a stepper motor, 
controlled by the same computer. The minimum step of the 
table was 1.5°, but during the introduced experiments, it was 
used with 6 ° steps (3-4 mm stepping distance depending on the 
sample diameter).
According to our theoretical approach and experimental results 
(Felföldi and Ignát, 1999) the AT time interval -  needed to 
reach the firs peak on the sine-type impact curve -  was used for 
determination of the impact stiffness coefficient, d as it follows:

d = 1/ДТ2, ms' 2

R esu lts a n d  C o n clusions

As the first step, the repeatability of the system was tested on 
different model materials and horticultural samples with strictly 
uniform impact parameters and positions using repeated impacts 
in every 10 second. The results for apple sample (2 different 
positions) are illustrated on the Figure 2. The coefficient of 
variation of the repeated tests is below 1 % for every tested 
sample (typically 0.2 -  0.3 %). Conclusively, the repeatability 
of the system itself can be considered to be very high; the 
uncertainty experienced in the tests must be caused by the 
variability of other measurement component.
Therefore the second step was the investigation of the effect of 
the mechanical moment of the impactor (m*v). In a case of a 
given impactor with given mass, it means the variation of the 
impactor speed. According to our measurements the moment -  
which is equal to the integral value of the force by the time -  
was estimated as the area below the impact curve. According to 
our interpretation of the impact process - based on the similarity 
with the harmonic oscillation -  in a case of elastic sample, the 
periodic time of the oscillation, and so the deceleration time 
(AT) does not depend on the impact speed or moment. This 
simplified approach can be disturbed by taking into account the 
visco-elastic properties of the samples: increasing impact speed 
results in an increasing virtual stiffness because of the internal 
friction. The results of the model materials -  investigated as 
elastic samples -  suit the expectations (Figure 3.). Among the 
horticultural samples the paprika (bell pepper) can be assumed 
to be pure elastic sample with no significant viscosity. However 
other products show definite visco-elastic behaviour (Figure 4.). 
In case of most products tested 10% variation in the impact 
moment resulted in a 1.5-5% variation in the measured stiffness 
value. It means that the measurement result can be affected by 
the uncertainty of the impact speed in case of use of hand-held 
impact hammer; however the big range of the repetition error 
cannot be explained only by this component.
The real explanation of this variability and high repetition error 
can be searched in the samples, that is in the variability of the 
mechanical properties of the surface layer of the fruits and 
vegetables. Therefore the distribution of the surface stiffness of 
different samples was investigated (Figure 5 - Figure 7). The 
results can be summarised as it follows:
• The variability of the surface stiffness of samples of biological 
origin is very high (in some cases extremely high). In case of 
the apple results on Figure 5, shown as an example, the 
variability of the impact stiffness coefficient is above 16%. 
Conclusively, the real physical hardness values of the randomly 
selected positions of the same fruit can be very different.
• The reproducibility of the impact method itself was found to 
be very good. The correlation analysis of the results of the tests 
repeated with the very same conditions can be used to detect
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small scale mechanical texture changes or to characterise the 
non-destructive nature of the tests objectively (Figure 6 ).
• Internal defects or structure can be concluded according to the 
variability of the surface stiffness measurements (Figure 7).
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Figure 1 Results o f the repeated impact tests on potato samples
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Figure 4 Result o f the impact test vs. the impact moment in case offruit sample

Measurement position, degree

Figure 5 Variation o f the surface stiffness around the equator o f an apple sample 
(measurements repeated on the same positions)

Figure 6 Results o f the impact tests performed on the same positions o f an apple sample

Figure 7 Variation o f the surface stiffness around the equator o f a tomato sample 
(measurements repeated on the same positions)



TEXTURE PROPERTIES OF HORTICULTURAL 
PRODUCES
P. László
Budapest University of Economic Sciences and Public 
Administration

1. Introduction

The quality of horticultural produces can be determined either 
by laboratory measurements, or by sensory qualification. 
Relationship was found between the two methods. Cucumbers 
and disease resistant apples varieties were tested. The 
experiments were sponsored by OTKA (TO30241).
First of all the consumers determined sensory points or sensory rank 
scores. During organoleptical analysis we measured the rheo
logical properties. The sensory evaluation was done by Z. Kókai.

2. Materials and methods

Texture point of preserved cucumber varieties and rank scores 
of apple varieties were determined. Force and time of biting and 
chewing are characterized by the organoleptical texture 
properties. We used penetrometrical texture analysis for 
laboratory qualification.
In our earlier experimental results the ratio (called limit force- 
number) of the bioyield and rupture stress of the texture curve is 
a characteristic of the biting forces as well.
The creep property of chewing is specifically important if the 
average and standard deviation of the limit force-number will be 
a probability variable that can be seen in the equation. The 95 
percent probability level of this variable is used in agrophysical 
models.

J!f=? £ .  + 2 i!F, t

The relationship of these interval length and organoleptical 
properties was defined by creep function with regression 
analysis.

X
= ------------; K: texture point

cX  + d

In this function the texture point was used directly by the results 
of consumers sensory evaluation. With rank scores before the 
test of creep-function the quality property (texture point) was 
defined by PQS method.

3. Results and discussion

The limit force-number of cucumber varieties is smaller in case 
of bigger organoleptical points as it can be seen in Table 1. The 
rank scores of apple varieties are shown in Table 2. In the first 
quarter of the rectangular coordinate system we show the 
vectors with frequency (number of consumers) of rank scores 
(can be seen in Figure 1).
We presented PQS method for RESI apple variety in Figure 2. 
The organoleptical property (organoleptical point) is tangent of 
the directional angle of centre of gravity. These properties were 
used in creep-function (can be seen in Figure 3.), which divides 
into two quality groups the apple varieties (can be seen in 
Figure 4. too).
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Table 1 Connection between stress ratio and the sensory points

Variety Ratio of limit 
stresses 

(limit force- 
number)

Rate of measuring 
results in interval

Average
of

organoleptical
point

Row
<%)

Preserved
(%)

Levina 1,2 < p < 3,5 52
2 < p < 6 56 7,4

Minerva 1,2 < p < 3,5 97
2 < p  < 6 89 6

Figure 1 Representation o f sensory rank scores with vectors

Table 2 Sensory rank scores o f the consumers varieties by 
varieties

Variety Number of consumers
according to rank scores Total

I. 2 . 3. 4. 5. 6 .
Rank score

1. Releika 11 11 10 12 11 55
2 . Relinda 17 11 1 11 6 46 92
3. Remo 9 15 10 19 25 14 92
4. Renora 11 10 22 28 15 6 92
5. Resi 13 8 12 15 7 55
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Figure 3 Correlation o f  the rheological properties and 
sensory rank scores 

(Y= -1.0723X + 4,1637, r=0,9988)

■Jonathan
Mil

All
1 duster (65%) 

2 duster (35%)
Rem) Rdincfa

Figure 4 Preference rank o f apple varieties
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CORRELATION BETWEEN THE AGROPHYSICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS AND STRUCTURE- 
HARDNESS ON THE WHEAT KERNELS
A. Véha1 -  E. Gyimes1 -  M. Neményi2 
'University of Szeged Faculty-College of Food 

Engineering
2University of West-Hungary, Mosonmagyaróvár 

Introduction and literature review

Wheat is the most important of all the cereals in our country. It 
is also one of the most valuable and most widely grown crops 
all over the world. Its popularity is due to the fact that wheat 
species and varieties can be grown in a wide range of climatic 
conditions and are highly adaptable. With the exception of the 
most extreme (tropical, desert and polar) climatic areas it is 
produced practically everywhere.
By kernel texture we will mainly mean the texture of the 
endosperm, which is made up of two parts: the aleuron layer 
and starchy endosperm. The former is a 50-micron-thick layer 
with high protein content, whose thickness is independent of 
grain size (EVERS and MILLAR, 2002.) For the sake of 
simplicity, we will refer to endosperm as the part inside the 
aleuron layer.
The development of the kernel texture is mainly determined by 
genetic factors, which can get considerably modified by 
growing conditions.
Although hardness and vitreousness are related terms, the 
underlying characteristics are very different. Vitreous, glass-like 
kernel composition is a feature that any wheat variety can gain 
provided that the environmental and agronomic conditions are 
favourable, that is the temperature is optimal and the N supply 
to the crop is sufficient. Kernel hardness, however, is an 
inherited genetic feature characteristic of a particular variety. 
Kernel hardness depends on the correlation between starch 
granules and the protein matrix coating them, i.e. the extent of 
their adhesion. The grinding aspects of soft and hard wheat 
varieties are different. The starch granules of the former burst 
out of their protein matrix in the grinding process. In kernels 
with a hard endosperm texture adhesion force is bigger than the 
force binding starch particles. This means that it is starch that 
breaks up in the milling process (BÉKÉS, 2001).
The endosperm hardness of wheat kernels is determined by the 
Ha gene on chromosome 5D and is responsible for controlling 
endosperm texture. Genetic research has found it is present in 
hexaploid (Tr. Aestivum) but absent in tetraploid (Tr durum) 
wheat varieties despite the fact that durum wheat varieties are 
essentially harder. This finding suggests that endosperm texture 
is determined not by factors responsible for its hardness. On the 
contrary, it is the genetic set-up coding its softness that should 
be considered. An investigation of biochemical background 
revealed it is a 15 kDa-size protein called ffiabilin (GSPrgrain 
softness protein) that is responsible for softening the binding 
force between the starch and the protein matrix. LILLEMO 
(2001) concluded that Puroindulin a (Pin a) and Puroindulin b 
(Pin b) are the most important genetic factors controlling kernel 
hardness.
CHANG (1988) discovered there was a correlation between a 
looser, flourier endosperm and its hardness. FANG and 
CAMPBELL (2000) arrived at a similar conclusion. Wheat 
grains with a harder kernel require more energy in the milling 
process, as indicated by GYIMES and VÉHA (1998), VÉHA 
and GYIMES (2000). PUJOL et al. (2000) examined energy 
consumption during milling and established that the correlation 
between kernel hardness and grinding energy demand was 
medium strong and positive.
It is equally important to know the sizes of the kernels in order 
to make the control of post-harvest technologies precise. The 
high quality and technological efficiency of sifting before 
drying, sorting before storage can mainly be achieved if the size

of the sifter is right. This can only be done if we are familiar 
with the sizes of the wheat grain. Wheat grains develop into 
different sizes in their ears. This sheer fact makes it essential to 
determine the sizes and distribution of the kernels in the post
harvest operations. The size and the shape of the seed are two of 
the natural characteristics that make the species and possibly the 
variety of the wheat identifiable. CSIZMAZIA et al. 1994, 
CSIZMAZIA and NAGYNÉ P.I. (1996) investigated the size- 
related physical and aerodynamic properties of seeds. The role 
of physical characteristics is of crucial importance in the drying 
process. Besides size, size distribution — homogeneity — and 
mass density should also be emphasized. (ВЕКЕ, 1997) Kernel 
weight and, analogously, thousand-kemel-weight indicate the 
volume of the yield to be expected. According to LELLEY 
(1967) high thousand-kemel-weight is one of the keys to good 
productiveness. As far as crops grown on the same site are 
concerned it is their kernel weight and not the number of ears 
that is predominantly inherited. Based on the correlation 
between flour yield and thousand-kernel-weight WIERSMA et 
al. (2 0 0 1 ) carried out experiments with aestivum wheat kernels 
to produce varieties with high thousand-kemel-weight. The role 
of density was investigated by DOBRASZCZYK el al. (2002), 
CHANG (1988), FANG and CAMPBELL (2000). To measure 
density, we need to consider mass density first, where the gas 
(air) volume among kernels is measured together with the 
volume of the kernels. In literature mass density is often 
referred to as volume weight, although in physical sense it can 
be regarded as density. This latter characteristic is an indicator 
widely used and greatly emphasized in the milling practice and 
is called hectolitre weight (HLW). Low hectolitre weight often 
indicates less flour yield (KELLY et al. 1995), this in itself 
being a bad omen for milling industry, and to some extent it can 
also be a prognosis for the quality of flour to be expected. 
Hectolitre weight depends on several factors like kernel size, 
the rate of damaged kernels (GAINES et al. 1997), shape and 
inner texture. GULER (2003) pointed out that it is the effect o f 
irrigation - among others - in the production technology that 
contributes to the increase of HLW. SCHULLER et al. (1995) 
refer to the correlation between hectolitre weight and soft or 
hard kernel texture in their work. GAINES et al. (1997) proved 
the correlation between kernel size and damage, largely 
influenced by the weather conditions during ripening, and 
hectolitre weight. They also emphasized the necessity of sorting 
out shrivelled wheat grains. Although the so called true density 
is an important feature of agricultural materials, it is not 
frequently investigated and is hardly referred to. This could be 
the reason why, in the lack of extensive experience, it is 
impossible to gather relevant information on how density values 
change. NEMÉNYI (1988), however, investigating com hybrids 
found that density and the rate of chemical components were 
correlated.

Aims of investigation

Kemel hardness is a factor of high importance when wheat 
varieties grown for human consumption — either the common 
(Triticum aestivum) or durum (Triticum dumm) -  are assessed 
for quality by the milling and flour processing industries. The 
solid or loose nature of endosperm texture determines the 
category of the wheat in terms of inner content. Thus hardness 
is a variety-specific measure of value and also a price maker.
The hardness or softness of wheat kernels will basically 
determine the technology, the course and the economical nature 
of the milling process. In our study we aimed to focus on 
determining kernel hardness and establishing the characteristics 
of kernel texture.

Material, methods and means

The wheat varieties used in the study were provided by Szeged 
Cereal Research Non-Profit Company (Szegedi Gabonater-
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mesztési Kutató Kht). They were grown in Táplánszentkereszt, 
Fülöpszállás, Zsombó and Szeged and harvested in the years 
1999-2002. The preparation of representative samples, which 
were cleaned after harvest (to remove dust and large impurities) 
was made with a “chess-board” sample distribution method.
The kernel size was measured in the following way: 100 
kernels were examined in all three sizes with the help of a 
digital slide-gauge. The resolution of the measuring gauge was
0.01mm and its precision 0.03mm. A table of the measured data 
was then drawn up, and the data assessed. 
Thousand-kernel-weight (TKW) was established according to 
norm MSZ 6367/4. A certain amount (approximately 500 
kernels = 2 0  g) was taken form the samples, then measured with 
an accuracy of up to 0.01  and the weight of the sound kernels 
was calculated in proportion to 1 0 0 0  kernels.
Hectolitre weight (HLW) is the weight of one hectolitre of 
crop as measured with a purpose-made authenticated measuring 
device. HLW was measured according to norm MSZ 6367/4. 
The weight of 1 litre (1dm3) of wheat was measured with 
special crop-quality scales. Following this, hectolitre weight 
was calculated by means of a conversion chart.
To determine kernel hardness (HI: Hardness index) the 
PERTEN SKCS 4100 measuring instrument was used. This 
instrument measures not only Hi value but also kernel weight 
and moisture content and provides an average value for 300 
kernels measured one by one. Samples were measured in 3-3 
parallel tests, respectively.
Flour yield is the rate of flour extraction in proportion to wheat 
volume in laboratory conditions. Another definition of flour 
yield is the volume of all the actual milling products in 
proportion to the wheat volume milled under given 
(commercial) milling conditions. The distinction between the 
two is made to avoid misinterpretation. Wheat grains were 
milled in a laboratory by means of the Brabender Quadromat 
Senior laboratory mill. Flour is produced in laboratory 
conditions to determine the flour yield of wheat varieties, also 
known as extraction. The device has four main structural units: 
sifter, body, 3 pairs of break rolls and three pairs of reduction 
rolls. With its fixed roll arrangement and roll gaps it represents 
an extremely short milling technology. It can reach a 65-75% 
flour yield in theory.

Test results

These varieties are highly sensitive to changes in the weather or 
the environment.
In above average growing seasons, when both precipitation 
and temperature are sufficient and the site suits the demands of 
the variety, the original variety-specific features will prevail and 
kernel hardness value will be high. Under worse conditions, 
however, the genetic qualities of the variety do not show up and 
kernel texture will be looser and softer. It should be noted 
that the hardness of the kernel texture is generally an inherent, 
stable quality of most varieties (GYIMES et al. 2002).
Dividing the samples into hard and soft classes we compared 
the measured and calculated weight values separately. The 
difference with soft samples was 10% approximately 
(R2=0.809), while the difference proved bigger, almost 17% in 
the case of hard samples with an excellent determination 
coefficient (R2=0.815). Our results suggest that the furrow 
depths of hard and soft kernel varieties differ. Based on this 
finding we set up a multi-variable equation, which made it 
possible to estimate thickness measurement safely. Estimating 
equations for hard and soft varieties, respectively, are as 
follows:
For hard varieties (HI > 50):

Th = 2,927 - 0,206 * I + 0,029 * TKW (R2=0,63)

For soft varieties (HI < 50):

Th = 2,588 - 0,166 * 1 + 0,031 * TKW (R2=0,72)

where Th : thickness (mm)
TKW: thousand-kemel-weight 
1: length (mm)

The values of hectolitre weight (HLW) and those of the 
porosity (e ) of the calculated set are inversely proportional 
(SITKÉI, 1981). This correlation is substantially influenced by 
the hardness of kernel texture. This is proven by the following 
estimating equations:
For hard varieties...(HI > 50)..

e = 0,722838 - 0,00403237*HLW (n=105, R2=0,72, r= -0,850)

For soft varieties (HI <50).......

e= 0,672659 - 0,00344793*HLW (n=59, R2=0,66, r= -0,811)

The samples were divided into two internationally accepted 
types: the samples within the range of HI 50 are considered 
HARD, while those within HI 50 are SOFT, (see Fig. 1)

Stable haul domain 

Unstable domain 

Stable soft domain

Varieties

Figure I Kernel hardness stability o f wheat varieties 
in 1999-2002. (n=173)

The assessment of varieties well reveals the differences between 
hard and soft samples. But when it comes to classification, 
difficulties might arise with the assessment of such varieties as 
DÁVID, DÉLIBÁB KUNSÁG or MURA. Hardness is not a 
stable variety-specific characteristic of these wheat varieties.

The correlation between kernel hardness and flour yield was 
tested with samples from 36 different locations, harvested in 
2002. Our findings prove that there is a positive correlation 
between kernel hardness and flour yield, as shown in Fig 2. The 
medium strong correlation proves the advantages of hard 
varieties and predicts economical, high-performance milling.

HI (%)

Figure 2 Correlation between kernel hardness and flour yield 
in =36; r=0.36)
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We managed to further increase the accuracy of estimating flour 
yield. The following linear equation in two variables based on 
kernel hardness and width size supports a strong and 
significant positive correlation between the estimated and 
measured values of milling:

Flour yield = 3,40979 + 15,8725*W + 0,174489*HI

(R2=0,5424, n=36, r=0,734)

Where W: width size of wheat grains (mm)
HI: Hardness Index value of wheat samples (%)
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Summary

Despite the fact that the three characteristic of wheat kernel 
measurements (length, width, thickness) are considered to be 
independent, thickness measurement can be estimated with 
good accuracy by a two-variable model, set up from length and 
thousand-kemel-weight values. This leads us to a verified 
correlation, which, however, is significantly modified by kernel 
hardness. For soft kernel samples the value of the determination 
coefficient (R2 = 0.72) is higher than for hard kernel ones (R2 =
0.63) but the relation is still significant and strong in both 
cases.
We also found that the relation between hectolitre weight 
(HLW) and porosity basically depends on kernel hardness. The 
constant of the linear regressive equation can be regarded as 
quasi equal, however, the difference between the regressive 
coefficients appeared to be ca. 15%, where correlation was 
identical. Thus the shape of wheat varieties with hard kernel 
texture is more suited to fill a given volume.
The efficiency of the flour milling process can best be measured 
by the volume of the end- product, that of the flour produced 
from a given volume of wheat. We measured the correlation 
between hardness index and flour yield (laboratory mill) and it 
proved to be significant and medium strong (r=0.63). We 
managed to further increase the accuracy of our estimates based 
on kernel hardness values by applying new background 
variables. Width turned out to be a suitable physical 
dimensional characteristic, thus enabling us to set up an 
estimating equation in two variables. As a result, width and 
hardness index values made estimating extraction more 
accurate. The estimate line and the laboratory flour yield are 
strongly correlated (r=0.734)
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DETERMINATION OF THE NUMBER AND THE 
PLACES OF SUGAR-BEET RECEIVING 
REPOSITORIES
J. Benkő -  P. Soós -  Zs. Szüle -  A. Balogh 
Szent István University, Gödöllő

factory’s cleaning system, from where it goes to production in 
12-24 hours. (Wet storage is not allowed, while the autolysis of 
sugar on the wet surfaces is very strong, because of the raised 
activity of micro-organisms. Further problem is that the washed 
dirt means huge load to the factory’s sewer.)

1. Introduction

The number of the factories and the needed capacity of the 
Hungarian beet industry is determined by the EU’s production 
quota, that Hungary won in December 2002. The factories are 
not interested in producing more or producing less sugar than 
the amount of the quota, arranged during the connection treaty, 
because the overflow can only be exported at a very low price 
outside EU, while producers can lose valuable opportunities on 
the market if they produce below quota.
It is well-known that sugar-beet production is one of the most 
paying in field growing, so people who have the right to 
transport sugar-beet form a very privileged group, hard to get 
in. The privilege and the earning is derivable from the EU’s 
guaranteed minimal sugar-beet price that will expectably be 11- 
12 thousand HUF/tonn. The interventional price of sugar is 155- 
170 HUF/kgs and the factory price is 180-195 HUF/kgs, 
depending on the market-rate of the Hungarian Forint. These 
prices let reaching higher profit than now, either in sugar-beet 
growing and in sugar producing too.
But it would be irresponsible to do nothing and neglect further 
developments after having the quota. On one hand the EU’s 
reformation of the sugar market is expected to aim the increased 
defeatment of the differences between countries by 
competitiveness. This results that the sugar-beet production 
shifts to the regions that can produce more effectively and the 
less effective areas will have to decrease or even terminate their 
production. On the other hand the profit that can be realized 
from the production is not only depending on the income, but it 
depends on the costs too, so the aim of the developments or at 
least a part of them must be about cutting the costs.
This study only investigates a narrow field of the developments, 
the actions after lifting of the sugar-beet, moreover from the 
point of view of transportation and transportation costs.

2. The current practice of sugar-beet transportation

The collection of sugar-beet from the fields can be direct 
(uniarticulate) or combined (polyarticulate). According to the 
experience in the past, the costs of loading, storing, cleaning 
and transportation from the field to the receiving station were 
payed by the factory, independent from the type of the 
transportation.
In case of direct transportation the sugar-beet gets to the factory 
from the field without takeover, by road-vehicles. This solution 
can be seen on the left side of Figure 1 (alternative 1.). The 
receiving station is the factory itself, where the sugar-beet is 
cleaned and clamped after the qualitative and quantitative 
acceptance. The advantages of this solution are: adaptability, no 
need for takeover. But the high amount of contaminants (soil, 
furrow-weed residues, etc.) that can get inside the factory is a 
disadvantage, because the storage and removal of these 
materials increase the costs.
One way of the combined transportation is (Figure 1, alternative 
2 .) when the farmers take the sugar-beet on road-vehicles to the 
forwarding railroad-station, from where in the second phase of 
transportation, the material gets to the factory by railroad. 
During this process, the sugar-beet is cleaned with mobile or 
stationary machines, before or after the road transportation. The 
receiving station here is also the factory. The mechanical 
cleaning of the sugar-beet that comes on railway is hard to carry 
out, so they put the material from the carriage right into the

Figure l  Former solutions for transporting between fields and 
sugarworks

The third solution (Figure 1., alternative 3.) is when producers 
transport to the outside receiver station on public road. After the 
qualitative and quantitative acceptance of the sugar-beet, before 
the temporary storage, the factory owned cleaning and clamping 
machines, operating at the station do the necessary procedures. 
The transportation right to the factory can be done on public 
road or on railroad, depending on the receiver station’s traffic 
connections. This procedure could let the accepted sugar-beet to 
put it right into production, because of it’s cleanness. But the 
build-up of the public road receiver stations do not let the same, 
hence the sugar-beet coming from these receiver stations, after 
the repeated cleaning the sugar-beets often mix with the 
carriages that come from public road, according to alternative 1. 
Because of the repeated cleaning, the rate of the broken beets is 
the highest in these carriages.

3. Loading and transporting by enhanced ceaning

Way of transportations written above have advantages and 
disadvantages that we represented without mentioning all of 
these. However there is a fourth method that is called enhanced 
cleaning by the profession and that is putting all of the 
advantages of the above mentioned methods together. The body 
of it is that they transport the sugar-beets on public roads to the 
storing repositories, where they are clamped and then a high- 
performance (150-450 tonns/hour), self-propelled, so-called 
cleaning-loader machines clean and put the raw material to the 
public road vehicles. The treated sugar-beet transported into the 
factory can be processed immediately after the qualitative and 
quantitative acceptance. The advantages of enhanced cleaning: 
the amount of the contaminants (soil, furrow-weeds, etc.) that 
can get inside the factory is minimal, so there is need to care
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about their storage and treatment. The transporting costs 
decrease, because less weight must be transported into the 
factory and there is no need to transport the contamination. The 
floating-water and cleaning-water consumption decreases, that 
cuts back the costs of water handling and cleaning. The 
decrease of the contamination in the carriages increases the 
objectivity sugar-beet grading and it also decreases the margin 
of errors in measurements. It is an environment-friendly 
procedure that fits for the more and more strict environmental 
rules.
Not only the above mentioned advantages motivate the 
establishing of the method, but the guaranteed, minimal EU 
price of sugar-beet payed to the farmers that contains the cost of 
the transportation between the field and the repository, the 
clamping, the cleaning and the loading. The transportation cost 
between the repository and the factory would still be payed by 
the sugarworks. This means that the interest of the sugarworks 
is to have repositories that are easily accessible, as close to the 
factory as it is possible. This is a bit different from what the 
producers want.
It can be easily conceded that the most sensitive point of the 
establishing is choosing the place, the number and the size of 
the sugar-beet repositories. When assignating the place of a 
repository it is a basic term to the warehoused sugar-beets to be 
easily transported to the factory in case of extreme weather 
circumstances too and transportation does not endanger the 
continuous operation.
Setting the optimal place of repositories (that needs the least 
transporting costs) is currently very difficult, because the lack 
of agricultural road-network with concrete surface. The only 
solution to the problem is evolving the concrete surfaced roads 
between the existing agriculural roads and the optimally set 
repositories. These costs would fall on to the producers and the 
sugarworks. (A good example is the Sugarworks in Kaba, where 
the factory and the farmers jointly invested to built repositories, 
linked directly to the concrete surfaced road network within an 
’Agricultural road and repository building’ program.)
The size of a certain clamp is depending on the operating, the 
capacity of the cleaning-loader machine, the size of the served 
field and on the danger of freezing. Different cleaning-loaders 
need different sizes of repositories built. Machines fed with 
loaders can be used at any size of clamps. Machines that have 
own pick-up boards need 6 -8  m wide clamps. Small clamps can 
be built by special transporting vehicles and in favourable cases 
they can be directly built with the bunkered harvest machines. 
In case of conventional transporting with trailer a particular 
loading machine is needed. When using small clamps the 
danger of freezing is higher that can be avoided with covering.

Sugarworks are centers with unusual characteristics, because 
not even their capacities, but their co-ordinates are also known. 
The questions that need to be answered are the followings: 
Where to put the repositories? How to set up areas, that is to 
which repository to transport from the certain sugar-beet fields? 
Based on the above mentioned things, the condition system and 
the objective function of the mathematical model that can solve 
the problem is the following:

(1) ^ > 0 ,  ^ > 0 , where í= l,2 ,...,/j,y=l,2 ,...,m, A^l,2 ,...,/

(2) £ Л  =  ',

(3) Z  * , £ f ,

(4) % Y* * r k

(5) í ' ^ £ / <

(6) 1 л ^ Х л

(7)
1 j

■«,)2 + (у у - у , ) 2 +

+ 1  Z ^ V í A - .  / *
)2 + (??! -V, )2 -> min

Where n is the number of repositories, m is the number of the 
sugar-beet fields, l is the number of sugarworks, j f  is the

amount transported from field j  to repository i, Ylk is the amount 
transported from repository i to factory k, tj is the capacity of 
field j  (equals to the yield of the field), f  is the capacity of 
repository i, rk is the capacity of repository k, f '  is the amount 

transported to repository i, r  (uj, v() are the co-ordinates of 
reposiory i, rj (Xj ,yj )  are the co-ordinates of field j ,  rk (£k, rjk)
are the co-ordinates of sugarworks k, Q is the transportation 
work.
The solution of the object is to set up areas from the sugar-beet 
fields and to find the centerpoints of the certain repositories. 
This means we lead back tthe problem to single area problems. 
The first step of he solution is to make areas, that means 
classifying each field to a certain repository. The simplest way 
to that is to use a so-called combinations chart (chart 1 .) in 
which Cjj is the distance between repositories (Ц) and sugar-
beet fields (Tj), djj is the distance between repositories (Ц) and 
factories (Gjj) and (tj) is the capacity of the field, (fj) the 
repositories and (rk) the factories.

4. Establishing the optimal place of repositories

The establishing of the optimal place of a repository is a so- 
called multidivisional and two-step depot exploring problem, 
where the repositories with unknown co-ordinates and the 
sugarworks with known co-ordinates are the centers, and the 
sugar-beet fields are the served depots. First step of 
transportation is between the fields and the repositories, the 
second step is moving between the repositories and the 
sugarworks.
In the problem the capacity of the served depots (fields) and the 
co-ordinates of the field centers are known. Capacity can be 
calculated from the size of the area and from the yield. The 
number of repositories equals to the number of cleaning loaders. 
Although the loaders are movable, it seems to be suitable to use 
the precept of one loader per repository. The capacity of the 
repository is defined by the performance (180-220 tonns/hour) 
of the loader. According to the experiences a loader can clean 
100 thousand tonns of sugar-beet a season, that means it can 
serve 1700 hectares of field, based on a 60 tonns/hectare yield.

Combinations chart
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The elements of matrix cy can be counted by:

c,j =^(Xj - u , )1 + (yj -V , ) 2 ,

and the elements of matrix dki can be counted by:

diu = V ( ^ - M / ) 2 + ( 7 * - v, ) 2 •
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For this we take the starting co-ordinates of the repository 
rj(uj,vj) discretionarity before the first iteration.
For the making of the areas, similar to the Vogel-Korda method, 
we figure differentials to every coloumn (k,) that are the 
differences of the two smallest elements of the coloumn.
First we complete the making o f the areas in the D,—Tj partition, 
that means first we order the sugar-beet fields to the 
repositories. We start programming in the coloumn, where the 
difference is the biggest. We place the biggest amount possible 
(Xy) onto the smallest element o f the coloumn and we continue 
programming with the coloumn that’s difference is the next in 
the row. We eliminate the rows and coloumns where there are 
no more elements left. When eliminating a row, we have to 
calculate the differetials again. We have to take care not to 
exceed the given upper bounds (/j).
After ordering the sugar-beet fields and the repositories to each 
other, we calculate the amounts transported into the repositories 
by using the formula:

2 X = / / ’
j

We fill in the results to the chart and we complete the making of 
areas in the Gk-Dj partition also by using the method described 
above.
After setting up the areas, each area can be examined as 
individual, single area problems. This way the places of the 
centers r;(Mj,vj) can be determined by using the iterative
formulas of the center-investigation beside co-ordinates. The 
iterative formulas of the center-investigation beside co
ordinates in area i are:

„(‘■И) =  _J_
.<*>

I . W ' ?
„<*♦» = —l_________ '
' 2 X / < ’

j

where с**' = yj(Xj -  ujk))2 +  (_y ; -  v**’ ) 2 , and к is the 

number of iterations.
After every iterational step we investigate the following 
conditions:

w;( * + i ) -  и(*) < E  ,

Where e  is an arbitrarily small number. We finish the iterational 
process if the conditions are fulfilled, otherwise we go on 
working with the method.
We make a new combinational chart from the new center co
ordinates (г;(ц,у,)) and we put the sugar-beet fields again into
new areas. The method finishes when two combinational charts 
lead to the same areas, two times over. Note that the success of 
the method is highly depending on the determination of the 
starting values. It can happen that we only get local position of 
minimum. We can avoid this by calculating several times with 
different starting values. We can only be satisfied if we get the 
same results with different center series.
The final results tell us the co-ordinates (гД и ,,^ ))  that mark 
the opimal places of the repositories (£>,•), the effective capacity 
of the reposittories ( f ' ), the sugar-beet fields (Tj) belonging to
the repository i and the repositories that belong to the 
sugarwork k.
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